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Introduction to the document 

The following report includes presentations and analyses of 37 cases of Educational Escape 
Room (EER) good practices, that includes 35 European and two global cases. The report is 
produced as part of the work package four (WP4) of the Erasmus+ project titled “UNLOCK – 
Creativity in HEIs through a Game Design Approach” (UNLOCK). The project aims to equip 
HEI educators with knowledge, attitudes and skills required to design and facilitate escape 
room games as part of their teaching, and foster creativity among HEI students.  

The goal of the report is to highlight existing EER practices to inform academics who seek to 

understand how EER games can be used for pedagogical purposes in HEIs and, specifically, to 
improve creativity as an entrepreneurial skill. Despite the discrepancies across regions, 
European academics are observed to adopt a range of EER methodologies, embedded in 
educational and research activities and across diverse study fields. The case studies in the 
collection have primarily captured the form and nature of the EERs in the HEIs. However, a 
fraction of EER examples in the primary/ secondary education, non-formal education, and 
private contexts are included in the collection as well, for their unique transferrable elements. 

 

How to read the UNLOCK project WP4 research phase reports?  

UNLOCK project research phase has been concluded with set of 4 reports, that are 
complementary in content: 

PART 1: LITERATURE REVIEW 
PART 2: COUNTRY REPORT (Compilation) 
PART 3: CASE STUDY REPORT 
PART 4: SYNTHESIS REPORT 
 
The literature review provides an overview of the status-quo of the EERs in higher education 
sector (PART 1), followed by UNLOCK project partner country reports (Denmark, Germany, 
Netherlands, Lithuania, Portugal, Spain) for targeted insights on the adoption of EERs in the 
local (higher) education contexts (PART 2). Case study report offers a detailed presentation 
and analysis of 37 case studies identified from project country regions and beyond (PART 3). 
Finally, the synthesis report provides a discussion of the major findings, along with emerging 
themes and recommendations for further EER research and practice (PART 4).  
 
The reports are in the form of living documents, that will be updated during the lifetime of the 
project. 
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Definitions 

Term  Description 

Game based 
learning 

Type of game play with defined learning outcomes (Shaffer, 
Halverson, Squire, & Gee, 2005). Usually it is assumed that the game 
is a digital game, but this is not always the case. 

Gamification Use of game elements, such as incentive systems, to motivate players 
to engage in a task they otherwise would not find attractive (Plass, 
Homer, & Kinzer, 2015). 

Educational escape 
room (EER) 

Live-action team-based game where players discover clues, solve 
puzzles, and solve tasks in one or more rooms in order to accomplish 
a specific goal (usually escaping from the room) in a limited amount 
of time (Nicholson, 2015) 

Student  In the context of this research, the term student includes those 
registered to all levels and types of formal studies, including 
secondary, vocational, undergraduate and postgraduate levels.  

Game Designer Game designers (e.g., Schell 2008, Koster 2004) are professionals 
who do considerable thinking and writing about what makes play fun, 
including social play. In some of the case studies in the report, the 
educators/ support staff/ professionals with game design 
specializations are referred as Game designers. 

Game Master A game master (GM; also known as game manager, game moderator 
or referee) is a person who acts as an organizer, officiant for regarding 
rules, arbitrator, and moderator for a multiplayer role-playing game. In 
the report, in some of the case studies the educators and/or the support 
staff are referred as Game Masters.  

Higher Education 
Institutions (HEIs) 

Higher education, any of various types of education given in 
postsecondary institutions of learning and usually affording, at the end 
of a course of study, a named degree, diploma, or certificate of higher 
studies. Higher-educational institutions include not only universities 
and colleges but also various professional schools that provide 
preparation in such fields as law, theology, medicine, business, music, 
and art. Higher education also includes teacher-training schools, junior 
colleges, and institutes of technology. 

Folk High School 
(Denmark School 
System) 

A folk high school is a non-formal residential school offering 
learning opportunities in almost any subject. Most students are 
between 18 and 24 years old and the length of a typical stay is 4 
months.  
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1. Background 

Educational Escape Rooms (EERs) have recently gathered the interest of educators and 
researchers, in understanding how these experiences can be part of learning activities – gaining 
from the high interest of the students - and requiring players to apply their knowledge and 
creative thinking skills to accomplish a specific goal, in a limited amount of time. The concept 
of escape room and its adoption as a pedagogical approach in (higher) education is considered 
to be an effective model to foster desired skills among students1,2. Furthermore, studies have 
shown that students who participated in courses where game-based learning approaches have 
been applied, had higher course attendance rates and reported to find the learning contents more 
interesting and enjoyable3. 

In Europe, HEIs are observed to adopt game-based approaches in learning settings and, 
specifically, EERs as immersive scenarios for the classroom, as part of a series of “assessment 
centre” activities, as a successful playful alternative to library and study skills sessions run by 
the librarians, and as projects for teaching entrepreneurship and employability skills, as well as 
activities for teaching a specific domain such as entrepreneurship. Providing an analysis on the 
form and nature of the EER games in the European and international context, the case study 
report will contribute to the understanding on how escape games are being used for pedagogical 
purposes in HEIs, as well as providing insights into how educators are mobilizing resources in 
organizing and implementing EERs as part of their teaching activity.  

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 
1 Chang, H.‑Y. H. (2019). Escaping the Gap: Escape Rooms as an Environmental Education Tool 
2 Roman, P., Rodriguez-Arrastia, M., Molina-Torres, G., Márquez-Hernández, V. V., Gutiérrez-Puertas, L., & Ropero-
Padilla, C. (2020). The escape room as evaluation method: A qualitative study of nursing students' experiences. Medical 
Teacher, 42(4), 403–410 
3 Barata, G., Gama, S., Jorge, J., & Goncalves, D. (2013). Engaging Engineering Students with Gamification. In 5th 
International Conference on Games and Virtual Worlds for Serious Applications, Bournemouth, Dorset, UK  
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2. Scope of the report 

The project partner institutions and their primary area of contributions for the case studies are 
outlined in Table 1, below. 

Table 1: UNLOCK project partners and the regions they reported 

Partner Target countries  

Muenster University of Applied Sciences Germany, France 
University of Aveiro 

Portugal 
Advancis 
Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences Netherlands 
Bespoke Denmark 
University of Granada Spain 

Kaunas University of Technology Lithuania 
UIIN Australia, UK, USA 

 
The cases have been researched and selected to show the broad diversity of examples in the 
development and use of EERs in the European higher education context. While the cases 
primarily target HEIs and affiliated academics, they are also relevant for a wide variety of 
stakeholders who would like to establish partnerships with HEIs in establishing EER 
environments. It has been observed in the project research phase that external stakeholders 
benefit from partnering with HEIs in the EER development and implementation. The benefits 
range from community outreach development (e.g. municipalities) to gathering of scientific 
knowledge in group behaviour to improve business offerings (e.g. start-ups), and providing 
commercial services to the HEIs (e.g. vendors of online booking systems). These stakeholder 
groups include: 

 Vocational Education Institutions  
 Secondary Schools 
 Adult education institutions 
 Municipalities 
 Broadcasting organisations 
 Escape room businesses and start-ups  
 Vendors of online booking systems 
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3. Aims and methodology 

3.1. Objective 

Objective for the creation of the case studies is to highlight good practice cases of EERs where 
the principles of which could be explained and have usefulness for adaption in other settings. 

3.2. Process 

The following steps were undertaken in the creation of the case study report: 

I. Search and Call for Cases 
II. Case Study Selection  

III. Methodological Design 
IV. Case Study Writing 
V. Case Study Analysis  

 
I. Search and Call for Cases 

Good practices in the adoption of EERs in the higher education context were sought for both 
in Europe and across the globe. The selection was aimed to be a collection of the partner 
institutions’ own cases, those from the cities where the partner institutions are located, national 
cases, and international cases. In searching for the case studies, the following three methods 
were used, including: 

 A systematic review of previously documented cases in scientific and non-scientific 
publications 

 Direct questions to the interviewees contacted for the preparation of regional status-quo 
reports 

 Reaching out to relevant network organizations of the consortium partners involved in 
EERs 
 

II. Case Study Selection  

The steps involved in the case study selection were as follows: 

1. A selection framework was created (see Table 3) for the assessment of the case studies 
2. A preliminary identification of good practice case studies was conducted by the project 
partners with 5+ case studies proposed by each 
3. The preliminary list of case studies were evaluated, and elimination criteria was applied 
based upon ineligibility, lack of unique qualities, or lack of information. This resulted in 
different number of case studies to be written by each partner organization. 
4. Once the case studies were approved, each project partner institution had the task of writing 
own reports with two rounds of review and feedback, as well as close communication and 
approval of the case study institutions, followed by final feedback from the work package 
leader.  
 
III. Methodological Design 

Case Study Selection Criteria 
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The following criteria underpinned the selection of the EER good practice cases.  

Table 2: Draft case study selection framework 

Criteria Description 

Standard factors  Name of HEI/ Institution 
 Country 
 Region 

Type and orientation of 
educational escape room 
game  

 Non-digital, place based educational escape room games in the 
higher education (primary target), vocational, secondary, and 
primary education context 

 Hybrid models of educational escape room games combining 
digital and place-based elements  

 Non-educational, recreational and commercial escape room games 
that include transferrable elements into the educational context 

  

Countries considered in the selection of the cases 

UNLOCK Project primarily aimed to investigate the good practice cases across consortium 
partner countries – Portugal, Netherlands, Germany, Denmark, Lithuania. This input had been 
supported with further cases from the UK, France, Australia and the USA. 

The framework for the analysis of the case studies 

The project aimed to capture not only the (i) design and implementation features of the 
identified case studies, but also the (ii) environment in which the academics operated during 
their creation process. Thus, the framework for analysis combined the two dimensions of 
investigation, for more robust understanding on the topic.  

(i) The design and implementation elements of the EER case study analysis framework 

 Target Audience: participants of formal education (e.g. primary, secondary, BA, MA, 
PhD students), non-formal education (e.g. continuing, adult education), private escape 
room/ gaming providers, and other 

 Team Size 
 Duration 
 Mode Digital, Physical (Room/ Breakout Box/ Other), Hybrid 
 Theme & Narrative Theme examples might be, e.g. modern era, specific place and time 

in history, horror, fantasy, science/ laboratory, future/ technological, military. Narrative 
examples might be, e.g.  escape a specific unpleasant place (dungeon, prison), 
investigating crime or mystery, solving a murder, defuse the explosive device, be an 
adventurer, find the missing person, free another person 

 Activities: Types of EER activities that are undertaken to bring about the intended 
outcomes.  

 Outputs: Results derived from the EER games, including those for individuals and 
organizations 

 Outcomes and impacts: Changes (intended or unintended) that occur in the long term 
as a result of university-city cooperation for individuals and organizations 

 Escape Room Puzzle Organization: Path Based, Sequential, Open 
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 Disciplinary Field 
 

 (ii) The contextual/ ecosystem elements of the EER case study analysis framework 

 Stakeholders: The presence and role of each stakeholder group that is involved in the 
development, design, and implementation of the selected EERs, whether these are 
individuals, groups of individuals, or organizations. 

 Input: The resources that are put into the system and utilized to undertake the EER 
game activities. These include human resources (e.g. students as conduits of knowledge 
and skills, researchers as providers of scientific knowledge, lecturers as knowledge 
providers, intermediaries as connectors and facilitators, or HEI managers as leaders), 
financial resources of the city governments, businesses, or HEIs and physical resources 
(e.g. material, equipment or facilities). 

 Conditions that affect the EER adoption and implementation processes with positive or 
negative influence, and that can be modified in the short/medium term. 

 Supporting mechanisms: Interventions that support adoption and implementation of 
EERs  

 
These elements are supported with further information on:  

 Background: Overview of the context in which EER is developed 
 Aims and Objectives: Motivations for the creation and implementation of the EERs 
 Awards and recognitions: Mention of any awards or recognitions that the EERs have 

previously received. 
 Transferability: Explanation of the likelihood of the case to be transferred to a different 

environment. 
 Links and publications: Online sources where the reader can find more information 

about the case. 
 
IV. Case Study Writing 

The process 

The project consortium followed a standardized process in their case study writing, as listed 
below:  

 Conducting at least one recorded interview, which captures information on the 
organization, design, and implementation dimensions of the EER cases 

 Collecting promotional and other material about the case 
 Writing and editing the cases using the case study template provided 
 Providing the organization responsible for the case study with the opportunity to review 

the case and make amendments 
 
V. Case Study Analysis 

The collection of UNLOCK case studies have been analyzed with focus on their descriptive 
features, including their geographical distribution, nature of setting and focus (formal 
education, non-formal (continuing) education, non-educational), disciplinary field, EER type 
(physical, digital, hybrid), and institutional embeddedness. UNLOCK Case Study Report 
(PART 3) primarily presents the results of the descriptive analysis, while the project Country 
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Report (see PART 2) and Synthesis Report (see PART 4) communicates comparative 
discussions on the nature of the EER experiences, supported with further insights derived from 
interviews with local EER practitioner and experts.  

The following section, Insights, provides an overview of case study characteristics, followed 
by 2 case study overview tables in the Appendix 1 & 2, and the full case study reports from 
five project partner counties (Portugal, Netherlands, Germany, Lithuania, Spain, Denmark) and 
four non-partner countries represented, in the Appendix 4. 

4. Insights 

4.1. Geographic distribution of cases 

Due to the aim of the project targeting primarily European context in the adoption of EERs, 
almost all initiatives selected involved European educational institutions. Among the 37 cases, 
there has been an equal distribution of EER cases identified across project partner regions. The 
differences emerged in the nature of the EERs offered, a dimension that will be discussed in 
section 4.2. 

Table 3. Regional distribution of cases 

Region Target countries  # Cases 

Western Europe Germany, Netherlands, France, UK 13 
Southern Europe Spain, Portugal 12 
Northern Europe Denmark 5 
Eastern Europe Lithuania 5 
Non-European  USA, Australia 2 
Total   37 

 
4.2. Nature of the EER setting and focus 

The selection of cases is found to be embedded in formal, non-formal and non-educational 
contexts, offered by public and private institutions. The focus of our interest, the cases of EERs 
in higher education and in formal contexts compose the largest fraction, with 22 cases. The 
EERs are also seen being designed and developed in adult education contexts, and implemented 
in higher education settings, eg.in Didaktisk Gåderum (see Appendix 4, case #1). In other cases, 
EERs are offered to both students of formal education and public together. Thus, the numbers 
presented in Table 4 refer to the total number of functions of the EERs than the number of 
actual cases. There are two ways the EERs are being used in the HE context: for education and 
for research. The research has two functions, with one through which academics observe and 
assess behaviour to contribute to academic knowledge in different subjects, and the other, 
research “in” EERs, to assess the effectiveness of EER activities on students.  

Table 4: Nature of EER settings  

Institutions Formal ed. Non-formal (continuing) 
education 

Non-educational 

 
#  Orientation # Focus # Focus 
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Higher 
Education 
Institutions  

20 
Student  
learning  

3 

CPD for teachers and 
HEI staff, community 
learning for open 
access, SDGs 

  

 2 Academic Research   1 Recreation 

Primary and 
secondary 
education 
inst.  

8 Student learning   

  

 

Vocational 
education 
inst.  

2 Student learning   

  

 

Adult 
education 
inst.  

  

1 
Community learning, 
self –reflection  

 

 

Public 
(municipalit
y, courts) 

  

2 
Job counselling, 
community learning for 
judiciary education 

 

 

Private 
(businesses) 

    

2 Commercial 

 

4.3. Disciplinary Field/ Area 

Majority of EERs are designed within the field of Social Sciences, including areas Business, 
Law, and Economics, Languages and Literature, followed by Formal, Natural, Medical and 
Health sciences. Within these areas, approximately 20 study fields are identified exploiting 
EERs for educational purposes. An overview of the classification is provided in Table 5 
below.  

Table 5: Overview of the disciplines the EERs are used, among the identified cases 

 
Field Area # Cases 

 
Total 

Social Sciences Business, Law and Economics (intercultural 
management, corporate social responsibility, 
entrepreneurship, business policy and strategy) 

7  
 
15 

 Languages and Literature  7 
 Philosophy of Science 1 
Formal Sciences Mathematics, Coding & encryption, Computer Science 6 6 
Nature Sciences Biology, Epidemiology, Chemistry, Geography 5 5 
Formal and Nature 
Sciences (combined) 

Mathematics, STEM, Biology  1 1 

Medical and Health 
Sciences 

Nursing, Pharmacy 2 2 

Other  Continuing education or non-educational initiatives 8 8 
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4.4. Type of EER 

Among the selected case studies, 28 involve physical EERs followed by those involving 
hybrid and digital forms.  

Table 6: Form of EERs in the selected cases 

 

 

 

EERs that are classified as physical take place in a real-world spatial setting with tasks and 
design elements that are of physical nature. One example for this type of EER is Escape the 
Matrix (see Appendix 4, case #8) where participants must unlock several boxes by solving 
mathematical tasks. Tools and hints such as books were of physical nature as well. Digital 
Escape Rooms take the whole experience into the virtual world. In those Escape Rooms, the 
game takes place fully virtually, like in the virtual escape room Escape the Lab (see Appendix 
4, case #12) which challenges the players to escape a virtual laboratory or Escapedemic (see 
Appendix 4, case #18) which can be played online on a computer. Hybrid Escape rooms 
combine both, physical and digital elements. Often this is realized by designing a physical 
room while including tasks and puzzles that must be solved digitally, e.g. with the help of a 
computer, like in the case of Didaktisk Gåderum (see Appendix 4, case #1).  

4.5. Continuity 

Regarding the continuity, the selected cases are divided in (i) one-off activities and those that 
are (ii) embedded in a curriculum.  
 

Table 7: Embeddedness of identified EERs in the curriculum 

 

 

 

 

One-off activities are cases that were reported as a one-time experience and are therefore, not 
executed repeatedly. These could be activities that are part of a special project, experimental 
EERs or those that were initiated for research purposes as in the case Lost Scientist (See 
Appendix 4, case#10). Escape rooms that are an integrated part of a curriculum, however, are 
performed again each time when the respective curriculum is taught again.  This holds true e.g. 
for the Think Space (see Appendix 4, case #9) which is implemented in the area of 
entrepreneurial education. Cases that cannot be clearly attributed to either of those categories, 
for instance because it is not mentioned or not certain whether the activity is repeated, are 
labelled as “NA”. 

Type # Cases 

Physical 28 
Digital 2 
Hybrid 7 

Continuity # Cases 

One-off 10 
Continuous 15 
NA 12 
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5. APPENDIX 1. Selected Case Studies 

 

Case Project 
partner 

Country Case organisation / 
department 

Name of the 
game 

Goal of the game Focus 

       
1 Advancis Portugal Secondary School 

Carlos Amarante, 
Braga 

Fernando Pessoa The EER integrated in a Portuguese language course aims to find 
an immersive and engaging way to teach poetry, a subject often 
facing resistance of vocational students. It should further improve 
the reflective thinking of students as well as promoting creativity, 
and learning by doing. In addition, it aimed to improve students 
‘digital competences. 

student learning 
(vocational ed.) 

2 Advancis Portugal Secondary School 
Carlos Amarante, 
Braga 

Letras Galegas 
2019 

The literature ER was played by other consortium partners and 
made available online. The ER was designed by a group of 19 
students with the help of their teachers. The experience should 
equip the students with digital competencies, promote group work 
and get them acquainted with the biography and literature 
patrimony of the Galician writer. 

student learning 
(vocational ed.) 

3 AUAS Netherlands Universiteit Utrecht Mastermind The goal of the project was to inspire and motivate teaching 
university staff to use game-based teaching tools and to convey 
the value of educational technology. Bringing teachers together 
playing an ER game should get them enthusiastic about adapting 
new technological teaching methods in their classrooms. 

teacher education 

4 AUAS Netherlands Amsterdam 
University of 
Applied Sciences 

Number systems The goal of mathematical the Escape Room was to 1) teach 
mathematical course content and promote problem-solving 
activities and 2) to introduce the teacher training students to a new 
didactic method 

student learning 
(higher ed.) 

5 AUAS Netherlands Segbroek College Escape the 
classroom 

The ER is integrated in the teaching of a biology class as a core 
educational activity. By applying a more playful teaching 
approach, this ER aims to promote out-of-the-box thinking, 
problem solving and to encourage students to take on new 
perspectives next to teaching course content. 

student learning 
(primary/ secondary ed.) 
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6 AUAS Netherlands Rotterdam School 
of Management 

RSM Escape 
Room  

The goal is to create a fun activity that allows for a playful 
experience of sustainable development goals in order to create 
awareness for these goals. The ER targets students but is open for 
everyone, inside and outside university. Participants are also 
charged a small fee for playing. 

community learning  

7 AUAS Netherlands Cals College in 
Nieuwegein 

Escape the EU 
(escape room & 
international 
trade) 

The ER conducted in an economics class should help to reinforce 
learned knowledge. It is used for the completion of an 
international trade module 

student learning 
(primary/ secondary ed.) 

8 AUAS Netherlands MakingTomorrow Escapedemic The digital and publicly available ER was developed as a response 
to a lack of physical ER visitors during the Corona crisis. It can 
be used in various ways. 1) It can be applied as an introductory 
method in classes dealing with viruses (e.g. biology) and 2) for 
mentoring lessons in the context of current affairs. Students, 
furthermore, can acquire skills like cooperation and creativity. 

student learning 
(primary/ secondary ed.) 

9 Bespoke Denmark Vallekilde High 
School 

Escape room as a 
learning room 

The escape room is aimed at multiple stakeholders of the high 
school, including staff, alumni and family members. The goals of 
the project are to facilitate teamwork and curiosity. Participants 
should get to know lesser-known sides of themselves.  
Furthermore, it should be tested, whether implicit and explicit 
learning (in this case about Danish high schools) could be 
achieved with an ER. 

community learning  

10 Bespoke Denmark House of Science 
Sønderborg 
Municipality, Rubi 
Lee’s Escape House 

Escape Games In this EER, students self-design, execute and play escape rooms, 
and get acquainted with course topics (especially coding and 
encryption) in a motivating and hands-on way. 

student learning 
(primary/ secondary ed.) 

11 Bespoke Denmark Vallekilde High 
School, Aalborg 
University (IT, 
Learning & design 
Lab) 

Didaktisk 
Gåderum 

The escape room aimed to challenge undergraduate students to 
change their perspective in the game but also on an abstract level 
in reference to the course content. The room was designed by 
students of a high school. This experience should train students in 
game design. Lastly, the ER game should point out new 
possibilities of other use cases where puzzles can be included as 
learning tools at universities 

student learning 
(primary/ secondary 
ed.& higher education) 
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12 Bespoke Denmark Danish 
Broadcasting 
Corporation (DR), 
TimeQuest (TQ) 
(commercial Escape 
Room company) 

Follow the Money  The objectives of this ER are twofold: First it caters commercial 
purposes for the ER company Time Quest and second to extend 
the brand of the Danish broadcasting corporation DR. The 
narrative was about a new TV show of DR, the ER framework 
thus provided an opportunity to make their brands available to the 
public.  It further fostered collaboration and team building of the 
participants. 

commercial  

13 Bespoke Denmark Horsens 
Municipality 

Education and Job 
Journey  

The EER is integrated in a study-counseling program about job 
journeys. Instead of passively attending lectures, students are 
actively confronted with possible career choices by playing the 
ER. Students should be challenged in their self-view and to reflect 
on what career choices fit them best. 

student job counselling  

14 FH 
Münster 

France Montpellier 
Business School 
(MBS) 

Intercultural 
Management 
Escape Room 
Games 

The main goal of this Escape Room initiative is to assimilate 
teaching concepts and skills to a changing environment. 
Furthermore, the Escape Room is used to test and promote 
students´ behavioural skills, decision-making skills, teamwork 
capacity, as well as their empathy and intercultural skills. The ER 
is implemented in an intercultural management course as a tool 
for learning and evaluating the level of student´s skills. 

student learning (higher 
ed.) 

15 FH 
Münster 

Germany University of 
Mannheim 

The Lost Scientist The Mannheim ER was set up to research new ways of 
cooperation and leadership in teams and how groups work under 
pressure. ICT technology helped the research team to track the 
behavior of players. The research output is further brought into 
the classroom. Informatics students are learning how technology 
affects the game and business students learn to analyzed data. 

academic research 
(higher ed.) 

16 FH 
Münster 

Germany Oberlinschule 
Potsdam 

Breakout rooms at 
Oberlinschule 
Potsdam 

The EERs in Oberlinschule Potsdam are used for various 
purposes. They can be implemented as an introductory activity at 
the beginning of a lesson, but also to reinforce knowledge. They 
are intended to facilitate teamwork and active participation of the 
students. Furthermore, the teacher uses the ER method as an 
indicator for the behavior and the personality of his students. 

student learning 
(primary/ secondary ed.) 
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17 FH 
Münster 

Germany University of 
Education Freiburg 

#CanYouEscape The breakout box aims to address diversity in classroom teaching 
regarding academic achievement and different student 
backgrounds. Further the project uses the escape room games to 
show that science can be fun, and help increase interest in the 
STEM subjects among school students 

student learning (higher 
ed.) 

18 FH 
Münster 

Germany Ruhr-Uni Bochum Think Space The goal of the “Think Space” simulation laboratory is to 
strengthen the practical relevance and awareness of 
entrepreneurship education in generating scientific knowledge for 
dealing with uncertainty in the start-up context. The laboratory 
allows students to deal with scenarios that make the experience of 
uncertainty in the start-up context tangible. 

student learning, 
academic research 
(higher ed.) 

19 FH 
Münster 

Germany TU Braunschweig Escape the Matrix The main goal of the escape room is to add the element of fun to 
the mathematics studies, which should contribute to an increased 
motivation of the students. Additionally, in a gamified setting, 
students should have the opportunity to recap and apply their 
acquired knowledge from the two previous semesters.  

student learning (higher 
ed.) 

20 KUT Lithuania Infinity Room Finding stolen 
Einstein’s brain 

As it is a commercial ER, the ER did not pursue any educational 
goals. The activities rather focus on the fun factor of the game and 
the potential for promoting team building. However, it could also 
be suitable for educational use since this particular ER is based on 
research elements. The ER further can foster team-building and 
other social skills like leadership. 

commercial 

21 KUT Lithuania Kaunas University 
of Technology  

“Open Access” 
Escape Room 

In this EER. the aim was to introduce the topic of open access to 
a wider academic audience in an interesting way. Students as well 
as academic staff from various disciplines played together in one 
escape room. 

Student and staff 
learning (higher ed.) 

22 KUT Lithuania Kaunas University 
of Technology  

“Christmas” 
Escape Room 

The ER was designed as an entertaining recreational activity by 
the library staff of the university. Students and academic staff had 
to use an ER to free presents locked in a room. 

recreational activity 

23 KUT Lithuania Lithuanian courts Escape Room 
“Room of Justice” 

The legal escape room aims to familiarize citizens with the 
processes of court work and thereby increasing general legal 
literacy among the population. In this particular ER, participants 
get acquainted with the job of a lawyer by solving a legal case. 
This concept could as well be applied for students studying law. 

community learning  
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24 KUT Lithuania Kaunas University 
of Technology 

“Escape the Lab” The main concept of the game was taken from laboratory facilities 
of the Chemical Engineering Faculty. With additional features, 
these facilities have been turned into a gamified Virtual Reality 
Escape Room type experience that is based on real chemical 
experiments. The VR ER is suitable for educational purposes. 

student learning (higher 
ed.) 

25 UA Portugal Secondary School 
Carlos Amarante, 
Braga, University of 
Combria (Faculty of 
Psychology & 
Education) 

Portuguese 
Literature Escape 
Room 

The EER introduces a new teaching approach as a contrast to 
traditional classrooms. It should not only provide a good story, 
but foster greater student involvement with appropriate and 
thought-provoking challenges. It should further motivate students 
for action and facilitate immersion to help students learn how to 
think.  

student learning 
(primary/ secondary ed.) 

26 UA Portugal Politécnico do Porto  Escaping from 
traditional 
classroom 

The foreign language EER was conducted to investigate the 
perceptions of students about EERs in an educational context. In 
particular, it was of interest which skills students are developing 
when participating in ERs and what strategies and designs are 
most successful when implementing EERs. The EER was a wrap-
up activity for students to undertake self-assessment of their 
Spanish language skills. 

student learning (higher 
ed.) 

27 UA Portugal Politécnico do Porto  Escape 2 Educate The English EER targets students of elementary education. Its 
purpose was to spread awareness about the educational use of ER 
in Portugal. Findings retrieved from this project should contribute 
to existing research results. The Escape Room methodology acted 
as a summing up activity to undertake self-assessment of students. 

student learning (higher 
ed.) 

28 UA Portugal Secondary School 
Carlos Amarante, 
Braga, University of 
Combria (Faculty of 
Psychology & 
Education) 

MatPorBib Escape 
Room 

The EER introduces a new teaching approach as a contrast to 
traditional classrooms. It provides a good story, as well as 
fostering greater student involvement with appropriate and 
thought-provoking challenges. 

student learning 
(primary/ secondary ed.) 
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29 UIIN Australia University of 
Queensland 

Educational 
Escape Rooms – 
Business Policy 
and Strategy  

Apart from a broader goal to encourage more interactive learning 
at the School of Business and increase students’ motivation and 
interest in the respective subject areas, the Escape Box for 
Business Policy and Strategy course aimed to strengthen the 
performance of the students in the areas that have been identified 
as weak in the previous semester and reinforce the course 
learning. 

student learning (higher 
ed.) 

30 UIIN UK Disruptive Media 
Learning Lab 

EscapED 
Programme   

The focus of the EscapEd framework is to navigate the design of 
the escape room with educational components, integrated into the 
narrative, theme and puzzles. The pilot, however, focused on the 
development of soft skills like communication, leadership and 
teamwork. It provides a framework for educators aiming to 
implement ERs. 

student learning 
(higher ed.) 

31 UIIN USA University of North 
Texas - Health 
Science Center 

Educational 
Escape Rooms – 
Pharmacy  

The pharmacy EER aims to strengthen students´ knowledge about 
diabetes and to understand the complexity and connectedness of 
the patient treatment in a holistic way. The facilitators wanted to 
fill a curricular gap of a lack of transitional patient care with a 
practical and interactive approach. 

student learning (higher 
ed.) 

32 University 
of Granada 

Spain University of 
Granada (Faculty of 
Health Sciences) 

The Florence 
Nightingale Code 
- Nursing 

Next to motivational purposes the EER is used to assess cross-
curricular competences such as leadership, communication, and 
observation skills. Escapes Rooms are considered to allow to go 
beyond traditional exams and offer huge range of resources 
regarding the assessment of cross-curricular competences. Thus, 
the ER is designed as an evaluative activity where students must 
demonstrate their acquired knowledge during practical seminars. 

student learning (higher 
ed.) 

33 University 
of Granada 

Spain Technical 
University of 
Madrid (Faculty of 
Chemistry) 

Al rescate de 
Mendeléyev  - 
Chemistry 

The game has been designed in order to help students acquire 
specific competencies in the area of chemistry as well as general 
competencies like group work or creativity. At the same time, the 
student should learn to value the work associated to scientific 
discovery and to get more interested in the subject of chemistry. 

student learning (higher 
ed.) 
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34 University 
of Granada 

Spain University of 
Valencia 

The use of Escape 
Rooms to teach 
and learn English 
at Universities 

The aim of this study is to use an escape room not only as a tool 
to teach English as a foreign language at university but also to 
create a more engaging experience by letting students create the 
game. By creating the game students are forced to get acquainted 
with the course content. Next to acquiring language skills, the 
project taught the pre-service teachers how to create teaching 
content. 

student learning (higher 
ed.) 

35 University 
of Granada 

Spain Technical 
University of 
Madrid 

Deactivating the 
bomb 

The narrative of the game consists of defusing an explosive device 
that has been placed in the university. In order to do so, students 
have to complete a deactivation software by applying techniques 
they have seen in class and decrypting some clues left by a 
kidnapped professor. After watching the introductory video, 
students are given two hours to run the bomb-deactivating 
application before the bomb is detonated at the end of the 
countdown. The aim of the teachers was to reinforce the most 
important concepts covered in the programming course through a 
fun activity. 

student learning (higher 
ed.) 

36 University 
of Granada 

Spain University of Cádiz 

 

CSI 1.0 Participants play the role of forensic scientists to solve a crime by 
following the scientific method and applying the different steps of 
the analytical process while working in a team. The Escape Room 
consisted on three scenarios The first implementation of the 
activity took place during the European Researchers’ Night 2017 
and the intention of the authors were to test and improve the 
activity with the aim of incorporating it into the practices of the 
subject of analytical chemistry in the degree in chemistry offered 
by the University of Cádiz. 

student learning (higher 
ed.) 

37 University 
of Granada 

Spain University of 
Salamanca 

A virus infected 
your laptop 

Students will have to work together to defeat the hackers by 
solving math related puzzles. It was designed for for first-year 
undergraduate engineering students attending a Calculus, Linear 
Algebra or Crytopgraphy course, and it started to work in January 
2019 at the University of Salamanca. 

student learning (higher 
ed.) 
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6. APPENDIX 2. Analysis of Case Studies 

 

EER Case Context/ form of education  Target group Type of the EER 
game 

Discipline Continuity 

       
Fernando Pessoa vocational education 

(formal) 
  Vocational training 

students 
hybrid social sciences 

(literature) 
one-off 

Letras Galegas 
2019 

vocational education 
(formal) 

non-educational  Public digital social sciences 
(literature) 

one-off 

Mastermind (HEI) continuing 
education (non-
formal) 

  HEI teaching staff hybrid NA continuous 

Number systems higher education 
(formal) 

  HEI students physical formal sciences 
(mathematics) 

continuous 

Escape the 
classroom 

higher education 
(formal) 

  HEI students physical nature sciences 
(biology) 

continuous 

RSM Escape 
Room  

higher education 
(formal) 

HEI continuing 
education (non-
formal) 

 HEI students, but 
open to the public 

hybrid social sciences 
(environmental 
education) 

continuous 

Escape the EU 
(escape room & 
international 
trade) 

secondary education 
(formal) 

  students physical social sciences 
(economics) 

NA 

Escapedemic Primary and 
secondary education 
(formal)  

  students, public hybrid nature sciences 
(epidemiology) 

NA 

Escape room as 
a learning room 

continuing education 
(non-formal) 

  staff, alumni and 
family members of 
a high school 

physical NA one-off 

Escape Games primary and 
secondary education 
(formal) 

  primary school 
students, high 
school students 

physical formal sciences 
(coding & 
encryption) 

one-off 
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Didaktisk 
Gåderum 

continuing education 
(non-formal) 

  Undergraduate 
students, high 
school students 

hybrid social sciences 
(philosophy 
science) 

one-off 

Follow the 
Money  

non-educational   people with need 
for recreational 
activity 

physical NA one-off 

Education and 
Job Journey  

continuing education 
(non-formal) 

  8th grade students physical NA continuous 

Intercultural 
Management 
Escape Room 
Games 

higher education 
(formal) 

  HEI students physical social sciences 
(intercultural 
management) 

continuous 

The Lost 
Scientist 

non-educational higher education 
(formal), 
Academic research 
focus 

 HEI students, 
public 

physical social sciences 
(corporate social 
responsibility) 

one-off  
(research project) 

Breakout rooms 
at Oberlinschule 
Potsdam 

primary and 
secondary education 
(formal) 

  students with 
learning disabilities 

hybrid multiple continuous 

#CanYouEscape higher education 
(formal) 

continuing 
education (non-
formal) 

primary and 
secondary 
education 
(formal) 

secondary level 
students, bachelor 
and master 
students, teachers 
in the form of 
service training 

physical formal sciences, 
natural sciences 
(mathematics, 
STEM, biology) 

continuous 

Think Space higher education 
(formal)Academic 
research focus 

  entrepreneurial 
students 

physical social sciences 
(entrepreneurship) 

continuous 

Escape the 
Matrix 

higher education 
(formal) 

  HEI students physical formal sciences 
(mathematics) 

NA 

Finding stolen 
Einstein’s brain 

non-educational 
(commercial) 

  public physical NA continuous 
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“Open Access” 
Escape Room 

higher education 
(non-formal) 

continuing 
education (non-
formal) 

 HEI students and 
academic staff 

physical NA one-off 

“Christmas” 
Escape Room 

higher education 
(non-formal) 

(HEI) Non-
educational 
(recreational) 

 HEI students and 
academic staff 

physical NA one-off 

Escape Room 
“Room of 
Justice” 

continuing education 
(non-formal) 

  general public physical social sciences 
(law) 

continuous 

Escape the Lab higher education 
(formal) 

primary and 
secondary 
education (formal) 

non-
educational 
(commercial) 

students digital nature sciences 
(chemistry) 

NA 
 

Portuguese 
Literature 
Escape Room 

primary and 
secondary education 
(formal) 

  students physical social sciences 
(literature) 

continuous 

Escaping from 
the traditional 
classroom 

primary and 
secondary education 
(formal) 

  students physical social sciences 
(Spanish as a 
foreign language) 

continuous 

Escape 2 
Educate 

primary and 
secondary education 
(formal) 

  students physical social sciences 
(English as a 
foreign language) 

NA 

MatPorBib 
Escape Room 

primary and 
secondary education 
(formal) 

  students physical formal sciences 
(Mathematics and 
Portuguese 
Subjects) 

NA 

Educational 
Escape Rooms – 
Business Policy 
and Strategy  

higher education 
(formal) 

  HEI students physical social sciences 
(business policy & 
strategy) 

continuous 

EscapED 
Programme   

higher education 
(formal) 

   physical NA NA 

Educational 
Escape Rooms – 
Pharmacy  

higher education 
(formal) 

   physical medical and health 
sciences 
(pharmacy) 

continuous 
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The Florence 
Nightingale 
Code - Nursing 

higher education 
(formal) 

  HEI students physical medical and health 
sciences (nursing) 

NA 

Al rescate de 
Mendeléyev  - 
Chemistry 

higher education 
(formal) 

  HEI students physical natural sciences 
(chemistry) 

one-off  
(research project) 

The use of 
Escape Rooms 
to teach and 
learn English at 
Universities 

higher education 
(formal) 

  pre-service teacher 
university students 

physical social sciences 
(English as a 
foreign language) 

NA 

Deactivating the 
bomb 

higher education 
(formal) 

  HEI students hybrid formal sciences 
(Computer Science) 

NA 

CSI 1.0 higher education 
(formal) 

  HEI students physical natural sciences 
(chemistry) 

NA 

A virus infected 
your laptop 

higher education 
(formal) 

  HEI students physical formal sciences 
(Mathematics) 

NA 
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 7. APPENDIX 3. Case Study Reporting Framework 

Title of the case  

Case country  

Case Institution  

Target audience  participants of formal education (e.g. primary, secondary, BA, MA, PhD students)  

 participants of non-formal education (e.g. continuing, adult education)  

 participants of private escape room/ gaming providers 

 Other - please explain ____________ 

If applicable - 
Study field 

Please indicate for which study field the escape room game is designed/ adopted, e.g. 
health, natural sciences, social sciences, IT, arts and humanities, business administration 
and law 

Team Size  1      2-4     5-7      8-10      Any  

Duration   15-25 min.  30-50 min.  60 min.  1-2 hours  1 day  3-5 days+  

Mode   Digital      Physical (Room/ Breakout Box/ Other)      Hybrid 

Theme & 
narrative 

Theme examples might be, e.g. modern era, specific place and time in history, horror, 
fantasy, science/ laboratory, future/ technological, military 

Narrative examples might be, e.g.  escape a specific unpleasant place (dungeon, prison), 
investigating crime or mystery, solving a murder, defuse the explosive device, be an 
adventurer, find the missing person, free another person 

Escape Room 
Puzzle 
Organisation 

 Path Based       Sequential        Open (for descriptions see the Annex #1) 

Section Questions Definition Guiding points 

Background How and when the 
method was 
adopted?   

Please include relevant details about the escape room game 
development and implementation 

Aims and 
Objectives  

Why was the 
method adopted?  

Professional and 
personal goals 

Please include details on the motivation of the 
actors to take role in the escape room activities 

What does the 
escape room 
method target?  

The target of the 
escape room 
method 

Please indicate if the method is used as   
 Pre-teaching warm-up activity 
 Core teaching activity 
 assessment/ evaluation activity 

Stakeholders  Which are the main 
stakeholder groups 
involved in the 
game design/ 
development/ 
implementation? 
Which roles do 
each of the 
stakeholder groups 
have? 

State the 
stakeholders 
involved in the 
case and briefly 
describe their 
roles (focusing 
on the most 
important ones 
and their 
responsibilities) 

 Students 
 Academics 
 Intermediary organisations 
 IT departments 
 Oher internal and external stakeholders 
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Input 

What are the 
resources invested 
in the development 
and implementation 
of the ER 
methodology?  
 
Elaborating on the 
academics: 
 
What are the 
knowledge, skills, 
and competences 
the educators 
should possess to 
be able to 
successfully 
develop and embed 
ER methodologies 
in their teaching? 

Human 
resources, 
physical space/ 
materials, 
finances and 
any other 
resources 
invested  

 Academics, researchers, students etc. as 
(co-) developers and facilitators (Emphasis 
on educators as drivers of the ER games 
development and implementation) 

 Funding provided by the HEIs, businesses, 
or personal investment 

 Physical tools, devices, props, materials 
needed for preparation and implementation 

 Space utilised, e.g. classroom/ laboratory, 
simulated hospital room, library building, 
outdoors, campus, commercial escape 
room, factory building 

Activities 

How is the escape 
room activity 
prepared, and by 
who? 
 
How is the escape 
room activity 
integrated into the 
curriculum?  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Detailed 
description of 
the escape room 
activity 

 
 
 
 
Roles 

 Role of the students and 
academics   

 Role of the other HEI 
stakeholders 

 Role of the external 
participants, supporters, 
facilitators in preparation, 
implementation and 
evaluation of the escape 
room game How is the escape 

room activity 
implemented?  
 
* What are the 
major design 
elements?  
 
* Who are the 
involved persons 
and with what 
roles?  
 
* How are the hints 
organised?  
 
* How are the 
students motivated?  

 
Prominent 
design 
element(s) 
 

e.g. collaboration, role playing, 
competition, challenge, strategy, 
communication, discovery, 
augmented reality, rewards, 
immediate feedback 

Hints – 
guiding 
players 
along the 
way 

 By voice - using an intercom, 
walkie-talkie, telephone, 
video. 

 In person - either the game 
master is always present, or 
the game master is 
summoned by a call button. 

 Via pen and paper 
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How is the escape 
room activity 
assessed and 
evaluated, and by 
who?  
 
Is there a reward 
system for the 
participants? If yes 
what is it?   

Modes of 
assessment  

 Monitoring tools and 
indicators 

 Facilitator assessment 
 Team assessments 
 Reflection sessions 

 

Challenges What are the 
challenges 
encountered in the 
development and/ 
or implementation 
of the game?  

Description of 
challenges and 
the solutions 
applied  

Please describe clearly the nature and scope of 
the challenges encountered 
 

Supporting 
factors 

What are the 
supporting factors 
in the successful 
development and 
implementation of 
the method?  

Supporting 
factors include 
strategies, 
operational and 
structural 
mechanisms 

 Strategic mechanisms present at the 
affiliated institution 

 Funding opportunities available for the 
development of the games 

 Infrastructure available for use 
 Professional development opportunities 

available for the facilitators who want to 
develop game based learning 
methodologies (knowledge, skill, and 
competence development) 

Outputs What are the 
concrete & 
immediate results 
of the activity?  

Please describe 
the outputs of 
the activity 

 Assessment/ evaluation scores 
 Gifts and rewards  
 Other forms of recognition 
 .. 

 
Outcomes/ 
impact 

What are the 
(learning) outcomes 
of the activity?  

What are the 
changes that 
took place as a 
result of the 
activity?  

 Critical thinking, creativity, collaboration, 
communication etc.  

 Team building 
 Changing perceptions towards tackling 

challenges 
 Changes in entrepreneurial attitude and 

action 
 Better societal engagement 

Awards and 
recognition  

Has the game been 
previously 
awarded/ 
recognised/ used by 
someone else?  

Please describe any type of recognition received  

Transferability Can this type of escape room game be transferable to European context/ HEIs/ other 
relevant?  

Website  The online presence of the activity 

Contact info. of 
the interviewee 
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8. APPENDIX 4. EER Case Studies Full Reports 

DENMARK 

1. Didaktisk Gåderum 

Case 
Institution 

Aalborg Universitet & Vallekilde folk high school  

Case Country  Denmark  

Author (s) Andreas Korntved Mortensen, Bespoke CPH 

Target 
audience 

◻ Participants of formal education (e.g. BA, MA, PhD students)  

 Primary & secondary education 

◻ Participants of non-formal education (e.g. continuing, adult education)  

◻ Participants of private escape room/ gaming providers 

◻ Other 

If applicable - 
Study field 

Study program: IT, communication and new media 

Course: Philosophy of Science (science study) 

Team Size ◻ 1     ◻ 2-4     5-7     ◻ 8-10     ◻ Any  

Duration  ◻ 15-25 min. ◻ 30-50 min. X 60 min. ◻ 1-2 hours ◻ 1 day ◻ 3-5 days+  

Mode  ◻ Digital     ◻ Physical (Room/ Breakout Box/ Other)     Hybrid 

Theme & 
Narrative 

Fantasy/adventure (Expedition - Cult - Ritual, “Snake cult”) 

Escape Room 
Puzzle 
Organisation 

 Path-Based       Sequential     Open        

 

Section  

Background In 2017, the conference Spil uden Strøm (eng.: Games without electricity) was held 
at Vallekilde folk high school (a so-called “non-formal adult education” (Read more 
about Danish folk high schools in the website section below). The conference was a 
collaboration between Vallekilde folk high school, Aalborg University, and Center 
for Applied Game Research (CEAGAR). In the conference was Heidi Hautopp 
(representing Aalborg University) and Thomas Vigild (representing Vallekilde Folk 
Highschool). Thomas Vigild held a presentation on Escape Rooms which caught 
Heidi’s interest, and they decided to initiate an EER-project (together with Heidi’s 
university colleague from the IT, Learning & Design Lab Stine Ejsing-Duun). 

 
Heidi Hautopp and Stine Ejsing-Duun asked their colleagues Gorm Larsen and Alice 
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Juel Jacobsen from the Department of Communication and Psychology (AAU) if 
they could use their teaching module - more specifically 6th semester’s Philosophy 
of Science - to experiment with the EER-format. The project initiative was built on 
the premise that EERs and philosophy of science both share several overlapping 
themes which, in short, can be described as ‘uncovering’ surfaces and identifying 
hidden structures to achieve a higher recognition.  

The idea was that students from Vallekilde Folk High would develop the escape room 
based on the curriculum from the course. However, as the majority of the students 
were unfamiliar with the curriculum content, Heidi Hautopp would go and teach the 
Vallekilde folk high school students two times 1.5 hours to prepare them.  

 

The educational escape room (EER) was designed to be an exploratory EER during 
the course (i.e. the EER was neither introducing nor evaluating philosophy of science 
to the Aalborg University students).  

Aims and 
Objectives  

The aims of the Escape Room (ER) were tripartite, 1) to use didactic puzzles to train 
students in Philosophy of Science with special emphasis on changing perspective - 
literally in the ER, and metaphorically about the course content; 2) to gather 
experiences that could point to new perspectives for other cases, where puzzles are 
included as learning tools at universities or other higher education, 3) to train folk 
high school students in game design and game development.  

Stakeholders 

Game designers: folk high school students from the game design course at Vallekilde 
folk high school 

Participants: bachelor students in Communication and Digital media at Aalborg 
University 

Game Design facilitators (folk high school) 

Course/content facilitators (Aalborg University + It og Læringsdesign lab (ILD Lab) 

Input 

It was in the meeting between Thomas Vigild, Heidi Hautopp, and Alice Juel 
Jacobsen (developing the EER) and Gorm Larsen and Alice Juel Jacobsen (course 
teachers at Aalborg University) that the outline and design of the EER would 
materialize. They would pick several quotes selected from the curriculum and choose 
a number of philosophical concepts to work with (e.g. bracketing). These elements 
would be bridging factors between the form (escape room) and content (philosophy 
of science). Since the folk high school students were unfamiliar with such concepts, 
it was decided that Heidi Hautopp had to travel back and forth between her residency 
in Copenhagen and Vallekilde to teach general insights about the content. This 
teaching manifested itself as time-consuming resources (preparing the teaching, 
teaching, explaining the purpose, and driving back and forth between Vallekilde and 
Copenhagen).  

Prior to the decision of making an EER on AU, the Vallekilde students would have 
some experience with game design and development of EER from their current game 
design course. However, the high folk students, under Thomas’ supervision, spent 
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time on designing the EER to fit the course content and developing the EER tools 
and materials. The EER was decided to be mobile which therefore made the 
implementation less time-consuming. 

Activities 

Tasks & puzzles 

In the game design, there were five major main puzzles, where the solution of these 
led to the solving of the keyword; "Arise". When this word was spoken out loud to 
the cultist in the room, the players were given the last code that opened the box with 
the antidote and the players were free. 

The high school students designed the space as a mixed-media space, where the 
puzzles were primarily about thinking logically and using visual and hearing senses 
in different ways. The players had a computer available in the room; for example, 
one of the puzzles was based on listening to a sequence of sounds and assigning them 
to the right keys on the keyboard. In the sections below, we will go through two 
different puzzles. One deals with specific quotes from theorists selected from the 
university student's curriculum as well as more abstract concepts (e.g. 
phenomenological reduction), while the other is based on characteristics of scientific 
practice (e.g. be mindful of the perspective on which your research is based). 

1. Clean the board  

One of the very first puzzles that the players in the room were challenged with was 
"Clean the board". This is a puzzle that challenges both the play, the game, and the 
theoretical, and can be perspective for a discussion of the importance of being able 
to change perspective as well as being aware of its perspective within a scientific 
theoretical study. 

The puzzle was made up of four parts: 1) A whiteboard with a maze, 2) A whiteboard 
sponge, 3) A picture of “Clean the board” as an optical illusion, 4) Three quotes on 
philosophy of science-theory in text form, which were laid out in the room at the start 
of the puzzle solution. 
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Image 1: The scene from the board 

In the ER, from the beginning of the game on the whiteboard, a 4x4 field table was 
drawn, which was drawn up with a combination of whiteboard and alcohol. Thus, the 
maze itself only appeared when the players dared to wipe the board clean with a 
sponge, with which the lines drawn with whiteboard ink disappeared, and only the 
lines of booze remained. Thus, it was revealed that it was a maze on the board. 
Besides, a starting point for the maze was marked with a pentagram in relation to the 
overall narrative, as well as three different symbols as the endpoint for the maze. 

The puzzle involved the concrete act of wiping the 'board clean' and thus getting a 
new experience of the board as a maze. On a more abstract level, wiping the board 
refers to the so-called “bracketing”, which refers to looking back (Jacobsen, 
Tanggaard & Brinkmann, 2015). The intention is to stay open to enable a precise 
description of a phenomenon as it presents itself to consciousness. This reduction can 
be described as a set of parentheses, an attempt to put its commonsense and scientific 
understanding of the phenomena in parentheses to arrive at a prejudice-free 
description of the nature of the phenomena (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009). 

2. Change perspective  

Like the ‘Clean the board’-puzzle, the Change Perspective-puzzle consists of a 
variety of actions, senses, and interactions that can be related and interpreted in 
philosophy of science. In addition to the first part, which included the perspective 
shift as in the first puzzle, this puzzle incorporated a more tangible and direct physical 
shift in view, because the players had to separate the object (the paper with the 
symbols) from the "lens" itself (the wooden glasses with the holes inside). At the 
same time, it required the player to completely close one eye in the interaction with 
the puzzle, thus limiting and narrowing the point of view to see the solution. 
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On an abstract level, this could be related in a professional way to one's awareness 
of one's perspectives when working with philosophy of science (Jacobsen, Tanggaard 
& Brinkmann, 2015). 

 

Image 2: Change Perspective-puzzle 

Challenges Despite the initial introduction to scientific theory, the game designers - i.e. the folk 
high school students - were not on the same academic level as the university students, 
which in this didactic puzzle created a clear distortion of the relationship between 
game elements and science theory, focusing on the former. 

In the actual gaming experience of the EER, factors such as time pressure, the game 
framework and group dynamics made the immersion and reflection of some students 
a priority, so that the focus was on the game's framework rather than professional 
reflections. In the tests, it became clear that some students were specifically focusing 
on the philosophy of science and how they could not see references to this in the 
puzzles, while others thought more abstractly and could view the puzzles from the 
perspective of philosophy of science. 

Supporting 

factors 

Educational perspective 

A puzzle is about making players active learners and helping them become critically 
reflective of their learning processes through solving the puzzle’s fictional issues. 
Here, the physical presence in the EER is central to the gaming experience, which 
then requires a clear framework explaining that the puzzle solution also has 
professional relevance and can be put into perspective afterwards as players step out 
of the puzzle room narrative and universe. 

 

Concrete case 

It is crucial for the learning experience that before the didactic EER is tested, a clear 
expectation vote is made on the role of the academic field - in this case, science theory 
- in the puzzles. The university students searched for the science-theoretical 
foundations in the puzzles, which was also set up as the academic basis on which the 
puzzle room was based. Despite the initial introduction to scientific theory, the game 
designers - i.e. the folk high school students - were not on the same academic level 
as the university students, which in this didactic puzzle created a clear distortion of 
the relationship between game elements and science theory, focusing on the former. 
Moving forward, the idea is to have a scaffolding framework in which students get 
their previous experiences brought into play, e.g. the concrete proposal to put 6th-
semester students at AAU together with Vallekilde University's game development 
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students to design puzzles for students of the first and second semester at AAU. 
Based on this collaboration, both science and gaming skills could be more widely 
applied across the two groups. 

 

Game experience  

In the actual gaming experience of the EER, factors such as time pressure, the game 
framework and group dynamics made the immersion and reflection of some students 
a priority, so that the focus was on the game's framework rather than professional 
reflections. In the tests, it became clear that some students were specifically focusing 
on the philosophy of science and how they could not see references to this in the 
puzzles, while others thought more abstractly and could view the puzzles from the 
perspective of philosophy of science. However, a second test where the room was 
redesigned and customized showed that all groups completed the ER, which also 
resulted in more ideas and reflections on the gaming experience in the subsequent 
dialogue. Here, the gaming experience and learning potential improved when the 
conditions for solving the puzzles as well as embedded ambiguities were adapted to 
context and time frame.  

In a further perspective, it will be interesting to experiment further with how to work 
on embedding ambiguities in the puzzles. Concerning this focus, it might also be 
relevant to investigate other inspirations for building ERs such as different film 
genres. 

 
Harvesting learning outcomes 

Concerning the gaming experience in the EER and the subsequent reflections, it is 
the teacher's responsibility to pick up on the students' experiences and create spaces 
for connecting reflections and interactions in the EER with the philosophy of science 
field. In this experimental case, the two philosophy of science teachers tested the 
EER design at the same time as the students, and here it is concluded that the teachers 
should have tested the EER before the students. The purpose is that the educators 
themselves, through the gaming experience, experience challenges, ambiguous 
elements, and professional content from which they can prepare their didactic 
scaffolding of the subsequent dialogue. 

Outputs A paper written in a scientific journal which this use case also is based on.  

Outcomes/ 

impact 

Based on the case 

The authors see learning potentials in the use of didactic puzzles at universities. They 
advocate that didactic puzzles are considered dynamic learning spaces, which are 
adjusted and discussed in collaboration with the learners: game designers and 
players.  

The teacher's role is to explicitly create spaces for dialogue about gaming experiences 
and discussion of perceived ambiguities in the puzzles. At this stage, the players' 
physical presence and experience in space can be the subject of theoretical 
reflections, where the interaction between practice and theory is prioritized in relation 
to both the Problem Based Learning (PBL) approach and the pragmatic learning 
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understanding. Going forward, the authors see potential in the fact that the learners' 
process of creating didactic designs for others (Sørensen & Levinsen, 2018) - in this 
case, didactic puzzles - can form the basis for new investigative approaches to 
knowledge in various disciplines. 

Awards and 
recognition  

None-Published in the journal Learning and Media: 
https://tidsskrift.dk/index.php/lom/index 

Transferability The content is transferrable to some degree. The puzzles were designed to address 
the philosophy of science course but 1) are based on a particular curriculum, 2) 
feedback from AAU students indicated that the link between Escape Room and 
content was not clear (and content would require an update).  

Website & 
References 

Case: https://tidsskrift.dk/lom/article/view/109588 

Read more about Danish Folk High Schools: 
https://www.danishfolkhighschools.com/about-folk-high-schools/what-is-a-folk-
high-school/) 

Read more about Game design on Vallekilde Højskole: 
https://vallekilde.dk/efteraar/spiludvikling/ 

Read more about IT, Learning & Design Lab: 
https://www.en.cph.aau.dk/collaboration/students/labs-campus/labs/researchlab--it-
-learning---design--ild-.cid247723 

Read more about the Bachelor’s program: 
https://www.en.aau.dk/education/bachelor/it-communication-newmedia and the 
course philosophy of science course: https://moduler.aau.dk/course/2018-
2019/DSNDATFB605 

 

Jacobsen, Tanggaard & Brinkmann, 2015 

(Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009) 

(Sørensen & Levinsen, 2018) 

Contact info 
of the 
interviewee 

Teacher at Vallekilde Folk High School, Thomas Vigild: thomas@vallekilde.dk 

Teachers at Aalborg University, IT, Learning & Design Lab: Heidi Hautopp: 
hhau@hum.aau.dk and Stine Ejsing-Duun: sed@hum.aau.dk 

Teachers at Aalborg University, Department of Communication and Psychology: 
Gorm Larsen gormlarsen@hum.aau.dk & Alice Juel Jacobsen ajja@hum.aau.dk 
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2. Education and Job Journey (Study Counseling as Escape Room) 

Case 
Institution 

Horsens Municipality  

Case Country  Denmark 

Author (s) Andreas Korntved Mortensen, Bespoke CPH 

Target 
audience 

◻ Participants of formal education (e.g. BA, MA, PhD students)  

◻ Primary & secondary education 

 Participants of non-formal education (e.g. continuing, adult education)  

◻ Participants of private escape room/ gaming providers 

◻ Other 

If applicable - 
Study field 

Subject: Study counselling (can be scaled to other educational levels and even 
professional career guidance)  

Team Size ◻ 1     ◻ 2-4     5-7     ◻ 8-10     ◻ Any  

Duration  ◻ 15-25 min.  30-50 min. ◻ 60 min. ◻ 1-2 hours ◻ 1 day ◻ 3-5 days+  

Mode  ◻ Digital      Physical (Room/ Breakout Box/ Other)     ◻ Hybrid 

Theme & 
Narrative 

Choice of education (Girl, 8th grade, considers choice of education) 

Skill level Made for 8th Grade (app. 14-16 years) 

 

Section  

Background In the Municipality of Horsens, study counselling has developed a portable 
Escape Room for the students in guiding them towards the right study program. 
The idea came up as they discussed how they could make the study counselling 
more appealing and interesting for the students. Instead of the usual powerpoint-
presentations where the students sit passively and observe, Tim Nelson and 
Hanne Frøslev came up with the idea of the Escape Room format as an engaging 
and fun exercise for study counselling. They knew that it was not possible to 
develop the Escape Room in its original form, as it would require too many 
rooms, artefacts, and puzzles. They, therefore, ended up with an alternative 
solution of using bags instead of rooms, thus breaking the code of how 25 
students at the same time and in one room can get the experience of Education 
and Job from the Escape Room mindset. 

Aims and 
Objectives  

Education and Job Journey deals with young people's challenges in making an 
educated choice and reflects on the preconditions on which the educational 
readiness assessment is based. 

The intention is to challenge students in their views of themselves, their strengths, 
interests, and attitudes. The aim is to present students for a variety of educational 
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opportunities and make the students reflect on what kind of education they think 
fits them the best. The challenges and puzzles are designed to make them consider 
how to make the right educational choices.  

The experiences given by the EER provide the basis for a nuanced approach to 
educational choices, where the main point is that students in the 8th grade must 
be open and curious and learn to follow their interests and strengths. 

As Hanne Frøslev expresses in an interview, there are several benefits related to 
format when working with EER compared to traditional counselling: “We are 
really lucky that we have been given the opportunity to work with the collective 
counselling (collaborate with other counsellors). Normally, a single tutor would 
visit a class of students, but we think it is important that the students get involved 
and even get the opportunity to use their hands to become more involved in it”, 
Frøslev continues: “The important thing here is that students, in addition to using 
their heads, have the opportunity to do something active with their hands, so there 
are tasks that appeal to all students”. Escape Game activities, therefore, provide 
an alternative way to engage students with their considerations about their future 
study program. 

Stakeholders 

Stakeholders involved in developing and testing EER  

 Horsens Municipality 

 Youth Center Horsens (UU Danmark) 

 8th-grade students from Horsens Municipality  

 

Stakeholders involved in acquiring or take inspiration from EER 

 Other municipalities (among Hjørring, Bornholm, Slagelse and Kolding) 
who have shown great interest in the EER.  

 An unknown private firm which has acquired the rights to the EER 
concept and guidebook.  

Input 

A willingness to innovate and develop new material made possible by an open 
mindset from the management as well as creative thinking and doing from Youth 
Center Horsens. As Tanja Nyborg, the director of Education and Labour Market 
in Horsens Municipality says: “We think it is important to constantly develop 
when it comes to young people and their education. They need to know their 
options so that they can decide on an informed basis. Here I think we hit the right 
spot with 'Education and Job Journey'. Connecting gaming with learning hits 
directly into the target group, and we want to inspire others to do the same”, says 
Tanja Nyborg, director of Education and Labour Market in Horsens Municipality. 

Municipalities throughout the country ranging from Hjørring to Bornholm, 
Slagelse, and Kolding have already brought the material home before Horsens 
Municipality sold the concept to a private firm. Now, they can further develop it 
on their own, so that it fits in with their guidance.  

Activities The students are divided into a maximum of five groups of five, each given a bag 
of five padlocks to break the codes within 45 minutes to 'escape' and thus 
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complete the 'journey'. There are various tasks related to Career Learning, 
Education and Jobs, the educational guide as well as elements of the youth 
programs.  

 

As Tim Nelson explains, the storyline is 1:1 to the students’ world, as the 
storyline centres around a girl who is about to make an educated choice 
determining her future: “The overall theme is education, which permeates both 
storyline and tasks - the students are thus presented with a story about a girl who 
is about to make her educational choice and who has suddenly become in doubt 
[with choice of education]. Attached to the storyline are tasks that involve 
elements from various youth education programs (both practical such as having 
to work with screws and nuts and books, e.g. maths and wordplays). Within all 
tasks are factual information about youth education and various local counselling 
activities are embedded.“. After the EER, the study counsellor evaluated the 
process and is responsible for making clear the learning outcomes. Tim Nelson 
explains how the students typically reflect on their experience with the EER: 
“The students point out that they learn to cooperate, take initiative and work 
independently. Also, they gain insight into their own strengths and weaknesses”. 

 

Escape room material: 

 Bags with padlocks and puzzles 

 storyline about an 8th-grade girl: A story about a girl who is about to make 
her educational choice and who has suddenly become in doubt.  

 subject-related materials, e.g. craftsmanship: Practical elements such as 
having to work with screws and nuts, but besides also academical like 
books, math-problems and wordplays.  

 

Challenges The initial purpose with the development of the EER was to give the students a 
more active and immersive experience towards educational choices than the 
traditional (passive) PowerPoint-presentation. And while the EER seems to 
successfully achieve that, Tim Nelson points out the biggest challenges with the 
EER are time investment as well as cheap materials: “The biggest challenge has 
undoubtedly been the use of cheap padlocks that break. Also, it takes longer to 
prepare than, for example, a PowerPoint presentation” 

Supporting 

factors 

Guidebook for trainers 

Tim Nelson and Hanne Frøslev developed a guidebook for other study 
counsellors. The guidebook proved to be very successful, and due to its 
accessibility, it was one of the reasons why the concept became so popular and 
generated so much attention - and also why the concept would end up being 
bought by a private firm. 

Outputs First and foremost, Tim Nelson and Hanne Frøslev from Youth Center Horsens 
(Horsens Municipality) have not been able to showcase their material since they 
have partnered up with a private institution and thus sold the rights to the idea 
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and concept: “We received an incredible number of inquiries from people who 
are interested. That is why we held two theme days in the past where the 
participants (study counsellors from other municipalities) have tested our Escape 
Room and we have talked about the idea and the concept. We also partnered with 
another private company and thus shared the rights to the idea and concept.” 
writes Tim Nelson in an email.  

Outcomes/ 

impact 

The EER is designed to make the student reflect upon strengths, interests, 
attitudes, weaknesses, life goals and career considerations.  

Awards and 
recognition  

Due to the success of the Escape Room, Horsens Municipality chose to run 
several free theme days/conferences but has now entered a strategic partnership 
with an unspecified private learning institution. 

Transferability Transferability by content and design 

‘Education and Job Journey' is transferable by nature. It is designed to challenge 
the 8th grader through a set of generic questions-as-puzzles 

Website  Website: 

 https://uudanmark.dk/2019/11/uddannelsesvejledning-som-escape-room/ 

Article on Escape Room:  

https://horsens24.dk/nyheder/transportabelt-escape-room-skal-goere-unge-
interesserede-i-uddannelsesvejledning 

Article on Escape Room: 
https://presscloud.com/csp/vocast/message.csp?KEY=914876298781251 

Contact info of 
the interviewee 

Project Manager, Horsens Municipality. Tim Nelson: tine@horsens.dk 

Project Manager, Horsens Municipality. Hanne Frøslev: haf@horsens.dk 

Disclaimer The case study is based on an email correspondence with Tim Nelson and articles 
written on the EER. Quotes used in this case study, therefore, stem from both 
articles and emails. Quotes from the article are from before the concept was 
acquired by a private firm. Quotes from e-mail correspondence are after the 
concept was acquired by the private firm. 

 

Pictures found online: 
https://presscloud.com/csp/vocast/message.csp?KEY=914876298781251 
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Image 1: Horsens Municipality, Game Scene 
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3. Ernst Trier’s Office 

Case 
Institution 

Vallekilde Højskole 

Case Country  Denmark 

Author (s) Andreas Korntved Mortensen, Bespoke CPH 

Target 
audience 

◻ Participants of formal education (e.g. BA, MA, PhD students)  

◻ Primary & secondary education 

 Participants of non-formal education (e.g. continuing, adult education)  

◻ Participants of private escape room/ gaming providers 

◻ Other 

If applicable - 
Study field 

Not applicable 

Team Size ◻ 1     ◻ 2-4    ◻ 5-7      8-10     ◻ Any  

Duration  ◻ 15-25 min.   30-50 min. ◻ 60 min. ◻ 1-2 hours ◻ 1 day ◻ 3-5 days+  

Mode  ◻ Digital      Physical (Room/ Breakout Box/ Other)     ◻ Hybrid 

Theme & 
Narrative 

 Ernst Trier's old office (founder of Vallekilde folk high school, 1865)  

Escape Room 
Puzzle 
Organisation 

 Path-Based       Sequential     Open        

 

Section  

Background This case study is based on a report made for Højskolepædagogisk Uddannelse 
(HPU) by Thomas Vigild (2016). Based on the phenomenon of live escape 
rooms, the intention was to design a puzzle room at Vallekilde Folk High School 
in connection with the school's 150th anniversary on November 1, 2015. 

Aims and 
Objectives  

The purpose is multi-faceted. First, the intention is to design an interesting puzzle 
room, which in itself is an engaging gaming experience where players forget 
about time and space. Secondly, the intention is to test whether such puzzles can 
be designed to include both explicit and implicit learning - in this case, about both 
Vallekilde Folk High School and the founder Ernst Trier, and in general the 
history of the Danish folk high school movement, values and special school form.  

Keywords in the gaming experience are factors such as community, togetherness, 
communication, curiosity, cooperation, and courage to fail. 

To look for signs of learning, after the ER, the team will evaluate their experience 
and talk together - and the game masters will ask what they remember from the 
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room. But the final assessment of the learning potential may not be noticeable for 
some time after the experience. 

The escape room (ER) is designed to show that through play, interaction and 
games people can get to know lesser-known sides of themselves and others. Also, 
the game instructors can facilitate implicit and indirect learning, which can be 
learned from experience - not just through "passive" forms of communication 
such as text, audio, or images. The idea here can be far-reaching, for example, 
exams could be done by solving a puzzle filled with this year's curriculum across 
the subjects, instead of going for a classic written or oral exam in one subject 
alone. 

The learnings from the game room through the “living interaction” must be 
disseminated - not just the living word for which the folk high school is known. 
Besides, the ER must train the special and important skill that Vigild calls fail-
courage, i.e. train the courage to make mistakes and learn from them. Just like 
the basic idea behind all games. 

The puzzles must enlighten and illustrate values from Vallekilde folk high school 
values, such as curiosity, wonder, desire, passion, humour, the world and "more 
is possible". 

 

Stakeholders 

 Vallekilde folk high school teachers (including ER designers Thomas 
Vigild & Rasmus Bæk) 

 Vallekilde folk high school teachers 

 Vallekilde folk high school teachers students 

 Vallekilde folk high school alumni (up to 85 years old) 

 Vallekilde folk high school family members (down to 7 years old) 

Input 

The human resources that were involved in the escape room design and 
implementation process were two teachers from Vallekilde Folk High School: 
One game design-teacher and one colleague supporting the construction of the 
EER. Professional movers moved heavy materials from the school archives to the 
EER-room. The two teachers spent around a week of work (after hours) to 
prepare the room. The basic materials and furniture for decorations were provided 
by the school management. 

Activities 

Preparation:  

Together with scenographer Rasmus Bæk, Thomas Vigild and Rasmus built the 
space in five days from Monday 26 October to Saturday 31 October 2015. The 
project distribution was clear: Rasmus was to develop the mood/vibe of the 1860s 
in the room, to decorate walls, cover windows and selecting colours, while Vigild 
was primarily responsible for the puzzle design, progression and all the 
"knowledge" in the room. On Monday, they went hunting in the school's 
storerooms - attic, archive, and rooms - to find suitable furniture for the room, 
and they quickly located a desk, bookcase, sofa, books and wardrobe. 
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All materials were moved by professional movers into the room on Wednesday 
while Rasmus worked on painting the room and inserting a giant display cabinet 
to cover the windows in the room. On Thursday Vigild returned to the room, 
where he began to furnish the office with Ernst Trier's original old books, and on 
Friday went to make the last details clear so that the room was scenographically 
prepared by Friday afternoon. On Saturday Vigild worked out all the puzzles - 
five sub-puzzles against a larger puzzle and determined the room's narrative and 
technical solutions. 

Among other things, Vigild could use the flatscreen in the room to show the 
players their remaining time and to send them tips during the game. Vigild found 
software, tested the sound effects, and ran the first general test with six students 
on Saturday, November 31, 2015. 

They solved the room in 24 minutes, but some of the puzzles were too difficult, 
so Vigild changed them, as well as compiled and designed all loose documents 
on the table to look "older" - including the old ones, among a letter Ernst Trier 
wrote to his wife Marie, the national anthem ("Der er et yndigt land") and worked 
on burning and tearing papers to make it look old. 

Vigild also finished the room's central puzzle on Saturday and cleaned up the 
story, so it became a matter of saving Ernst Trier from suicide and depression and 
set the room's "time" until 1874. 

 

Implementation: 

All five main puzzles in the room, as well as the discovery of cryptex (the last 
puzzle box), are based on different abilities, different levels of difficulty and 
relate to different places in the room. For example, the 1st and 5th letter-puzzles 
are related to reading names from the nordic mythology, while the solution to the 
third letter is about the lyrics and implicitly shows the players that "Der er et 
yndigt land" (national anthem) contains far more verses than one usually sings. 

 

Game design: Ernst Trier's Office: 

Game text before entering the room: “The year is 1874. Ernst Trier's two little 
beloved daughters - two and 5 years old - died today of brain inflammation. The 
year before, his beloved wife Marie died of tuberculosis - the infection came from 
a student. Although Vallekilde Folk High School has great success and many 
students, Ernst has lost faith in college, in himself, in life. He has just left his 
office in a deeply depressed state. Only you can save him and college. Find the 
word in the room that saves Ernst out of the fog of depression. Find the word that 
saves Vallekilde Folk High School. You have half an hour before Ernst loses faith 
in life. Please enter ....” 

 

Game design process:  
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1. When the players arrive they gather, they put down their cell phones, and 
Vigild gives them a briefing about practicalities - for example: do not touch the 
technology in the room, do not sit on the old sofa etc. 

2. The game text from above is presented to them. 

3. A player is designated as a "light leader" - the person who starts the game by 
lightning the only candle in the room with a match. 

4. Players are brought into the room, illuminated only by steering lights (LED 
version). The game master says: “enjoy, walk and close the door.” 

5. The light leader lights the candle on the table. 

6. The light increases in the space from the chandelier - the game master controls 
this. 

7. The game master starts 30-minute countdown timer on the flat screen. 

8. While the ER is running, there are opportunities for getting clues along the 
way. To get a clue, all players must sing a song collectively. 

9. The game ends either by opening the cryptex or running out of time. 

10. In either case, the game master opens the door and says "congratulations" or 
"too bad".  

11. End-briefing with a joint meeting and evaluation. Depending on whether or 
not the team solved the task, there will be an evaluation, and, possibly, unresolved 
puzzles from the game are explained. 

The puzzles followed a set of dogmas. Among other things. they must require 
knowledge and not be anachronistic (i.e. modern). In the room, it should be about 
finding quotes in books, browsing drawers, and knowing Ernst Trier's personality 
and attitudes. 

 

Game artefacts 

Used artefacts are furniture, candles, objects and presence, letters from nordic 
mythology, cryptex, flat screen (for the game master). 

 

Example of the puzzle design for the letter “D”: 

The entire Ernst Trier office is built around five sub-puzzles, which gives the 
players a total of five letters. When these letters are put together in the correct 
order, the cryptex - a cylindrical five-letter puzzle box - can be opened. An 
example of the puzzle design is the description of the puzzle that leads to the first 
letter "D" 

 

1. Scattered throughout the office are seven different wooden blocks with each a 
letter on it. These are placed on areas in the room that would later have an interest 
in solving other puzzles - i.e. among other things, on the couch, bookshelf and 
behind the clock by the fireplace. This is a puzzle based on motivity that is 
intended to show players "around" the room and enable them to take action as 
soon as they enter the room. It was important for the flow of the space that 
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something was immediate. A block was deliberately placed on a 'name tag holder' 
on the table (see Image 4), which was a tip for the players to understand that the 
wooden blocks should be placed together to form a word. 

2. The word that the players have to spell is written on the wall (Figure 2) in the 
room. However, it requires players to dare to remove the mirror above the 
fireplace, which applied to only about half of the teams. Many people here should 
have a tip to remove the mirror because it contradicts players' habits to peel things 
down the walls of the room - players were usually simply too cautious and afraid 
to destroy anything. 

3. "Solomon" is Ernst Trier's middle name. But the letters are also mirrored on 
the wall and are written in an optical illusion, so it requires the right angle to see 
the word correctly. The other mirror in the room - a dragon mirror - was hung up 
so that it could show Solomon correctly - both in letters and in perspective. See 
Figure 3, showing the look through the dragon mirror where the word can be read. 

4. When assembling the wooden blocks to Solomon, a code appears on the top of 
the wooden blocks. See Figures 4 and 6. The code is: 1 = 2. Note the circle around 
the 1's and the blue square around the 7's. By introducing this iconographic 
system, the puzzle shows the difference between numbers in circles and numbers 
in square blue boxes. Numbers in circles refer directly to the "final" letter - in this 
case, the first letter - while numbers in blue boxes refer to people from Nordic 
mythology. The players have to deduct the latter based on two patches seen in 
Figure 4. Here, figures from Nordic mythology are mentioned - and coupled with 
a number in a blue square are listed. 

5. Thus, players must find the 7th God: On the sofa in the room is 'scene' cut into 
the armrest where the war god Tyr puts his hand into the Fenris wolf's yawn as a 
sign of sacrifice. Below the woodcut are the names of all the characters in the 
scene, which directly refers to the numbers in the blue squares. If you count the 
people from left to right, then the 7th god becomes Odin. 

6. Now the players know that [1] = 7[blue square] 2 means “1. letter is equal to 
7th God - 2 ”. I.e. 1st letter = "Odin 2" - which finally means the second letter in 
Odin, ie. the solution is “1. letter = D. ” 

 

Image 4: A list of images of some of the game artefacts 
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Challenges For the premiere on November 1, 2015, the first team was significantly different 

from the students, and the noise at the school also made Vigild unable to hear 
what the players were saying to each other in the room. This made it impossible 
for Vigild to guide them properly, and they did not solve the room in time. For 
the next team, a microphone was inserted into the room so that they could hear 
their dialogues through a speaker, which is crucial to making the correct flow and 
game progression in relation to the game master’s role. 

Following Vigild, an interesting and important design dogma in any puzzle room 
is that as soon as players enter the room, the puzzles and thus the game must feel 
like "theirs" - and all solutions should not attend to the game master’s (Vigild) 
intelligence and knowledge, but more, on the players. This kind of seduction is 
essential to keep in mind, and leads to a natural, albeit problematic, loss of control 
over the learning situation. Now, the game master/teacher can control parts of the 
process via tips on the flat screen, but it can quickly overpower and become 
annoying, disruptive, and directly counter the more magical seduction for 
learning in the puzzle room. 
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At the same time, it is difficult to incorporate measurable concrete learning goals 
into the current design of Ernst Trier's Office. The learning in this room works 
on most implicit plans, and Vigild purposely designed the room, so the seduction, 
the narrative and especially the mood in the room were the priority. The puzzles 
should fit this, but not fall outside the time frame, and it locked him a bit into 
puzzles about e.g. Nordic mythology and the national anthem. The ultimate goal 
of the game is to cultivate a concentrated, intense and genuine sense of a 
participatory community, where all individuals in the room contribute to solving 
not only the puzzles but also the solution to the entire room. In this way, through 
the ERR-design, Vigild has tried to build a sense of presence and unity, where 
the interrelationships of the puzzles are important, but not all decisive for building 
that kind of space. 

Supporting 

factors 

The escape room was made possible by several different factors. First, Vigild 
would not have had the skills to build and decorate the walls needed to make a 
trustworthy ‘office from 1865’ if not scenographer Rasmus Bæk offered his help. 
It took five days to build the ER, and many of the artefacts used were available 
only because the room was built at the very Folk High School where Ernst Trier 
lived. Moreover, Vigild needed to test the ER and had his game design students 
test it and provide relevant feedback.  

Outputs There was positive feedback from children down to the age of 7 and players up 
to 80-85 years (old students) who were generally surprised by the "authenticity" 
of the room. The folk high school students also wanted to try the space, which 
showed Vigild that there was the initial motivation and desire to experience this 
kind of puzzle - the narrative seemed engaging and not incomprehensible to the 
participants. 

Also, the solution of the room seemed to surprise the players, who are largely 
designed to strengthen their sense of community and unity but also implicitly 
teach them some of the core values of the Folk High School - the collaboration, 
the historical understanding, the democratic principles, and that participants of 
the ER must learn to ask good questions, not just find the right answers. 

It was also positive for many of the players that they should sing a common song 
if they were stuck in a puzzle and wanted tips on how to move forward. It was a 
positive reaction where the sense of community in the song made a difference. 

Outcomes/ 

impact 

The ER participants experienced a sense of unity, community and team building 
which, for example, expressed itself when participants had to sing a song together 
to get a clue from the game master. The ER was designed to inspire collaboration 
and put into play different skills and abilities. Vigild knew that the ER needed to 
fit very different people since both older Vallekilde High School Students (up to 
85 years) and family members (down to 7 years) would engage with the ER. 

Website  Video from the ER: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a3S4AlKqCcw&feature=youtu.be 

Contact info of 
the interviewee 

Vallekilde folk high school, Thomas Vigild: thomas@vallekilde.dk 
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4. EscapeGames 

Case 
Institution 

House of Science, Sønderborg Municipality  

Case Country  Denmark 

Author (s) Andreas Korntved Mortensen, Bespoke CPH 

Target 
audience 

◻ Participants of formal education (e.g. BA, MA, PhD students)  

 Primary & secondary education (7th - 10th grade) 

◻ Participants of non-formal education (e.g. continuing, adult education)  

◻ Participants of private escape room/ gaming providers 

◻ Other 

If applicable - 
Study field 

Mathematics (coding, encryption) 

Suggested content: Caesar cipher, Mayan numbers, Prime numbers, Roman 
numerals, Symbols/patterns, Geometric shapes, modulo operation, Logical 
puzzles, Encrypted messages.  

Form Intended form up to 2-3 lessons of class instruction in coding + one-day escape 
room workshop (six hours). Each escape room is intended to be completed in-
app. 20 minutes. 

Team Size ◻ 1     ◻ 2-4    ◻ 5-7     ◻ 8-10     x Any  

Duration  ◻ 15-25 min. ◻ 30-50 min. ◻ 60 min. ◻ 1-2 hours 1 day ◻ 3-5 days+  

Mode  ◻ Digital      Physical (Room/ Breakout Box/ Other)    ◻ Hybrid 

Theme & 
Narrative 

Escape Games has 14 different themes ranging from 'crime scene' and 'WW2' to 
'hangover', 'tomb raider' and 'Vikings'.  

Escape Room 
Puzzle 
Organisation 

 Path-Based       Sequential     Open        

 

Section  

Background It has become a requirement from the Ministry of Children and Education that 
pupils in primary and secondary school must be found acquainted with 
mathematical coding and encryption in teaching. Escape Game’s fix-and-finish 
process is fun and challenging for both logic and creativity, and a way to get 
around the topic.  

The EER-material from House of Science is packaged in a pdf-document which 
is sent to potential interest groups (e.g. teacher teams representing different 
primary schools). The pdf-document opens up with the following text: “Maybe 
you've heard of Escape Rooms? These theme-spaces filled with puzzles, codes, 
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encrypted messages, and secret missions that need to be solved in time through 
collaboration, cunningness & 'Sherlock Holmes abilities'? Maybe some of you 
have even heard the phenomenon mentioned in the context of teaching? Allowing 
school students to design, execute, and try each other's escape rooms for 
themselves is a brilliant way to learn about coding and encryption, in a fun and 
hands-on way that fits right into the gamer and experience culture as a hitter in 
the 13-16-year-olds… Curious? Read more on the following slides”.  

One of the guiding principles for House of Science is to collaborate across 
educational levels, and as such the escape game concepts were developed in 
collaboration with a gymnasium. The collaboration emerged as a result of clear 
communication, clear purposes and responsible project owners between House 
of Science (initiators), Rubi Lee (practitioners, guiding and bringing material), 
primary school (test subject) and the gymnasium (made sure an experimentation 
day could take place at the gymnasium using his math class as a development- 
and test group). 

 

The collaboration resulted in an experimentation day, where House of Science, 
the 9th grade from the Elementary school & Rubi Lee met with a math-teacher 
from the gymnasium who was responsible for the course in which the escape 
game experimentation would take place. Each group (9th & 2nd graders &) got 
boxes of artefacts and two-four 3-digit code locks provided by Rubi Lee. Then 
the students had to develop a scenario with puzzles that could take place in the 
gymnasium, for example, the classroom or the locker room. The themes ranged 
from World War II and Treasure Islands to a Vikings theme. Rubi Lee had created 
these scenarios and collected the necessary artefacts. They facilitated the day and 
made sure the students understood their tasks and why they were doing it. Over 
the break, each group swapped to the neighbour-escape game. Afterwards, they 
evaluated which theme and escape game were the best and brought the best one 
with us as a defining concept. Based on the experience from the experimentation 
day, the escape game concept was developed. 

Aims and 
Objectives  

To make school students design, execute and try each other's escape rooms to 
learn about coding and encryption, in a fun and hands-on way.  

Stakeholders 

House of Science consist of a number of educational institutions: 

+ Universe (https://universe.dk/en/about/about-universe) 

+ ProjectZero (http://brightgreenbusiness.com/home-2) 

+ Sønderborg Forsyning 

+ Sønderborg Statsskole 

+ Alssund Gymnasiet 

+ Det Blå Gymnasium 

+ EUC Syd  

+ VUC Syd  

+ SDU (University of Southern Denmark) 
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Rubi Lee’s Escape House is a private entity.  

Input 

The development of the Escape Game required a lot of human resources in terms 
of communication and collaboration, especially to make sure that every 
stakeholder could (and knew how to) benefit from the project. As Elisabeth 
reflects upon the experimentation day: “The process itself was really good. First, 
we had a good collaboration between the gymnasium and the elementary school. 
We got some elementary pupils out and met a gymnasium that they might want 
to visit after 9th grade. And we had an innovative process in terms of what kind 
of scenario we should set up, what resources and capabilities we had.” 

Activities 

The overall game design is based on the idea that the students are building the 
Escape Game themselves with the help of guidelines from House of Science 
representatives, supporting materials (provided by Rubi Lee), and content 
curricula developed by teachers. The students then design the Escape Games 
using the materials (artefacts, themes) and knowledge given. It is in other words, 
an Escape Game through EER and not used as introductory or evaluatory learning 
design.  

 

Prior to the game: 

 Kick-start presentation with a representative from Escape House 

 How to design an escape game? 

 Success criteria, do's & don'ts 

 Tasks to the right/left hemisphere (creative/analytic) 

 What is a good game flow etc? 

 The presentation is assigned with additional with small puzzles, examples 
& exercises 

 Students are told to design their artefacts  

 

During the game: 

 The groups get their boxes and go out into their assigned rooms 

 Brainstorm phase, idea selection and execution (teachers walk around and 
save / guide / motivate along the way) 

 Lunch break 

 Execution continued 

 Groups try each other's Escape Rooms (20 min each) 

 

Specific to each individual theme, but every time the class is provided with a box 
which includes: 

 Tape and pens to mark spaces 

 Toys to support the theme (e.g. toy gun, pirate cutlass)  
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 Padlocks 

 All puzzles include decryptions & code-breaking. 

 

After the game: 

 Cleanup 

 Joint ending with a representative from Escape Game (possibly with a 
prize for today's best escape time, best task, etc.) 

Challenges In terms of EER-design, Elisabeth considers whether their approach might be too 
“advanced and complex” in terms of using the EER since it focuses not on 
introducing nor evaluating a subject like math but instead on gamifying the 
learning content through the EER: “Our EER-version is perhaps too advanced. 
Or advanced in another way by having this innovative process where the students 
tried the learning through gamification, but not as an evaluation of what was 
learned. I think it's worth taking our input, as it can be so much more than just 
being a multiple-choice in the end.” According to Elisabeth, turning the students 
into ER-designers is a complex process: “It was maybe a little different from what 
else I've seen. Especially because the parties involved had to create the material 
[escape games] themselves. It is not just used for evaluation“. Moreover, the 
organisation of collaboration made House of Science dependent on Rubi Lee’s 
engagement, expertise, and game artefacts. Elisabeth reflects: “the project could 
not have happened if Rubi Lee had not shared their experience with developing 
the puzzles and scenarios as well as providing the needed materials to test the 
ERs.” Stakeholder dependency makes collaboration vulnerable to possible 
disagreements or alike. Elisabeth also addresses the challenges of promoting the 
ER-package due to time constraint and a lacking capacity of / resources to 
develop a website to showcase the material, pictures etc.: “We haven’t been able 
to advertise and promote too much for the material since we simply do not have 
the time nor the skills to develop the website. But we are delighted to know that 
anyone outside of the House of Science is interested to know what we are doing.” 

Supporting 

factors 

Clear communication and responsibility between different stakeholders. Each 
stakeholder was only involved in the project because each stakeholder benefitted 
from the collaboration. House of Science invested a lot of resources in the 
development of teaching material but expresses the frustration of lacking 
communication skills, i.e. having a website to showcase material. 

Outputs Evaluation 

Students are told to make a script based on the escape game they design, as “a 
kind of manual of their game flow” for evaluation and transferability. The 
students are building the script while they build the escape game. In that sense, 
the purpose of the script is twofold, 1) to visualise the design of the ER, 2) to 
provide a user guide the students (together with the teacher) can use for 
evaluation when they are summarising the day. 

Outcomes/ Elisabeth and the rest of the House of Science, highlight the importance of 
emphasising Escape Games and not Escape Room: “We decided to disregard 
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impact escape rooms and instead go with escape games to highlight the game-aspect and 
flexibility as well as making the activities be the defining factor for the concept - 
not the space itself”. 

Transferability Spatial transferability: Escape Game is offered as a flexible solution, and can be 
customised to any given space 

 

Educational transferability: Students’ scripts provide (some) transferability as it 
gives externals insight into the process, ideas and expected outcomes 

Website  Not yet available  

Other websites 

Rubi Lee’s Escape House: https://www.escape-house.dk/ 
House of science: http://www.houseofscience.dk/ 

Contact info of 
the interviewee 

Elisabeth Christine Tang, House of Science, Sønderborg Municipality, 
etan@sonderborg.dk 

Louise Weiss Petersen & Bradley Beswayan, Rubi Lee’s Escape House.  

 

 

Image 5: Impressions from the game materials 
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Image 6: Impression from the a game session 
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5. Follow the Money  

Case 
Institution 

Danish Broadcasting Corporation (DR) 

Case Country  Denmark 

Author (s) Ditte Wulff & Andreas Korntved, Bespoke CPH 

Target 
audience 

◻ Participants of formal education (e.g. BA, MA, PhD students)  

◻ Primary & secondary education 

◻ Participants of non-formal education (e.g. continuing, adult education)  

◻ Participants of private escape room/ gaming providers 

 Participants of private escape rooms 

Team Size ◻ 1     ◻ 2-4     5-7     ◻ 8-10     ◻ Any  

Duration  ◻ 15-25 min. ◻ 30-50 min.  60 min. ◻ 1-2 hours ◻ 1 day ◻ 3-5 days+  

Mode  ◻ Digital      Physical (Room/ Breakout Box/ Other)     ◻ Hybrid 

Theme & 
Narrative 

Crime and Investigation (Investigating financial fraud) 

Escape Room 
Puzzle 
Organisation 

 Path-Based       Sequential     Open        

 

Section  

Background This ER was a collaboration between TimeQuest (TQ) and Danish Broadcasting 
Corporation (DR) initiated by DR (see description of Stakeholders below).  

“Bedrag” is an award-winning Danish television financial crime thriller, 
broadcasting for the first time in January 2016. It carries the title “Follow the 
Money” in English. The TV-series is made by the public service platform Danish 
Broadcasting Corporation. The ER was developed around the universe from 
Follow the Money. 

The interviewee is Kasper Zederkof, editor, and project manager at DR. The key 
points represent his version of the escape room case. 

Aims and 
Objectives  

The escape room was initiated with two main objectives: 1) with a commercial 
ambition for TimeQuest, and 2) to extend the DR brand.  

As a public service platform, it is the interest of DR to make their TV and radio 
show brands available to as big a mass as possible. The escape room framework 
was a way for DR to promote one of their brands and extend the brand experience. 
As Kasper Zederkof states: “In Denmark, there is a clear tendency to do board 
games (...) We quickly discovered that escape rooms do the same, where you can 
take a universe and a character universe and some storylines and then transfer 
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them to the escape room format. We worked from the thesis that the ones doing 
escape rooms would soon reach a saturation point, where the “find the killer-
concept” wouldn’t be enough.”. Zederkof expresses a firm belief that escape 
rooms have the capacity to extend cultural products like TV-series in the same 
way as board games can do, however, in a more immersive way. 

Stakeholders 

TimeQuest (TQ) is a Live Escape Room company established in Copenhagen in 
2012. It has 10-19 employees (Q1, 2020) and is considered one of the two main 
established ER companies in Denmark.  

Danish Broadcasting Corporation (DR) is a state-owned media platform with a 
yearly budget of more than 500 million euros and a commitment to deliver public 
service content to the Danish population through news and entertainment. 

Input 

DR has sold the rights to use the Follow the Money-brand together with some 
extra elements to build up the universe; like soundtrack and props. The price is 
unknown. Project Manager from DR, Kasper Zederkof, took part in the initial 
conceptualisation of the room.  

The technical layout out of the room was pre-build and bought by TQ in Poland 
and was set up in a commercial ER space in central Copenhagen.  

Participants pay to go to the Escape room. 

Activities 

The narrative:  

You are greeted at the reception of a corporation, which is known from the Danish 
TV-series "Follow the Money", and you enter in the role as a member of a special 
police force investigating financial fraud (same police force as the main 
protagonist from the series). You then get trapped in the basement of the 
corporation and have to arrange a sequential line of clues to find a physical stack 
of money, which is your “way out”. 

The set-up 

The clues/challenges are in their nature generic and not per se developed for the 
“Follow the Money” universe. One example is solving a puzzle, where the key is 
to stack the puzzle pieces instead of laying them out next to each other. 

Kasper Zederkof highlights the fact that the narrative and the puzzles not 
necessarily have to support each other: “The story has no real significance 
concerning the codes (....) I think the codes embedded in most ERs are made up 
in advance, and then they have been added a skin” 

The clues were revealed in drawers and lockers, released by “semi-mechanical” 
solutions such as electrodes. 

Challenges The main challenge of this ER case is the tension between a commercial 
motivation (TQ) and an experiential one (DR). For TQ, the way to increase the 
revenue of the ER was to build the ER on a generic set-up and then add the Follow 
the Money-universe as a ‘skin’. Minimising the reset process and tear of the 
physical space were ways for TQ to increase earnings. 
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For DR this became an unused potential in rebuilding the universe of the TV-
series. The initial idea included both analogue and more high-tech clues 
organized in an open manner around the prop of an iconic bulletin board known 
from the TV set. As such DR experienced that the final ER lacked realness in the 
re-establishing of the universe and characters.    

Form vs. content 

Kasper Zederkof believes one of the challenges was the tension between 
historical accurateness and fiction. In Kasper's experience, who builds his 
premise on the importance of the ‘immersiveness’ and ‘realness’ of the space, 
you have to compromise some of the reality with fiction to make an entertaining 
ER: “You have a tension [between historical accurateness and fiction], where you 
have to compromise the original story knowledge or historical facts to make the 
game work right.” (...) “If the game should work well, then the story shouldn’t be 
too dominant”. 

However, Kasper Zederkof also emphasises that the compromising fiction has to 
support a “realness” it must not be “fake with fiction on top”: “Where we failed 
in our narrative was when it became fake with fiction on top” (...) “When the 
fiction doesn’t build a feeling of realness, then it comes across as cold fiction 
with a cold ER experience on top”.   

Resetting the ER:  

Having a lot of artefacts and set pieces requires you to spend a lot of time on 
resetting the ER: “The big downside of the good ER’s is the reset factor, meaning 
how long it takes to get things back in their initial place and make sure there are 
no mistakes. (...) “Sequential was easier for them [TQ] to back on track” 

Wear and tear:  

Furthermore, the many artefacts and set pieces will eventually get worn out: 
“Wear and tear (...) is a natural limitation. When we first presented that idea [of 
the dynamic bulletin board] to our partner, he was like: “no!”, and we can see in 
hindsight that ultimately had to do with the fact that the wear would be too 
extensive, meaning you would have to replace the prop too often”. 

Supporting 

factors 

Recognisability:  

Supporting factors in this ER were the recognisability of the universe, which 
made it is possible for participants to quickly empathise with the ER. This was 
established via the visibility of the set, and an iconic soundtrack.A 

Hype:  

Furthermore, and in terms of accessibility, the very nature of the ER attracts 
people, and following Kasper Zederkof, in particular tourists: “We could see that 
it was locally driven, but very much also a ‘tourism thing’. Tourists go to a city 
and think: “which museums are there?” and “which escape rooms are there?” In 
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that sense, ERs are attractive commercial formats for brands who wish to extend 
experiences.  

Materials and artefacts:  

DR, being one of Denmark’s largest cultural institutions, had many specific 
artefacts - e.g. real set pieces (scene designs, fake money, clothing, tables, chairs 
etc.) from the series.  

Outcomes/ 
impact 

As a commercial ER, the outcomes are not designed to meet any other agenda 
than that of entertainment and revenue. It can be argued that ER’s, like this one, 
will always serve the outcome of training collaboration and team building. 
However, there has been no structured monitoring or follow-up on the learning 
outcomes of the team-building aspect. 

On a bigger scale, it can be argued that the extension of DR brands is in service 
of the public service commitment that DR serves, by making the state-financed 
TV universes available to a larger audience. 

Furthermore, Kasper Zederkof thinks that escape room-success can be 
determined by the participants level of “stepping into character”: “The good ER’s 
are the ones where (...) you don’t only activate your intellectual self, but also your 
instinct. (...) You step into character” Zederkof reflects. 

Awards and 
recognition  

Article on Follow the Money-escape room: https://www.dr.dk/om-
dr/nyheder/nu-kan-du-selv-komme-ind-i-en-verden-af-bedrag 

Transferability The idea of “skinning” a pre-built generic escape room in a known universe or 
brand could potentially be transferred.  

Moreover, Kasper Zederkof believes, building on his reflection on the tension 
between accurateness and fiction, that it is “obvious” that museums and alike 
should try out ERs: “I think it’s so obvious that museums should do this, because 
the whole set and the scenography, it’s just there” (...) “If you don’t have the 
budget to establish an escape room (...) where you are creating a set that is 
convincing with real props that have solidity and can last, (...) then you should 
rather (...) take it out and use the existing environment that you have; be it a 
museum, a school or in your own home”. 

However, the main learning from this case was that there is a very big experiential 
potential missed when the importance of a customised and engaging narrative 
supported by real props and sets is not prioritised out of commercial 
considerations.  

Website  https://timequest.nu/en/ 

(but the specific case described is now closed down) 

Contact info of 
the interviewee 

Kasper Zederkof, kasper@cultureworks.dk 
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GERMANY 

6. Breakout rooms at Oberlinschule Potsdam 

Title of the 
case 

Breakout rooms at Oberlinschule Potsdam 

Case 
Institution 

Oberlinschule Potsdam 

Case Country  Germany 

Author (s) Daniel Dirksen (FH Muenster) 

Target 
audience 

 Participants of formal education (e.g. BA, MA, PhD students)  

 Primary & secondary education (students with learning difficulties) 

 Participants of non-formal education (e.g. continuing, adult education)  

 Participants of private escape room/ gaming providers 

 Other 

If applicable - 
Study field 

Several, mainly geography 

Team Size  1      2-4     5-7      8-10      Any  

Duration   15-25 min.  30-50 min.  60 min.  1-2 hours  1 day  3-5 days+  

Mode   Digital      Physical (Room/ Breakout Box/ Other)    Hybrid 

Theme & 
Narrative 

Themes and narrative can vary.  

 

Section  

Background The Escape games were initiated by Stefan Schwarz as a method to involve 
students more actively in the teaching activities. He works as a secondary 
education level teacher for geography at a special school for students with 
learning difficulties and physical disabilities. Since the method was found to be 
motivating and effective at promoting social skills, escape games are a fixed 
element in Stefan Schwarz´s teaching curriculum. Over five years he has 
conducted more than 25 escape rooms in his classes.  

Aims and 
Objectives  

The escape rooms are individually adapted to the class they are taught in. 
Furthermore, the escape room method is applied to pursue various targets 
depending on the context they are applied in. Firstly, escape rooms are applied as 
an introductory session at the beginning of the school year. In this scenario, the 
is intended to activate and engage students and facilitate a general state of 
motivation for students. Moreover, these introductory escape rooms do not aim 
to promote the learning of educational contents, but rather to foster 
communication and teamwork. Especially at the beginning of a new year, it is 
found to be valuable to create or restrengthen the social connection within a class. 

Secondly, escape rooms are used thematically. In this context the escape room 
method is applied 1) at the beginning of a new educational unit as an introduction 
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into a new topic or 2) at the end of a chapter to review lecture content and to 
reinforce learned knowledge. Furthermore, the practical application of methods 
and competencies (such as research on the internet) can be taught in these 
sessions. When escape rooms are implemented in the process of teaching 
educational contents, the impartation of social skills is secondary. 

Additionally, the escape room method caters as a diagnostical tool for teachers to 
detect group dynamics and character types within a group. Thus, when teachers 
identify certain roles (e.g. leaders or more quiet students), they can adapt their 
communication and their teaching methods, respectively. The escape room 
sessions further indicate the teacher how well the taught content was understood 
by the students. 

Stakeholders 

The teacher designs and conducts the escape rooms himself. In some cases, he 
collaborates with teaching colleagues who support either with the development 
of the game or by providing hints and guidance during the game. He further 
conducted a few settings where students were involved in the design process of 
the escape room. In these cases, they were given certain requirements and 
guidance from the teacher while ideating and designing the game. Furthermore, 
Stefan Schwarz collaborates with several experts such as game designers to 
obtain additional input and ideas for his escape games. 

Input 

The design of an escape game takes roughly two weeks in preparation. Time, 
therefore, represents a major input factor for the game. The required materials for 
props and puzzles consisting of e.g. treasure chests, padlocks or UV-pencils have 
been purchased by the teacher himself. The game development requires the 
facilitator to be creative and to possess a certain amount of writing skills to 
successfully write a catching narrative. Furthermore, technical competencies are 
necessary to effectively use digital tools for the development of the game. 

Activities 

The implemented escape games did not have an escape-based theme. Instead, 
these games use breakout boxes, where the ultimate goal is to open a box or a 
treasure chest by solving the puzzles.  
 
The process of the game: 
The game starts with an introductory session, where the teacher introduces the 
game and the theme and explains the rules and splits the class (usually ten 
students) in groups of 3-5 members. This process takes 3-5 minutes.  
 
In the next step, the actual game starts with a short introductory narrative, which 
can be provided either on paper or via audio or video. In a written format, the 
story is roughly half to ¾ of a page long. 
Regarding the logical order of the puzzles, there is no linear sequence. Puzzles 
can be solved independently of each other. This allows participants to split their 
groups and work on multiple tasks simultaneously. Hence, more students are 
engaged at the same time.  
Most of the puzzles thereby are physical. The challenges can involve paper-based 
puzzles or using UV-lights to detect hidden messages. It is considered to be 
important to provide the students with a haptic, tangible experience to increase 
motivation and engagement. However, partially also digital puzzles are 
implemented to offer a broader variety of tasks. Sometimes, tasks require 
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students to research certain questions on the internet. This intends to strengthen 
students’ digital competences. 
The actual escape game has a duration of 30 minutes. During the game, the 
teacher takes on the role of an observer and moderator. He is rather passive but 
can guide in case students are stuck. Hints are either given by the moderator in 
exchange for a one-minute time penalty or via a fixed number of standardized 
cue cards. 
 
After the game, a debriefing is conducted which takes about 10 minutes. The 
session can take place orally within the class plenum or written in the form of a 
survey. The debriefings give room for the students to reflect on problem-solving 
approaches and methods and to evaluate which strategies are effective to solve 
challenges as a team. To facilitate knowledge transfer, students are asked to think 
about learnings they can apply on situations outside of an escape room. 
Furthermore, the debriefing provides room for evaluation and critique on the 
experience. 
 
The theme: 
The theme can vary with the individual game. However, they are always 
thematically linked to the respective subject and or topic the escape room is 
integrated in. The backstory is designed in a way that students are motivated. 
Thereby, all puzzles are linked to the overarching narrative to provide 
participants with an additional reason to solve the tasks. Thus, the introductory 
narrative is considered to be a crucial element of the escape experience. 
 
Competitiveness: 
It depends on the class and the situation, whether the escape game is played in a 
competitive setting or not. In the first case, it is the goal to beat the breakout time 
of the other competing teams. In other cases, it is only necessary to solve the 
puzzles in the set amount of time. When working with kids with autism however, 
the time limit is eliminated to reduce the factor of pressure on the students.  

Challenges The instructor mentioned the greatest challenge to be the time required for 
designing the escape game. Ideating, developing and testing the game is very 
time-consuming and the amount of work easily underestimated. It is advised to 
start early with the design. Furthermore, it is challenging to estimate the 
difficulty of a game and how much time is necessary for the students.  

Supporting 
factors 

Playtesting the escape game beforehand with playtesters who were not involved 
in the game design, is found to be very helpful to first eliminate potential bugs in 
the game and to assess the level of difficulty and amount of time needed. In case 
of errors still occur in the game, the instructor has prepared a cheat sheet with the 
structure of the game and all solutions to the puzzles. This helps to easily 
intervene and moderate the game. 

Outputs Winning teams are rarely rewarded with prizes. Instead, Schwarz relies on 
intrinsic motivation that comes with playing (and winning) the game itself. In 
exchange for the achievement of unlocking the box, students receive self-
designed collectable cards, which, however, rather have a symbolic character 
representing achievement. 

Outcomes/ 
impact 

The initiator of the escape games reported this method to be the most motivating 
one for students. In particular, the haptic experience of using physical objects 
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such as treasure chests and padlocks increases the motivation of students. 
Moreover, the students have shown increased engagement compared to 
conventional teaching methods. Regarding the performance of the teams, it was 
observed that teams who managed to communicate and collaborate well within 
the group were more successful than others. Also, teams who knew each other 
before the game showed greater problem-solving capabilities than teams 
consisting of strangers. 

Transferability The escape room method is considered to be transferrable to other subjects and 
levels of education, including higher education settings.  

Contact info of 
the interviewee 

Stefan Schwarz 

Oberlinschule Potsdam 

stefan.schwarz@oberlinhaus.de 
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7. #CanYouEscape 

Title of the 
case 

#CanYouEscape 

Case 
Institution 

Freiburg University of Education, International Centre for STEM Education 

Case Country  Germany 

Author (s) Hacer Tercanli 

Target 
audience 

 participants of formal and higher education (e.g. BA, MA, PhD students)  

 participants of non-formal education (e.g. continuing, adult education)  

 participants of elementary and secondary education (12+) 

 participants of private escape room/ gaming providers 

 Other -  please explain ____________ 

If applicable - 
Study field 

Mathematics, STEM, and Biology (developed through an European Project 

Team Size  1      2-4      5-7      8-10      Any  

Duration   15-25 min.  30-50 min.  60 min.  1-2 hours  1 day  3-5 days+  

Mode   Digital       Physical (Room/ Breakout Box/ Other)      Hybrid 

Theme & 
Narrative 

The games do not have a narrative, but the team is working on to develop one 
around a science concept or an event. Thus the game is structured around 
solving the riddles at the moment.  

Puzzle 
Organisation   

 Path Based       Sequential     Open        

 

Section  

Background The game emerged as part of the European project MaSDiV (Supporting 
mathematics and science teachers in addressing diversity and promoting 
fundamental values). 
 
The institution has escape room provisions for three different groups of 
participants, in the forms of Breakout Box and physical Escape Rooms (ERs). 
The groups are:  
(i) Students of secondary education,  
(ii) Bachelor and masters students at PHFR (University of Education Freiburg),  
(iii) Teachers, in the form of in service training on how to design Escape Rooms 
and Escape Boxes for educational purposes  

Aims and 
Objectives  

One aim of the MaSDiV project was to target diversity in the classroom, in the 
sense of the (i) level of academic achievement, and (ii) different backgrounds the 
students are coming from, including different countries and value systems. One 
way to address diversity is through inquiry-based learning, and another is to use 
the escape room methodology to foster team spirit, by helping students discover 
their own and each other’s strengths within a team challenge. The latter it also 
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gives teachers several diagnostical opportunities to study student’s strengths, 
competences and needs, individually. 
Building upon the core goals and objectives of the MasDiV project, the 
International Centre for STEM Education continues to use the escape room 
approach to show that science can be fun, and help increase interest in the STEM 
subjects among school students. As the centre hosts students only for 2 hours at 
a time for the Escape Room purposes, they do not have the primary goal of 
delivering content related knowledge but focus on conveying problem solving 
skills. This is something the team encourages the teachers in their in-service 
training, to use the Escape Room approach for the delivery and practice of the 
content knowledge, in addition to raising interest in Maths and Science through 
ER activities.  

Stakeholders 

The stakeholders involve: location: University of Education Freiburg (PHFR) , 
leadership: International Centre for STEM Education based in PHFR along with 
its staff, the University of Education Freiburg students as ICSE tutors, and the 
regional schools (with teachers and their students), which are invited for piloting 
and trying out the Escape Room approach.  

Input 

The European project MaSDiV has provided the initial funding for the 
development of the escape room approach for educational purposes. Also, the 
international project partners from the MaSDiV project brought in their expertise 
and knowledge about the topic.  
 
Currently it is 3-5 team members from ICSE working with the escape approach, 
and there are 2 ICSE tutors (students from University of Education Freiburg) 
involved helping the team. The funding from the European project has ended in 
February 2020, but the team managed to resume their activities by embedding the 
approach in their existing initiatives. At the moment the team is exploring options 
for further funding, especially through organisations who place emphasis on the 
STEM education.  
 
The Escape Activities can be realized in the premises of the University of 
Education Freiburg.  

Activities 

Planning:  
In the planning stage the organising team found working on an excel file very 
useful. They have identified the paths and marked down which riddles would go 
into which box, as well as the required codes for each puzzle. The directions 
marked on the Excel document allow the tutors (the University of Education 
Freiburg students) coordinate the activity accordingly, and independent from the 
organisers being present. The Escape activities can be designed for different 
purposes: fostering team building, and practicing and deepening learned topics, 
but not necessarily introducing a new subject or a topic. 
 
Design:  
The design process depends on the form of an escape room that is being used.  
Room form: They have a room setting where they use the walls and the classroom 
setting for setting up the Escape activities environment, with the puzzles that can 
be gathered and moved in different rooms. A black board is used for providing 
hints for the group. 
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Breakout Box form: If the Escape activity is going to be played at events e.g. 
STEM science and education fairs, then the team opt for the “In-scape Box” (see 
image 1), as described by the team, to the locations. The box has a number of 
drawers/ small storage units with locks, with each having puzzles involving 
hearing (e.g. Morse codes), seeing, or reading through. Some of the puzzles 
include Sudoku, invisible text that can be read through UV flashlights and dice 
games.  
 
The team has built the Escape Box themselves, and this is one of the skills they 
teach to in-service teachers as well, “how to plan and build an Escape Box with 
students”. One possibility to apply these skills at German schools is in 
interdisciplinary activities, e.g. the subject NWT. The course NWT - 
Naturwissenschaft und Technik (Natural Science and Technology) is where the 
students are expected to work on a project for a given period of time, so the 
teachers are encouraged to the take this activity in their classrooms that can be 
worked on as a project as part of the course. The students are given half a 
semester, to design a box in teams along with its puzzles, structure, and hints.  
 
There is currently one set of puzzle for the Escape Box ready for use. The team 
is working on to develop different sets of puzzles targeting different student age 
groups: one set for year 7-8 students and another for year 9-10 students. The 
puzzles are currently not linked to any level of curricular content, to be able to 
address wider groups of participants. It is planned to set up riddles targeting 
curricular content in the future. 
 
Implementation:  
In Germany students are not allowed to be locked in the classroom, they should 
have secure ways to get out of the room in case of an emergency. They are either 
told that they are locked, but there is an emergency exit, or some personal 
belonging, e.g. cell phones, are collected and they have to solve the riddles to get 
them back.   
 
The structure of the activity that is played with the Escape Box can be considered 
sequential, as the locks need to be opened one at a time. The box is 1m X 0,5m 
by size, and 4-5 people can work with it. The room based escape room game, 
however, has a different structure. It is path based, which means there are three 
riddle tracks that can be solved parallel in a given time, to be able to discover the 
input required to unlock the three-digit code at the very end. While there are 3 
different paths existing, the puzzles cannot be solved in a linear fashion. The 
students across teams needs input from other teams to be able to solve their own 
puzzles as well. Thus the paths are interconnected. The team do not currently 
have any digital means to provide hints in real time. Thus the hints are written on 
the white board.  
 
During the game the students are expected to speak to each other to be able to 
solve the puzzles in time, however, the observations shows that this remains as a 
challenge. It is very important for the teacher as a facilitator to give feedback and 
encourage students to communicate. An evaluation session with the students is 
thus very important, to discuss what has gone right/ wrong and what can be 
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improved next time in terms of team collaboration. If the activity is repeated, 
often an improvement can be observed.  

Challenges It is not always possible to keep all the students interested and motivated in 
participating the Room. Especially when students have difficulty understanding 
the purpose of the activity, or if they cannot quickly solve the puzzles, some get 
easily discouraged. Using interesting and exciting riddles and talking about the 
activities purpose, helps to motivate the students and focuses their attention.  
 
Developing the Escape Room riddles is hard if there is not a target group in mind. 
The team found it challenging to identify riddles and puzzles that could be 
appropriate for different age/ knowledge groups. For the start they wanted to keep 
the diversity of participants broad, thus currently even adults can play the games 
originally devised for the children.  
 
The teachers who are in the in-service training report that they find it challenging 
to develop games from scratch, due to time constraints. 

Supporting 
factors 

The University of Education Freiburg is supportive in fostering to implement 
innovative pedagogies, both at schools and at university setting itself.  
 
What is the status-quo of the use of ER activities in education in the German 
context? Most teachers are interested in using it in their classrooms, however, it 
is a problem with the time constraints that they are not able to get involved in 
such activities as much as they want. Another observation shared is that the ER 
methodology is being used for the sake of being used as an alternative 
methodology, sometimes resulting in the content not being delivered in a 
meaningful way. Implementing an ER activity therefor should be well planned 
and the purpose for the implementation should be clear. 

Outputs There is a feedback session after the activities and a wrap up with the students. 
The student teams are awarded with small gifts, chocolate or candies for their 
participation in the games activity that are placed in the final box of the Escape 
Room. The student teams finally receive a small certificate that write “We 
escaped!” that is followed by a group picture.  

Outcomes/ 
impact 

Most times the students are curious and motivated to solve the riddles, which thus 
helps reaching the goals of the escape room activity set by the organising team. 
Even the students who are low achievers in maths and science feel motivated 
when the ER activities are involved. Regardless of the achievement level, the 
observations show that the games allow students to highlight their skills and 
capabilities, e.g. accurately being able to decode a Morse code, a skill that is not 
necessarily linked to Maths skills. Thus, the diversity of the riddles helps students 
to become aware of each other’s strengths, and help build a team culture.   

Transferability The ER activity can be transferred to other contexts and trusting this, the team 
aims to make their Escape Room activities more accessible to other universities, 
schools and teachers. However, it is suggested that it is important to make sure 
everyone involved in the activity is informed about what Escape Rooms are, and 
its principles. It might be difficult to explain the method/ methodology to those 
who have never experienced it.  

Website  https://icse.ph-freiburg.de/schule/schuelerinnenkurse/meetmissmathe/ 
https://icse.ph-freiburg.de/can-you-escape-icse-auf-den-science-days-2019/ 
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Contact info of 
the interviewee 

Katharina Flößer 
Programme Specialist 
International Centre for STEM Education (ICSE) 
University of Education Freiburg 

 

      

Image 7: Escape box 
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8. Escape the Matrix 

Title of the 
case 

Escape the Matrix 

Case 
Institution 

TU Braunschweig 

Case Country  Germany 

Author (s) Hacer Tercanli, Daniel Dirksen (FH-Muenster) 

Target 
audience 

 Participants of formal education (e.g. BA, MA, PhD students)  

Primary & secondary education 

 Participants of non-formal education (e.g. continuing, adult education)  

 Participants of private escape room/ gaming providers 

 Other 

If applicable - 
Study field 

Mathematics 

Team Size  1      2-4     5-7      8-10      Any  

Duration   15-25 min.  30-50 min.  60 min.  1-2 hours  1 day  3-5 days+  

Mode   Digital      Physical (Room/ Breakout Box/ Other)      Hybrid 

Theme & 
Narrative 

“Escape the matrix”: You have been studying in the seminar room for the exam 
in linear algebra until late night yesterday and fell asleep. Now you wake up in 
the seminar room which is locked from the outside and the exam is in 30 
minutes. Can you escape the room and be on time for the exam? 

 

Section  

Background The initiators of the escape room realized that in mathematics studies students 
are continuously confronted with tricky tasks and calculations which have to be 
frequently solved under time pressure. However, the element of fun is often 
neglected during the studies. During the teaching in previous semesters, the 
professors noticed that recreational mathematics can be a means to increase 
students’ motivation. Even though there were no previous use cases of 
mathematical escape rooms found in higher education, the initiators were 
confident this method could be successful since escape rooms were already 
applied in schools of different levels for educational purposes. Furthermore, the 
initiators could rely on an already existing body of scientific literature on the use 
of escape rooms for educational purposes. 

Aims and 
Objectives  

The main goal of the escape room is to add the element of fun to the mathematics 
studies, which should contribute to an increased motivation of the students. 
Additionally, the escape room method should cater for exam preparation 
purposes. In a gamified setting, students should have the opportunity to recap and 
apply their acquired knowledge from the two previous semesters. However, the 
escape room is not intended to be used for examination purposes, the participation 
is voluntary. The game is not designed for assessment purposes. The organising 
faculty is only interested in the development of mathematics skills and knowledge 
among students. 
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Stakeholders 

The involved stakeholders of the escape room are two mathematical institutes of 
the Technical University Braunschweig under the supervision of Dr Birgit 
Kommander, from Institute for mathematical optimization, and Prof. Dr Dirk 
Lorenz, from Institute for Analysis and Algebra. There are a PhD student and a 
Postdoctoral student involved in planning and operations.  

Input 

Regarding the time spent to develop and prepare the escape room, the initiators 
did not have to spend many resources. Overall, the development and preparation 
required for approximately two man-days. Conducting the escape room game 
took another full day.  
 
The required equipment for the escape room was mainly retrieved from already 
existing resources of the faculty. The escape room was set up in an existing 
lecture room, furniture whiteboards and computers were also part of the faculty´s 
inventory.  

Activities 

Conception & design: 
The design of the game includes drafting the paths, hints and direction of the 
puzzles on a flowchart, and implementing the design accordingly in the room 
afterwards (see Image 8) for the escape room setting and structure, as drafted by 
the organising team). 
 
Next to the escape room, there is a control room which is used by the supervisors 
to monitor the game via live video (Skype). Only one webcam is installed in the 
escape room. There is also no moderator in the actual escape room. In case the 
participants need support, the moderators could engage by giving hints via a 
microphone. Furthermore, a screen is installed in the escape room giving hints 
and displaying the remaining time for the escape. This is achieved with a Python 
script. Alternatives to such script for the hints are suggested to be WhatsApp 
Web, and for surveillance, a baby camera.  
 
A rule book is shared with the students that includes the following reminders: 
“ 
1. The use of phones, computers and camera are not allowed 
2. The furniture and tables should not be moved. 
3. Locked locks must be opened only with a key or code. 
4. Nothing should be broken. 
5. Whiteboards can be used. 
6. Anything that is glued should not be taken off. 
There are a camera and a microphone in the room with which we observe what 
happens in the room. You can ask for advice if necessary. 
” 
To find the hints that helped to escape the room, students must solve various 
puzzles about linear algebra. The starting puzzles are attached to a whiteboard in 
the room. The solutions of these puzzles either deliver code numbers to open 
locked cupboard doors, treasure chests or indicate certain page numbers of books 
that are distributed across the room.  
 
The escape room game before the exam period ran for one day, eight hours. In 
the updated version of the game, the game is being played for three to four days, 
with scheduled student teams taking turns in playing the game. During those 
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days, the postdoctoral student involved does the supervision and spends work six 
to eight working hours each day for this task.  

Challenges During the games, the moderators face several technical issues. For instance, 
there were problems with the Skype connection, thus the moderators had 
difficulties monitoring the participants. This impeded the flow of the game since 
the moderators had to enter the room multiple times to check up on the 
performance of the players. Furthermore, it was very challenging for the players 
to escape the room on time. Of the participating groups, no team managed to 
solve all puzzles before the time was over. Students, however, stated that the time 
problem did not evolve from the mathematical difficulty of the tasks but rather 
from the effort of puzzling and combining different information. For future 
games, the available time might, therefore, be extended. 
 
Also, the supervisors noticed that there is still much potential for distraction in 
the escape room. The organizers plan to steer the focus more on the mathematical 
tasks to increase the engagement with the lecture contents. However, it might be 
a challenge to not lose the immersiveness of the game when reducing it 
completely to discipline-specific questions. 
 
Supervision is reported to be the most time-consuming activity during the game 
days.  

Supporting 
factors 

A flowchart for the design of the game is emphasized as crucial. Availability of 
the faculty staff and the requirement of only modest expenses of game puzzles 
are some of the other supporting factors, for the adoption and success of the game.  

Outputs Outputs are the exam practice learnings of the students that are reviewed with 
the game organisers. 

Outcomes/ 
impact 

The participating students stated that they had fun during the escape room 
experience. The organizers further noticed that it helped students to find 
connections between different topics. It also promoted their creativity in finding 
unconventional ways to solve mathematical tasks.  

Transferability More than 1000 students are learning linear algebra every year in different 
lectures and multiple fields of study at TU Braunschweig. The capacity of the 
escape room could be expanded and then be offered to a larger and broader target 
audience (e.g. for engineering students). 

Sustainability The escape room game is easily replicable for future students and scalable for a 
larger number of students. According to the initiators, assistants can quickly be 
trained to moderate and supervise the escape game. Thus, this escape room is an 
opportunity for future students to learn and engage with mathematics contents.  

Website  https://magazin.tu-braunschweig.de/m-post/escape-the-matrix/   
https://magazin.tu-braunschweig.de/m-post/escape-the-matrix/ 
https://www.degruyter.com/view/journals/dmvm/27/3-4/article-p126.xml  

Contact info of 
the interviewee 

Prof. Dr Dirk Lorenz 
d.lorenz (at) tu-braunschweig.de 
Institute for Analysis and Algebra, Technical University of Braunschweig 
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Image 8: The game blueprint (Interviewee’s own elaboration) 
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9. Learning and Research Laboratory "Think Space" for the 
Entrepreneurship Context 

Title of the case Learning and Research Laboratory "Think Space" for the Entrepreneurship 
Context 

Case 
Institution 

Ruhr University Bochum 

Case Country Germany 

Author (s) Hacer Tercanli 

Target 
audience 

 Participants of formal education (e.g. BA, MA, PhD students)  

 Participants of non-formal education (e.g. continuing, adult education)  

 Participants of private escape room/ gaming providers 

 Other 

If applicable - 
Study field 

Target groups include master students of the subjects business administration, 
business psychology, applied computer science, mechanical engineering, IT 
security, electrical engineering & information technology, civil engineering, 
computational engineering, and mathematics with a choice of economics, 
physics  

Team Size  1      2-4     5-7      8-10      Any  

Duration  15-25 min.  30-50 min.  60 min.  1-2 hours  1 day  3-5 days+  

Mode  Digital      Physical (Room/ Breakout Box/ Other)      Hybrid 

Puzzle 
Organisation 

 Path-Based      Sequential        Open        

Theme & 
Narrative 

The storyline is built around the theme of launching a company, a start-up with 
the room decorated as an Artificial Intelligence laboratory. The students solve 
the challenges placed in the room composed of bureaucratic steps they have to 
go through to launch & name the company in the university.  

 

Section  

Background The idea of an Escape Room for educational purposes came into fruition during 
the delivery of a course on entrepreneurship when the course instructor Yvonne 
Braukhoff invited a guest speaker among the university’s alumni, who has 
launched an Escape Room company called “Think Square” (https://www.think-
square.de/). A spinoff from the Ruhr University Bochum, the staff of Think 
Square have built a profile for themselves as experts in the game design. 
Conversations started for potential cooperation opportunities, that game 
elements can be embedded in the course module to investigate the concept of 
uncertainty.  

The conversations led to the launch of "Think Space”, a learning and research 
laboratory that represents a new teaching-learning infrastructure for 
entrepreneurship education. The implementation of the laboratory environment 
Think Space as a multimedia teaching serves further development of the course 
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module "Coping with Uncertainties in Entrepreneurial Contexts- simulation-
based learning approaches".  

The laboratory allows students to deal with scenarios that make the experience 
of uncertainty in the start-up context tangible. This includes the shortage of 
time, material, and immaterial resources as well as the design of interaction 
processes. The game settings that target testing of these entrepreneurial 
behaviours have been assessed by the experts and verified for use.  

The scenarios and the laboratory environment are based on Escape Room game 
principles that are built with the expertise of the Think Square founding team, 
and they are continuously being developed as part of the cooperation.  

Aims and 
Objectives 

The goal of the “Think Space” simulation laboratory is to strengthen the 
practical relevance of entrepreneurship education in generating scientific 
knowledge for dealing with uncertainty in the start-up context.  

Current entrepreneurship research relates strongly to founders and thus neglects 
the pre-start-up phase, in which decisions are made for or against the start-up. 
The research-based support provided by the academics enables competencies 
that are critical to success to be determined and approaches to strengthen them 
to be pursued.  

Stakeholders 

The stakeholders of the Escape Room at RUB are as follows:  

 University staff: The project is under the scientific direction of Prof. Dr 
Uta Wilkens and Annabelle Beyer. Dr Yvonne Braukhoff and Prof. Dr 
Uta Wilkens have established the cooperation with the Bochum-based 
escape room provider Think Square.  

 WorldFactory Startup Center: The centre provides rooms for the Think 
Space 

 Federal education funding programme: Infrastructure for Teaching and 
InStudies 

 Business: The Think Square team, made up of graduates from the Ruhr 
University in Bochum, which is a successful founder of the region and 
has a high level of expertise in the construction of escape rooms and 
their use in team training. 

Input 

The resources invested in the planning and operations of the Escape Room 
include:  
 
Human Resources:  
One academic personnel and a student assistant involved 
Funding: Funding from the Learning Infrastructure program is invested in the 
implementation of the cooperation project, advised by the Quality Improvement 
Commission (QVK), in the amount of 49,400 euros. These funds are used to 
equip the infrastructure to implement a new teaching-learning research 
approach that realistically simulates the handling of uncertainty in the start-up 
context.  
 
Infrastructure:  
Two rooms are made available for the project by Worldfactory Startup Centre. 
Think Square provided resources for the decoration of the rooms in the Escape 
Room format.  
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Activities 

Combined with the seminar, in total 100 students per year benefit from the 
escape room. There are also external partners and exchange students but they 
are not very regular. 
Integration in the curriculum: 
The escape room activity is integrated into the curriculum of the course module 
“Coping with Uncertainties in Entrepreneurial Contexts”, and it is used at the 
start of the teaching period for the students to get to know each other. The 
Escape Room activity is not graded, since the goal is to get students to feel 
comfortable with their learning environment, their teammates, and get to know 
about their skills and competences.  
 
Implementation: 
There are two rooms assigned for the escape room activity: one escape room 
and one control room. There are cameras in the Escape Room to watch and 
record student activities and watch them after with the students in the control 
room to analyse their reactions and decisions.  
 
There are signal lamps set up in the room, which are activated by the game 
coordinator in the control room when the students are observed to be stuck with 
a challenge. The game coordinator sends the hint to the students through a chat 
programme, which appears on the computer screen in the room, followed by 
the activated signal light. Signal lights are purchased from a store by the 
university staff, the chairs and tables are provided by the university, and the 
remaining settings and devices are arranged by Think Square.  
 
Analysis: 
Regarding the analysis of student behaviour, the students are given a platform 
after each session where they reflect on their communication behaviour with 
their team, and how they react upon uncertainties. Regarding scientific analysis, 
student behaviour is systematically analysed and evaluated across an identified 
theoretical framework. This scientific framework is continuously adopted with 
each set of incoming data retrieved from the Escape Room videos. The goal of 
this analysis process is to identify the competencies linked to entrepreneurial 
behaviour.  

Challenges First, the launch of the Escape Room had to be approved by the university that 
required some time. This was followed by the structuring of the room by the 
collaboration partners, which was not a straightforward process due to certain 
regulations.  
Some physical restructuring process took place in the room assigned, where a 
wall had to be inserted to create a control room. The technological devices that 
had to be placed in the room could not be set up by the project team due to 
official restrictions. Therefore, delays were experienced there as well.  
Finally, the concept of Escape Rooms as an educational activity had to be 
clearly described to the students, since there were misconceptions about it.  

Supporting 
factors 

The funding scheme offered by the university has been an important supporting 
factor for the launch and covering of the operation costs of the room. The 
collective expertise of the academic unit on the topic of entrepreneurship also 
supported the development of a rigorous research project around the Escape 
Room setting that will develop into a PhD research project and academic 
publications.  
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Outputs For the academic team who are involved in the Escape Room project, the 
outputs include the presentations and publications developed out of the analysis 
and findings of the student behaviour observed. For the students, outputs 
include reflection sessions and new learnings around the topic of uncertainty.  

Outcomes/ 
impact 

The most important outcome of the Escape Room project is the awareness that 
is created among the students on their entrepreneurial attitude. While this is 
verbally confirmed during the discussions with students, a more scientific 
approach will be put in place through research, after the analysis of the videos 
that are being collected.  

Awards and 
recognition  

The project is currently one of the candidates for best practices in teaching 
competition held by the German Rectors Conference.   

Transferability The model is transferable in any university context where collaboration with a 
private Escape Room game provider is possible.  

Sustainability In the future perspective, the scope of the simulation laboratory is to be 
increased by other interesting courses and by various measures from the 
department. Besides, the parallel development of an offer concept for training 
outside the university aims to ensure a funding basis for continuous teaching 
and research operations. This creates a good starting point for the long-term 
development of “Think Space” towards an interdisciplinary and curricular 
anchored approach to research-based learning in the Ruhr University Bochum. 

Website  https://news.rub.de/studium/2019-06-11-unternehmensgruendung-lernen-im-
escape-room  

Contact info of 
the interviewee 

Annabelle Beyer 

Programme Coordinator 
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Image 9: Game setting 
 

 
Image 10: The game organising team 
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10. The Lost Scientist 

Title of the case The Lost Scientist 

Case Institution University of Mannheim 

Case Country  Germany 

Author (s) Hacer Tercanli, Daniel Dirksen (FH-Muenster), Prof. Dr. Laura Marie 
Edinger-Schons (University of Mannheim) 

Target audience ◻ Participants of formal education (e.g. BA, MA, PhD students)  

◻ Primary & secondary education 

◻ Participants of non-formal education (e.g. continuing, adult education)  

◻ Participants of private escape room/ gaming providers 

 Other: Test persons with various backgrounds can apply to play the game 

If applicable - 
Study field 

Management, Corporate Social Responsibility 

Team Size  1     2-4      5-7      8-10      Any  

Duration   15-25 min.  30-50 min.   60 min.  1-2 hours  1 day  3-5 days+  

Mode   Digital       Physical (Room/ Breakout Box/ Other)      Hybrid 

Theme & 
Narrative 

The narrative tells the story of a scientist from the University of Mannheim who 
leaves for a vacation in the Amazon. During her travels, she discovers that an 
evil corporation is trying to steal the land rights of the native population. She 
returns to Germany to consult with colleagues before she takes the news to the 
media, but she vanishes before she can go public. In her office, she leaves 
behind a few artefacts from the Amazon and some personal items. The escape 
room participants are faced with the challenge of finding her using the artefacts 
left behind in her office.  

Puzzle 
Organisation 

  Path-Based       Sequential     Open        

 

Section  

Background The room was developed and designed by four researchers at the University of 
Mannheim Business School in Germany as a way for them to study team 
dynamics. The interdisciplinary research group includes Laura Marie Edinger-
Schons, chair of corporate social responsibility, who also focuses on 
experimental behaviour research; Janick Edinger and Christian Becker, both 
chairs of Information Systems; and Hartmut Höhle, chair of Enterprise Systems.  

The experiments were scheduled in the time between September and December 
2019 where volunteers could participate in the escape room experience in 
exchange for filling a survey. The underlying task is to find the key for the room 
by solving several puzzles.  

After the end of the project, the escape room facilities are planned to be made 
available for other researchers as a laboratory for experiments.  
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Aims and 
Objectives  

The escape room aims to analyse new ways and methods of cooperation and 
leadership in teams. Furthermore, its purpose is to examine how groups 
cooperate and improvise under time pressure and how and responsibilities are 
allocated among the group members. 

Stakeholders 

The following institutions (all from Mannheim University) are involved in the 
escape room project: 

 Chair of Corporate Social Responsibility (project lead) 

 Chair of Information Systems II 

 Chair of Enterprise Systems 

Input 

The room is installed in a classroom in the university building. For the 
implementation of the escape room, many technical resources are needed. In 
particular, the researchers use monitoring devices such as cameras, 
microphones and software that tracks the moving patterns of the participants. 
To facilitate the escape room experience multiple times and to ensure a flawless 
process, student assistants of the responsible chair provide support in 
conducting the escape room. 

Activities 

Design:  
During December of 2018, the researchers began putting together their 
experiment. They received permission to use a room in the Mannheim Palace, 
a historic baroque building where the university holds some classes and events. 
There, they created a game that participants can play while researchers track 
their interactions. By fall of 2019, they had run about 20 pre-tests with different 
volunteer teams and were getting ready to begin games with real teams. 
 
After conducting the escape game several times to gather data to determine a 
performance baseline, researchers began to manipulate the behaviour of the 
teams. For instance, they administer certain methods to identify leaders among 
team members, by asking the participants to take IQ-tests before the game. The 
purpose of the manipulation is to find out how leaders are legitimised in the 
teams. Additional pre-game surveys include personality tests, to uncover 
personality types. The goal is then to determine if participants display traits of 
e.g. narcissism, perfectionism and other traits that can help explain their 
behaviour in the room. 
 
Creation:  
The room is equipped with a desk, a laptop, bookshelf and a couch. 
Microphones are installed in the escape room to record the players and to 
measure the volume of their voices. All participants also wear dictaphones 
(voice recorders). Additionally, special wearable sensors track how participants 
move within the room. The researchers are also working on a digital version of 
the escape room. This way, some of the performance data can be captured 
without installing cameras or microphones.  
 
Implementation: 
The escape room is not part of any curricular activity, it solely caters research 
purposes. The data collected has been used in a research seminar with students 
and one master thesis. Participants are volunteers that must apply to participate 
in the escape room experience. There are no financial or other extrinsic rewards 
for the players. Participating groups have a size of five people and the game 
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lasts 60 minutes, while it takes approx. 120 minutes for the whole session 
(including surveys and debrief). The escape game has been conducted 82 times 
with groups of five people, so overall 420 people were observed during the 
escape experience.  
 
During the escape game, the moderators are located in a separate room and 
monitor the participants on a video screen. Hints are given by the moderators in 
a standardized way at standardized times via walkie-talkies. This way, team 
performance can be compared at the end. In exchange for hints, students are 
penalized with a deduction of respectively one point. The moderators will 
provide at most three hints. With a third hint, they solve the riddle and the team 
will receive no points. 
 
Post-Game:  
Before and after the escape room experience, the participants have to answer a 
survey to facilitate further analyses next to the game data. In an interview with 
Sharon Shinn1, Dr Edinger reported: “Researchers have decades of experience 
in dealing with structured data, but it’s new for them to be analyzing large 
gigabytes of unstructured data,” “There is no standardized way for analyzing 
video or audio or location data, but analyzing such data is one of the big trends 
we see in business and informatics.” 

Challenges It was difficult first to find the right level of difficulty of the escape room 
puzzles. Some tasks were too difficult in the pre-tests, which upset some of the 
participating groups. Furthermore, the facilitators found themselves challenged 
to gather data in real-time. Thus, they had to ensure all technology is working 
flawlessly and to avoid incidents such as the failure of microphones or cameras 
which in turn would bias the results of their observation. 

Supporting 
Factors 

Conducting 20 test runs beforehand helped to find the right level of difficulty 
and to optimize the flow of the game.  
To ensure students behave naturally in the escape game, the facilitators tried to 
cover the fact that the participants were monitored. Accordingly, the 
observation technology was installed in a way that devices were the least 
noticeable. Furthermore, students still had to use walkie-talkies to create the 
illusion they are alone in the room. 
Another supporting factor is that the game is free for external participants that 
leads to high interest and thus allows for the collection of rich data. The interest 
is high, due to the support the community wants to provide for the ongoing 
research.  

Outputs By observing and tracking the behaviour and the performance of the students 
within the game, the experiment provides researchers with data and insights 
about group cooperation and behaviour under time pressure. The outputs of the 
research are also brought into the classrooms of various disciplines. Informatics 
students can learn how technology is affecting the game and business students 
learn how to analyse (unstructured) data.  

Outcomes/ 
impact 

Research Findings: Regarding the behaviour of the participants the researchers 
found that students with a high expectation of their own performance have a 
lower perception of the potential performance of their fellow team members. 
The escape room was considered to be of a high fun level. Most participants 
rated it six or seven when asked about the fun-level on a scale from one to seven. 
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One of the impacts of the game is that the initiative breaks the boundaries 
between the university and the local community. Local residents register out of 
curiosity about what happens within the university walls. “People are 
intimidated to come to the university if they’re not academics, so this is a way 
to help them lose their fear of the psychological difference,” states Edinger-
Schons in her interview with Sharon Shinn.  

Transferability The concept is transferrable in other (higher) educational contexts, with similar 
research motivations.  

Sustainability The already existing infrastructure of the escape room laboratory can further be used for other 
experiments and projects. However, due to the current lockdown measures, the room is closed.  

Website  https://www.uni-mannheim.de/newsroom/forum/ausgabe-
22019/campusleben/escape-room/  

 
1 https://bized.aacsb.edu/articles/2020/may/escapist-research  

* video: https://www.rnf.de/mediathek/video/escape-room-teamfaehigkeit-an-
der-uni-mannheim/#  

Contact info of 
the interviewee 

Prof. Dr Laura Marie Edinger-Schons 

University of Mannheim | Business School | Chair of Corporate Social 
Responsibility 

Schloss, SO 103 | 68131 Mannheim | Germany 

Phone +49 621 181-1610 

E-Mail: schons@bwl.uni-mannheim.de 
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LITHUANIA  

11. “Christmas” Escape Room 

Title of the 
case 

“Christmas” Escape Room 

Case 
Institution 

Kaunas University of Technology Library  

Case Country  Lithuania 

Author (s) Audronė Daubarienė 

Target 
audience 

 Participants of formal education (e.g. BA, MA, PhD students)  

◻ Primary & secondary education 

◻ Participants of non-formal education (e.g. continuing, adult education)  

◻ Participants of private escape room/ gaming providers 

 Other: Academic staff from the University 

If applicable - 
Study field 

It could be applied to any field of study.  

Team Size  1       2-4      5-7      8-10      Any  

Duration   15-25 min.  30-50 min. X 60 min.  1-2 hours  1 day  3-5 days+  

Mode   Digital      Physical (Room/ Breakout Box/ Other)      Hybrid 

Sequential method of organization of ER puzzles 

Theme & 
Narrative 

A bad gnome locked all presents and the aim is to free all the presents so that 
everyone could get their Christmas presents.  

 

Section  

Background This was the second ER developed by the KTU librarians. As they had materials 
available from the first ER (Open access) and already had the experience, they 
came up with an idea to make an entertainment activity for the university 
community before Christmas. 

Aims and 
Objectives  

The ER was designed for recreational purposes. The facilitators solely wanted to 
provide an entertaining activity during the Christmas time. Therefore, no 
educational goals were pursued with this project  

Stakeholders 
Three librarians were organizing the ER. They were responsible for preparation 
and implementation. 

Input 
The input was fully internal, the library funded the purchase of physical tools and 
materials. The materials from the first ER were reused. Also, the same space – a 
group workroom with a glass wall was used. 

Activities 

The prominent design elements were to free the hidden Christmas presents. The 
participants had several options to find the hidden presents – search in the 
Kingdom of Clocks (solving a task with the clock), travel to another country (to 
solve a task with a map), or solve a task with mathematical formulas.  
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The teams usually were self-organized by the participants, e.g. staff members 
working at the same university department or faculty, students from the same 
academic group. 
 
Hints: 
The ER was organized in a big group workroom with a glass wall, so the game 
master could monitor the activities of the participants, provide hints with 
gestures, or write a message via email. 

Challenges Creativity is a big challenge when deciding what and how. 
It is very important to test the full game in advance to make sure that all 
procedures are going on as planned. It is important that the participants 
understand the tasks the way the developers intended. 
The problem with locks is that sometimes the players block the locks by accident. 
Flashlights were necessary to find the hints written in “invisible” ink. However, 
the batteries of the spotlights discharged very fast, so that the flashlights could 
not be used after a while. 

Supporting 
factors 

The factors that contributed to the success of the game were first of all the timing. 
It was within the weeks of celebrating Christmas, which means that the university 
community was looking forward to some group activities, and an ER was an 
excellent way to have this joint celebration with colleagues and peers. Another 
success factor was that the puzzles themselves were relevant to the academic 
background of the participants. For example, staff members or teachers found it 
very attractive to solve some mathematical equations, they were satisfied to be 
able to apply some knowledge that they learnt at university some years ago and 
still could apply it.  

Outputs There were no rewards established for the teams. However, there was a 
possibility to have a team’s picture taken with a sign indicating how long it took 
them to escape from the room. This was a kind of a souvenir about this adventure. 

Outcomes/ 
impact 

The activity was originally designed to be something for fun, to have a great time 
as a team. Of course, the outcome was that this activity helped to strengthen the 
team and establishing new bonds with peers, which in turn later has a positive 
impact on the work atmosphere and collaboration among colleagues. 

Transferability General principles of escape rooms can be transferred to any field of study. 

Website  https://library.ktu.edu/ 

Contact info of 
the interviewee 

Rasa Dovidonyte, email rasa.dovidonyte@ktu.lt 
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12. Escape Room “Escape the Lab” 

Title of the 
case 

Escape Room “Escape the Lab” 

Case 
Institution 

Kaunas University of Technology  

Case Country  Lithuania 

Author (s) Audrone Daubariene 

Target 
audience 

 Participants of formal education (e.g. BA, MA, PhD students)  

◻ Primary & secondary education 

 Participants of non-formal education (e.g. continuing, adult education)  

◻ Participants of private escape room/ gaming providers 

 Other: Anybody interested in Chemistry and virtual reality games. 

If applicable - 
Study field 

Chemistry  

Team Size  1      2-4     5-7      8-10      Any  

Duration   15-25 min.  30-50 min.  60 min.  1-2 hours  1 day  3-5 days+  

Mode   Digital       Physical, mobile (Room/ Breakout Box/ Other)      Hybrid 

Theme & 
Narrative 

The theme is to carry out chemistry experiments in the lab to get the key to 
escape the room. 

Escape Room 
Puzzle 
Organisation 

 Path-Based       Sequential     Open        

 

Section  

Background The developers of this VR escape room (ER) wanted to create a marketing project 
for the Scientific Student Society, to attract new members and they got the idea 
to create the chemistry escape room because that student organization is mostly 
based on interactive experiments that they are showing for people all around 
Lithuania. The main concept of the game was taken from laboratory facilities of 
the Chemical Engineering Faculty. With additional features, these facilities have 
been turned into a gamified Virtual Reality Escape Room type experience that is 
based on real chemical experiments. The VR ER is suitable for educational 
purposes.  

 

The VR ER is still in development until this day, it started two years ago. 

Aims and 
Objectives  

The target audience of this escape room is for formal education like people who 
are learning bachelor degrees or maybe even master’s and it's mostly be used for 
like that to do these experiments than in real life after all. people get the basic 
knowledge of chemistry and it can also be used for private activities like maybe 
even the students from schools like from the 12th grade who like to perform 
experiments. So it makes easier for them to experience through virtual reality that 
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they can even fail and restart the progress and try again so that it will be a lot 
safer to use 

The ER is designed as a core teaching activity, students learn a lot of important 
things from those experiments.  

Stakeholders 

Students had different roles. Some students developed the room and then other 
students were the players of the game. The university teachers were not directly 
involved. 

Students from KTU Scientific Student Association developed the ER. It was 
students of this organization who developed the VR part and the subject matter 
part. KTU Virtual Reality Laboratory staff is also a supporting stakeholder. The 
role of these persons was to help provide the images from the Faculty of Chemical 
Technology laboratory so that the developers could create a realistic VR 
laboratory. The teachers from the Faculty of Chemical Technology were 
consultants, answering all specific questions about the laboratory. 

The team initially comprised four students – three from programming and one 
from multimedia, from the Faculty of Informatics. Later, one team member left. 
A year later, a new member joined. She is developing the narrative and helping 
with design and colour management. The students from the Faculty of Chemical 
Technology took on the role of third-party consultants. 

Input 

First, the programming was a very time-consuming process. The integration of 
the virtual room was the greatest cost factor. However, it allowed saving expenses 
for real lab equipment. Also, it made the experiment safer.Virtual reality devices 
are needed to play the game. Good computers were needed for the development 
of the VR ER. Some game assets were needed for the further development of the 
game, to make their work more efficient as they are a small group of developers, 
which means that they need to find ways to develop things in less time. 
 
Financial support came from winning competitions on events where they 
presented their work. Teachers supported them with most of the assets. As these 
students are also employed at the KTU Virtual Reality Laboratory, they are paid 
for developing these games as well. 

Activities 

For the player, the main goal is to escape the laboratory in a certain amount of 
time. Inside the virtual world, the player has to look for clues and perform 
chemical experiments to progress further ahead.  
At the current state of the game, there are three different kinds of experiments 
that could be experienced, of different levels. At the first level, the player is 
introduced to the virtual reality mechanics, the player simply has to find the key 
and unlock the door. After unlocking the door, the challenge is to perform very 
simple experiments. When those experiments are conducted-which is required - 
the player is awarded a key to unlock another room and the game continues. 
 
The player is locked in a room, e.g. for five minutes, and within those five 
minutes, the player has to find the key – mostly to do experiments. When the 
player unlocks the door, the timer stops, and another room could be entered. Then 
the cycle repeats itself with different and more difficult experiments. 
 
If the player does not manage to find the key during the given time limit, she will 
receive a sad message “You lost, the time has run out”. The player then can restart 
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the game again. Students can do the experiments without any hazards to their 
health. 
Major design elements in this game are VR, elements of competition, leader 
boards indicating who escaped the room fastest. Furthermore, the element of 
challenge and some elements of discovery were included so players could learn 
about chemical experiments or compounds that they did not know before. 
 
To make everything a little bit easier, there are many hints inside the game. 
Players can open drawers, everything is interactive, and it is even possible to 
draw on the walls. The players have to search for the hints and they will help 
players solve the task. Most of the hints are written on clipboards or paper notes. 
Hints are telling to search every table and every drawer and include notebooks 
with the chemical compounds needed for the experiments. Furthermore, hints 
included a periodic element table. One of the major elements of a VR ER is that 
players must have a look at the hints.  
 
To make the experience even more immersive and simulative, the world is 
developed as a fully interactive one, meaning that there are possibilities to interact 
with almost every object in the level. 
 
Game features 

 Three different types of experiments to perform: A chameleon 
experiment; a dry ice experiment and a blue fire experiment) 

 A fully interactive Virtual World. It is possible to interact with almost 
every object that is inside of the game scene 

 Mix various liquids to perform chemical reactions 
 Find hidden “easter eggs” 
 Many interactive elements: Lighter mechanics, paper burning, pour water 

from a sink tap, pour liquids from flasks, unlock chests, break glass 
objects, open or close drawers, shelves, wear glasses, draw on portraits 
and paper sheets. 

 
Assessment: 
Speaking about assessment, the fellow teachers asked them to implement the 
monitoring of the player’s movement during the game, i.e. tracking all the 
controllers, to see what the players were doing with their hands, what they were 
searching, where they were facing, what items they grabbed and how many trails 
it took to perform the experiment. These aspects could be a step toward 
assessment integration 

Challenges The player must have virtual reality devices or have access to them to play the 
game. This is a challenge, as the implementation of the game is limited to the 
availability of the devices. 
 
In general, the challenges were mostly related to software development. 
Regarding the software development part, as the game is based a lot on the 
liquids in the laboratory, it was a challenge to implement liquids in the game 
correctly, e.g. filling a flask with water, or pouring them into another flask.  
 
As it is common in software development, there were many bugs, e.g. if the 
player tries to grab the notebook it just would fly from the screen. Some of those 
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challenges were funny, e.g. when they did not implement collisions correctly, the 
player could knock down the door with his head.  

Supporting 
factors 

The availability of the VR Laboratory equipment was helpful. Additional 
financial support from the university and teachers and from the competitions they 
participated supported with the realisation of the project. 
An additional supporting factor was an IT subject in the study programme of 
those students where they could choose anything they wanted to develop from 
software even to a game.  Integrating the VR ER development in a university 
course motivated the students even more. The development, therefore, became 
somewhat professional. 

Outputs Reward system: 

If you carry oout an experiment, the player can get a reward, if one solves 50 
tasks, or similar, there is a reward. As the ER is fully interactive, players can even 
find a hidden fantasy, so called “Easter eggs”. E.g. if one sees a flask under the 
table and tries to reach it, it suddenly grows legs and tries to escape, which makes 
the experience more fun and immersive. One cannot really experience such 
things in real life.  

Immediate results were the evaluation from teachers, the possibility to learn from 
home, a safe environment for chemistry experiments and the possibility to repeat 
the experiments since the ER is played digitally.  

Outcomes/ 
impact 

The impact on the learners is that they learned to be focused and to think quickly. 
It is a lot about critical thinking because when you see a hint that you have not 
seen before, you have to think quickly and find out what it means. Furthermore, 
it promoted creativity. Also, the VR ER activity was entertaining for the 
participants. 

Awards and 
recognition  

The project was showcased in different university events, participated at the KTU 
“Technorama” competition, won an award in a competition organised by an 
outside company, and was applied to other educational events.  

Transferability The version they are developing is more suitable for the private use of people, as 
a recreational activity and not for educational purposes.  

If they give more attention to the educational side of the game, it may be used at 
different universities. It could be a good solution for remote learning.  

This VR ER is in between an educational and an entertainment game In the new 
version, it will be possible to turn from realistic things to fantasy, e.g. to take an 
object and break it into atoms, and instead of pouring liquids into other liquids, 
now one would have to combine atoms and molecules, and those molecules 
would be turned into items that are needed to escape the room.  

Furthermore, the VR ER is like a sandbox, it can also be used for other purposes 
in the lab, not only for playing the game. 

Sustainability The game is also released to the general public. There has been interest from 
various learning platforms. E.g. a teacher of chemistry wanted to try out the game 
and see if he could adapt it for his teaching activities. The feedback from this 
teacher as an external participant helped to implement more subject content into 
the game. It is likely that this VR ER could be integrated into the curriculum. 

Website  https://tupgames.com/ 

Review about the game: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s66B2VSNPBI 

Contact info of 
the interviewee 

Airidas Janonis 

airjan@ktu.lt 
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13. Escape Room “Finding Einstein’s stolen brain” 

Title of the 
case 

Escape Room “Finding Einstein’s stolen brain” 

Case 
Institution 

Escape Room owner of the “Infinity Room”  

Case Country  Lithuania 

Author (s) Audronė Daubarienė 

Target 
audience 

◻ Participants of formal education (e.g. BA, MA, PhD students)  

◻ Primary & secondary education 

◻ Participants of non-formal education (e.g. continuing, adult education)  

 Participants of private escape room/ gaming providers 

 Other: Companies use ERs as team-building activities 

If applicable - 
Study field 

It could be applicable in any field of study for PhD and MA students doing 
research. 

Team Size  1      2-4    5-7      8-10      Any  

Duration   15-25 min.  30-50 min.  60 min.  1-2 hours  1 day  3-5 days+  

Mode   Digital       Physical (Room/ Breakout Box/ Other)      Hybrid 

Theme & 
Narrative 

This ER theme is based on real facts, as Einstein’s brain was stolen after his 
death. The plot consists of criminal, scientific, and historical research features. 

 

Section  

Background The owners of “Infinity Room” ER started their business activities first by 
participating in ERs which evoked their interest and then decided to develop their 
own ERs. When they started, there were very few ERs in Lithuania. At first, 
everything seemed simpler than when they started implementing the idea. But the 
wish to engage in an activity that you like was the main driving force. People 
who like solving puzzles, play table games, choose this kind of activity or similar 
leisure activities requiring to think how to overcome challenges. They have been 
involved in this kind of activities for four years. 

Aims and 
Objectives  

Mainly, this is an entertainment-type ER, as it is characteristic to all commercial 
ERs, and it depends on the developers to what degree it will be educational. 
This particular ER might be most suitable for educational purposes because it is 
based on some “research” elements, which could be explained more as inquiry-
based learning and involve problem-solving activities. It also promotes team-
building and social skills. During the game, some personal features may 
resurface, especially leadership. 

The participants within the game aimed to find the stolen brain of Einstein.  

Stakeholders 
The company owners developed the game themselves. They hired a programmer 
to write a programme for several tasks. It was obvious that it is better to make an 
investment in some areas instead of learning everything from the start. 
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Input 

The main input was financial, they needed to rent a space. They had to put a lot 
of input to renovate the place, to buy equipment, audio and video systems, and to 
find or make decorations. The development of the tasks requires a lot of 
competence if you want to make them interesting and if you want to include some 
electronic parts. And certainly, it required much own time and work of the 
developers. 

Activities 

Preparation:  
The learning process for the ER owners is from everyday life, it is a long creative 
process. When the first version of the room is developed, it is updated in the 
process, depending on how the customers react. When they start a new room, 
they always use a testing group which tells what is evident but not noticeable for 
the ER developers themselves. The easiest way for a university to develop its 
own educational ERs is to use simple mechanical locks with boxes. 
 
Game Design:  
Prominent design elements were cooperation, many small challenges. 
Participants receive a reward every time they unlock a task. There are no special 
prizes as such because the game is challenge-based and motivation increases 
naturally after solving each challenge. Participants receive an intrinsic reward 
every time they unlock a task. The underlying goal is to escape from the room, 
so the motivation is the same. At the end of the game, however, the organizers 
allow the participants sometimes to choose some sweets. Additionally, a group 
picture of well-performing teams is posted on a special board at the entrance of 
the ER, depicting teams with the best escape time results. 
 
 
The usual practice is to keep an announcements board where the record times and 
team names are listed. This is also a motivation for teams, which want to solve 
everything as fast as possible. 
 
Hints are provided via walkie-talkies, while the game master is monitoring the 
participants on a video camera. 
 
The roles of developing and being game masters are carried out by the owners. 
 
The tasks are designed in sequential order, so when a team enters the room, they 
know they ultimately have to find an escape key in the last box, after solving 
multiple tasks. After they solve a task, they discover a code of a locked box, when 
they open the box, they usually find the next task, and the process continues. 
 
The advantage of sequential puzzle organization is that it is easier for the game 
master to track the participants, while a possible disadvantage is that all group 
members must work on the same task simultaneously. Hence, in a large group, 
the involvement for some participants might be reduced. 
 
Locks may be of different kinds, e.g. mechanical where one needs digits to open 
them. They can be retrieved from things or symbols. The result of such a task 
will be the digits of the lock. Another version is electronic locks that open up 
after carrying out some actions. There could be electromagnets that will loosen 
after placing some things into specific locations, or by pressing some buttons in 
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a certain order or by touching different objects located in different places of the 
room. 
 

Challenges The first challenge was to enter the ER market and to advertise their company. 
Secondly, it was difficult to develop everything by themselves and to develop a 
well-balanced ER that is not too difficult or too easy. So that the participants 
would still be challenged yet not frustrated. As the audience is highly diverse 
from people who have been in all ERs in Lithuania, to those coming to an ER for 
the first time, the challenge is to make it interesting for all.  
 
Another challenge is to get the audience interested in the theme of the ER, so that 
the audience would say, “wow, it was something”, to get the “aha” moments. 
These are the main features of the ER, that people could feel smart after solving 
the challenges. 
 
Teamwork is very important, so challenges are solved with teamwork. 
After a fire in one ER room in Poland a few years ago, when a few teenage girls 
died in the fire, the safety issue has become very important.. Therefore, it is 
crucial to think about safety. To make it both safe and entertaining. 

Supporting 
factors 

Personal features and creativity are important factors for success. It is also very 
important to understand how people think. If you come up with an idea, which 
you think is very interesting, it does not mean that others would think the same.  
Adding the testing aspect, when you develop an idea, you are thinking forward, 
and when it is play-tested, it can turn out that something that was obvious to you 
is not obvious for others.  
 
Visiting other ERs, understanding how ERs work, and how tasks are arranged is 
very helpful in building one’s own game.  
 
Sometimes there is no need to “reinvent the wheel”. e.g., when they started, they 
planned to offer not a 60, but a 90-minute ER. They had anticipated creating some 
added value. But it turned out that this did not work. For the participants, it 
became a bit boring and the focus dropped because of the long game duration. So 
they returned to the original 60-minute length. It became clear that something 
that already exists on the market has already been tested and there are reasons for 
certain established features that do not need to be changed. 
 
It is also important not to produce the same game which already exists somewhere 
else so that audience could have the ‘wow” effect wherever they go.  

Outputs The usual output of a commercial ER that its owners get is more experience and 
a better understanding of this particular game, as well as insights about potential 
flaws and what could be improved. 
The output for the participants is experiencing what it is like to be in an ER and 
determining for themselves whether they like this kind of activity. 

Outcomes/ 
impact 

A commercial ER provides the possibility to promote a team building and it helps 
to strengthen relationships within a group. 

Transferability Some elements of this ER could be transferred to the educational context.  

The challenge would be to recreate the atmosphere of the existing ER. As one of 
the advantages of the ER is to immerse in the environment of the theme of the 
ER. 
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It could be transferred in its simple form. 

Website   www.infinityroom.lt  

Contact info of 
the interviewee 

agne.kadisaite@gmail.com 
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14. “Open Access” Escape Room 

Title of the 
case 

“Open Access” Escape Room 

Case 
Institution 

Kaunas University of Technology Library  

Case Country  Lithuania 

Author (s)  Audrone Daubariene 

Target 
audience 

  Participants of formal education (e.g. BA, MA, PhD students)  

◻ Primary & secondary education 

◻ Participants of non-formal education (e.g. continuing, adult education)  

◻ Participants of private escape room/ gaming providers 

 Other: Academic staff from the University 

If applicable - 
Study field 

It could be applicable in any field of study for PhD and MA students doing 
research. 

Team Size  1      2-4     5-7      8-10      Any  

Duration   15-25 min.  30-50 min.  60 min.  1-2 hours  1 day  3-5 days+  

Mode   Digital      Physical (Room/ Breakout Box/ Other)      Hybrid 

Sequential method of organization of ER puzzles 

Theme & 
Narrative 

Learning about Open Access, different ways of publishing open access and 
benefits for scholars. 

 

Section  

Background October 14th is the Open Access (OA) Day, and the library staff wanted to 
celebrate it more interestingly, by introducing OA in an ER format to students 
doing research and academic staff in general. One librarian was interested in ERs 
and she found a full scenario online with all details on how to develop this ER. 
She organized a few more colleagues and they prepared this ER together. 

Aims and 
Objectives  

The aim was to introduce the topic of open access to a wider academic audience 
in an interesting way and to celebrate Open Access Day. 

Stakeholders 
Three librarians were the organizers, they were responsible for the preparation 
and implementation of the game. 

Input 

The input fully consisted of internal resources. The library funded the purchase 
of physical tools and materials. The budget was about 30 Euro. To save resources 
alternative solutions were applied. E.g. to avoid using expensive equipment to 
provide hints, they made the ER in a big group workroom with a glass wall, so 
the game master could watch the team this way and provide hints when needed, 
they also could use a tablet/phone to communicate with the game master. The 
organising team made the boxes themselves (from printer paper cardboard 
boxes), in which they hid the hints. Locks were the costliest items. 
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The library used a big group workroom as an ER. That specific space was chosen 
for convenience – it had a glass wall and this way the game master could observe 
the participants. 

Activities 

Game:  
The most prominent design element was to escape from the room. The 
participants had the challenge to find the key and to implement the diamond way 
of OA when neither the researcher has to pay for the publishing of their paper, 
nor the reader who wants to read that publication. The goal that the participants 
had to achieve was to find the key and to unlock their room in the shortest time 
possible.  
Hints: 
The ER was organized in a big group workroom with a glass wall, so the game 
master could check, show with a gesture, or write a message via email. 

Challenges Creativity is a big challenge when deciding on what and how. 
It is very important to test the full game in advance to make sure that all 
procedures are going on as planned. It is important that the participants 
understand the tasks the way the developers intended. 
 
The problem with locks is that sometimes the players block the locks by accident. 
Another challenge was that it took time to translate the instructions from English 
and to find the tools and buy them. Also, the batteries of the UV discharged very 
fast, which was unexpected. 

Outputs After this ER event, they published an article in the Openair 
blog:  https://www.openaire.eu/blogs/the-open-access-escape-room-a-game-as-
a-way-of-reaching-out 
 

Outcomes/ 
impact 

It was very interesting to observe the reactions of professionals to some tools or 
tasks. E.g. the representatives from electronics and electrical engineering are very 
familiar with a UV spotlight and when they saw it on the table they immediately 
turned off the light. When the staff of the informatics faculty had to solve an 
equation, they recognized that it was a three-level task. It was interesting to see 
how different areas of education influenced and helped with solving the tasks. 
Regarding the group performance, those teams, which had previous experience 
from other ERs usually, would escape much faster than those who had not done 
it before, because the principles of ERs are similar. So the escape time differs 
from 24 to 60 minutes. 
Younger people are more independent and they prefer to discover everything 
without help. 

Awards and 
recognition  

There was a very positive evaluation from the university leadership; the 
representatives from all nine faculties were in the room. 

Transferability The materials and experience from this ER development were used to develop 
another ER. 

Website  https://library.ktu.edu/ 

Contact info of 
the interviewee 

Rasa Dovidonyte, email rasa.dovidonyte@ktu.lt 
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15. Escape Room “Room of Justice”  

Title of the 
case 

Escape Room “Room of Justice” 

Case 
Institution 

Lithuanian courts  

Case Country  Lithuania 

Author (s) Audrone Daubariene 

Target 
audience 

◻ Participants of formal education (e.g. BA, MA, PhD students)  

◻ Primary & secondary education 

◻ Participants of non-formal education (e.g. continuing, adult education)  

◻ Participants of private escape room/ gaming providers 

 Other: Anybody interested in finding out how courts work 

If applicable - 
Study field 

None. However, it could be applicable for students of law, social pedagogy, etc.  

Team Size  1      2-4     5-7      8-10      Any  

Duration   15-25 min.  30-50 min.  60 min.  1-2 hours  1 day  3-5 days+  

Mode   Digital      Physical, mobile (Room/ Breakout Box/ Other)      Hybrid 

Theme & 
Narrative 

The theme is to solve the case of a kidnapped girl. 

 

Section  

Background Survey results have demonstrated that the majority of our society learns about the 
implementation of justice from mass media or social networks. Therefore, for a 
few years, the National Courts Administration has been consistently organizing 
different initiatives about the openness of courts. These allow people to better 
understand the processes of how courts work, to educate people and to increase 
general legal literacy among the population and to develop a more constructive 
society. There are still situations where people expect a very radical decision even 
before the court had a chance to investigate it. Therefore, by choosing this project, 
“Room of Justice”, the aim was to show people the specifics of the legal 
profession and courts in an interesting and non-traditional form of 
communication. 

Aims and 
Objectives  

To familiarize the audience with the job of a lawyer and to try to solve a 
complicated case.  

Stakeholders 

The Lithuanian Courts administration initiated the development of the ER. 
Representatives of the cities Vilnius, Kaunas, Klaipėda, Šiauliai and Panevėžys 
were local game masters when the mobile ER visited their cities. They were 
responsible for the registration of teams to participate in the ER. 

Input Camper trailer, boxes, locks, props, etc. 

Activities 
The game is organized sequentially. 
The narrative:  
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A mother was having lunch with her little daughter at a restaurant. The mother 
went to the restroom to wash her hands and when she returned, the girl was gone. 
After paying the ransom, the girl was returned to her family. There was a criminal 
case where the main suspect was the girl’s uncle. The court has to come to a 
decision. 
The prominent design element was a challenge to put all pieces of the puzzle 
together and to solve the case. 
The hints were provided in person, there was always a district court 
representative. 

Challenges As the ER was in a camper trailer which would be parked on a town square, the 
challenge might have been to attract as many participants as possible to 
participate in the ER game. Furthermore, coordination and cooperation between 
different local representatives in different towns and the National Courts 
administration could have been a challenge, because game masters needed 
preparation. 

Supporting 
factors 

In every town, where the “Room of Justice” was touring, there were members of 
the town court administration to take care of the trailer and to send a local 
representative to be as a game master. 

Outcomes/ 
impact 

Positive publicity achieved about the work of lawyers and courts, the participants 
could appreciate the challenging work of lawyers, how complex and responsible 
it is.  
The ER helped to change perceptions about the work of courts and the legal 
profession. Through this ER game links between public institutions and the 
community were strengthened. 

Awards and 
recognition  

The game gained recognition due to widespread coverage in media. 
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NETHERLANDS 

16. Escape the Classroom  

Title of the 
case 

Escape the Classroom 

Case 
Institution 

Segbroek College 

Case Country  Netherlands 

Author (s) Sultan Göksen 

Target 
audience 

 Participants of formal education (e.g. BA, MA, PhD students)  

◻ Primary & secondary education 

◻ Participants of non-formal education (e.g. continuing, adult education)  

◻ Participants of private escape room/ gaming providers 

◻ Other 

If applicable - 
Study field 

Natural sciences 

Team Size ◻ 1       2-4      5-7     ◻ 8-10     ◻ Any 

(3-5 players per team)  

Duration  ◻ 15-25 min.  30-50 min. ◻ 60 min. ◻ 1-2 hours ◻ 1 day ◻ 3-5 days+  

Mode  ◻ Digital      Physical (Room/ Breakout Box/ Other)     ◻ Hybrid 

(The games are all physical, only the instruction video is digital) 

Theme & 
Narrative 

The theme regards education and stolen exams. The associated narrative is that 
the only copy of the final exam is in a safe with a bomb because the other copies 
of the final exam have been stolen. The players are the students and their teacher 
is suspected of having stolen the exam. The students have to prove to the teacher 
that they master the material and can save the only left copy of the exam. If they 
finish the game successfully, the players have also proven that they are worthy of 
their own exam amination. Thus, through playing this escape room students have 
to show that they know enough for their final exam. 

 

Section  

Background The initiators of this escape room are Mr Koot and Mrs. de Groot. The idea 
originated in 2015 with the emergence of escape rooms in the Netherlands. After 
a staff day event in an escape room, Mr Koot and Mrs. de Groot wanted to apply 
this idea in education. Initially, Mr Koot and Mrs. de Groot designed these 
teaching methods for the subject of biology. Currently, they adapt the escape 
room for other subjects, and they give workshops at conferences for, among 
others, primary and secondary education, and teacher training. 
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Aims and 
Objectives  

The aim is to prepare students for topics in biology, especially the topic of cell 
division and protein synthesis. In the ‘Escape the Classroom’, a group of students 
is locked up in a room with all kinds of biological features in the environment. 
They have to find clues, combine their knowledge, apply problem-solving skills, 
use the BINAS (which they first have to find), to be able to escape the class before 
the end of the lesson. Escape the Classroom can, for example, be used as exam 
training. The separate parts of the escape room can also be used as a stimulating 
teaching method in various lessons. 

Stakeholders 

There were several stakeholders involved in this escape room. First, Segbroek 
College itself for providing facilities to play the game.  

Second, the Teacher Development Fund (from the Ministry of Education) which 
provided a grant for the development of the escape room.  

Third, a student designed the logo and another student designed a wooden box 
that is used in the escape room.  

Fourth, Mr Alex Verkade (biology teacher and colleague of Mr Koot) was 
approached for substance advice and feedback. Finally, the LOF (Teacher 
Development Fund) has reimbursed 10% of the material costs associated with the 
escape room. The rest of the material was assembled by Mr Koot am Mrs. de 
Groot. A great part of the LOF budget has been used for training and workshops. 
The aim was to disseminate the escape room. 

Input 

The resources used in developing ‘Escape the Classroom’ were minimal. With 
regards to human resources, Mr Koot and Mrs. de Groot have mostly developed 
the games themselves, but students have been involved in the development of the 
logo and boxes. Financial resources were attained through the LOF, and 
approximately 10% was used to cover other material resources such as physical 
aids, equipment, props, materials needed for preparation and implementation of 
the escape room. Mr Koot indicated that the puzzles were based on the materials 
of the biology course (e.g., a human skeleton) which every teacher has in her 
classroom.  

Activities 

Design: 

The prominent design elements that were included in the escape room are 
cooperation (i.e., students must work together during the escape room), 
competition (i.e., competing against the clock to escape within the time limit), 
challenge (i.e., the difficulties of the puzzles), strategy (i.e., players have to make 
an action plan), communication, discovery, rewards (i.e., every time a box is 
opened it is a reward), and instant feedback (i.e., if the solution to the puzzle is 
correct or not). There is also a reflection. Mr Koot reflects on the puzzles by 
discussing them afterwards and passing or having students play the games again. 
However, this reflection is not often done because the escape room serves more 
as a repetition of the examination material. 

Besides, Mr Koot states that didactics (i.e., the pedagogy of the escape room) are 
also very important because students learn playfully. It provides meaningful 
simulations by choosing a good storyline. Students get also involved and work 
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together on a goal. An escape room teaches students to think out of the box and 
also problem-oriented thinking. 

 

Hints management: 

The hints are given personally. The teacher walks around and if a group gets 
stuck, the teacher gives them a hint accordingly. Mr Koot indicates that teachers 
sometimes want to give a small hint and sometimes a big hint, depending on the 
group and the time left. Often students do not want to ask for a hint but have a 
question, just like how you do it in class. 

 

The difficulty of the game: 

This is a game made for final exam students in general secondary education 
(mavo and havo) and pre-university education (vwo). It is a difficult escape room 
as it has been fashioned to represent the final exam level. According to Mr Koot, 
it is more rewarding to play the room on a high difficulty rather than a low 
difficulty. The puzzling itself should not be too difficult, but the content can be. 

Challenges According to Mr Koot, there were a number of challenges. First, the number of 
puzzles in an escape room is difficult to predict. A solution for this is that you 
test the designed escape room with, for example, your colleagues. 

Second, it is difficult to predict where the students will get stuck. A solution for 
this is also testing the games and the complete escape room. 

Third, making the games was a challenge, but it was also fun. The challenge was 
mainly the time and limited resources.  

Supporting 

factors 

To face the financial challenge, Mr Koot suggests to apply for external financing. 
In this case, they applied for the LOF grant. In addition, by using sustainable 
materials and clever design, the puzzles can be reused. For example, the puzzles 
are laminated in clear plastics and the riddles are written with removable markers. 
This choice enabled Mr Koot and colleagues to use the games for several 
years.Mr. Koot has received funding from the LOF. Everything is developed with 
this funding.  

Outputs Mr Koot indicates that at the end of the game, the students inform them of what 
they do not understand yet.  

Outcomes/ 

impact 

According to Mr Koot, the concrete and immediate results of the escape room are 
that the students can indicate exactly what they do not yet know or can do. Also, 
the (learning) benefits of the escape room are changing perceptions of students. 
They step into a new environment when they play an escape room and that makes 
students adopt new attitudes, which fits into the context, which in turn offers new 
perspectives. Also, there are changes in entrepreneurial attitudes and actions. The 
strength of certain students is more prominent with an escape room, such as 
persistence in the classroom and special students (ADHD). Finally, teachers can 
serve more student preferences. The games themselves provide the feedback so 
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one has the hands free to observe the students better. Thus, teachers can again 
focus on coaching. 

Awards and 
recognition  

Mr Koot indicates that designed games are often shared via the website of Escape 
the Classroom. In addition, they were allowed to participate in an international 
conference in Hungary as a prize. Mr Koot and Mrs. de Groot also presented the 
workshop for the course Network of Biology to 600 teachers three years in a row. 
And during the last occasion, Mr Koot and Mrs. de Groot developed a mini 
escape room for all participants on behalf of the network (NIWI Netherlands 
Institute for Scientific Information Services). NIWI is an education conference 
that takes place every year. 

Transferability Mr Koot indicates that the escape room is transferable by sharing the puzzle 
concepts. And they can be used at any level because the level is bound instead of 
puzzle bound. 

Website  www.escapetheclassroom.nl 

Contact info of 
the interviewee 

Joris Koot, MSc 

KSG Apeldoorn 

Teacher Biology  

j.koot@veluwseonderwijsgroep.nl 

info@escapetheclassroom.nl 
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17. Escape the EU 

Title of the 
case 

Escape the EU (escape room & international trade) 

Case 
Institution 

Cals College in Nieuwegein 

Case Country  Netherlands 

Author (s) Sultan Göksen 

Target 
audience 

◻Participants of formal education (e.g. BA, MA, PhD students)  

 Primary & upper secondary education 

◻ Participants of non-formal education (e.g. continuing, adult education)  

◻ Participants of private escape room/ gaming providers 

◻ Other  

If applicable - 
Study field 

Economy: International Trade 

Team Size ◻1         2-4     ◻5-7     ◻ 8-10     ◻ Any  

Duration  ◻ 15-25 min. ◻ 30-50 min.  60 min. ◻1-2 hours ◻ 1 day ◻ 3-5 days+  

Mode  ◻ Digital      Physical (Room/ Breakout Box/ Other)     ◻Hybrid 

Theme & 
Narrative 

The escape room is called Escape the EU. To garner more understanding and 
feeling for the current events regarding Brexit. It has a theme, but not a storyline. 

 

Section  

Background The initiator is Mr. Voet. He teaches general economics at the CALS college. He 
teaches the upper secondary school (i.e., the highest level at secondary school in 
the Netherlands). Mr. Voet started on his own initiative and played several 
commercial escape rooms in the process to develop Escape the EU. Mr. Voet 
started developing the escape room in January 2019 and the first students played 
it in late March / early April 2019. His escape rooms were about Brexit which he 
linked to economic concepts. 

Aims and 
Objectives  

The Escape the EU is used as an assessment for the completion of an international 
trade module. Five goals with regards to the specific module were integrated into 
the escape room. First, international import/export balance. Second, appreciation 
and depreciation. Third, information regarding the world economy. Fourth, the 
topicality regarding Brexit. And finally, everything to do with international trade. 

 

For Mr. Voet, the escape room was one of the last lessons before the exam. The 
students should have mastered all the above-mentioned topics by then and should 
be able to place their knowledge in the context of Brexit. In other words, there 
should be a transfer of what they have learned.  
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In addition, one of the goals was simply fun with an activating teaching method. 
For months Mr. Voet drove the students crazy with the fact that the best lesson 
of the year was yet to come. 

Stakeholders 

A few stakeholders were identified. These include the students as players of the 
escape room, and Cals College which permitted Mr. Voet to make use of the 
schoolroom and class time to let students play the game. The students were form 
the final year of the pre-university education (6 VWO), the highest level of 
secondary educational systems in the Netherlands.  

Input 

In the development and implementation of the escape room, time was the only 
factor taken into consideration at Cals College. Partly because the rest of the 
resources (such as a classroom and the seven decks of playing card) were made 
available free of charge by the school. At that time, Mr. Voet had no extra roles 
nor responsibilities more than the usual teacher. 

Activities 

Preparation: The players (students) take part in the escape room as a repetition 
of the course material. The escape room is a formative test. The escape room is 
not integrated into the curriculum and is the teacher's own initiative. 

 

Activities include collaboration, competition, challenge, strategy, 
communication, rewards (Easter eggs), and immediate feedback are 
implemented throughout the game. Per set of puzzles, the participants play away 
10 of the 14 cards of one card type. A very simple principle that can be applied 
everywhere. Mr. Voet has written assignments for all card types but found out 
that only two out of the four cards is possible within a time frame of one hour.  
The players play the game in groups. Each team had two joker cards to gain the 
help of Mr. Voet. As soon as they have solved a puzzle, they will inform the 
teacher. The teacher judges whether the solution is acceptable or not. If all goes 
well, the students will get a new game set. The game contains a total of five sets 
of games. 

 

Hints: Personal - the game master is always present, or the game master is 
summoned with a call button. The supervisor is present in the room during the 
game. 

 

Debriefing/ reflection: regretfully there is no debriefing due to time limitations. 
However, all answers are forwarded by e-mail to the students, so that they can 
look at the answers at home and ask questions afterwards. In a way, this is self-
evaluation. There is an extra evaluation on skills, because it takes too long due 
to concentration. 
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Prize: There was a reward for the group that opened the suitcase on time. The 
prizes were chocolate eggs, for motivation and energy. 

Challenges The biggest challenge, according to Mr. Voet, was time constraint. The 
economics program (in which the escape room is developed and played is fairly 
full and there is not much time for ‘out-of-the-curricular’ activities. Creating an 
escape room like this is time consuming and takes place in your own time.  

 

Another challenge was the games. As a developer you have to be creative and be 
able to come up with puzzles. This requires different skills from the teacher. An 
example of such a skill is creativity. The solution for both is to just try it out. 
Hence, it is necessary to invest a lot of time in making and testing the games. 

Supporting 

factors 

The supporting factors for the successful development and implementation of the 
escape room are mainly the professional development opportunities for the 
teachers. Teachers are not trained to develop games. In addition, there is also a 
lot of incentive in activating pedagogies, as they take less time. This means that 
lecturers should not be charged with the development of escape rooms, but 
nevertheless, Mr. Voet has stated that he wants to develop it himself because he 
finds it enjoyable. 

Outputs Reward: chocolate egg 

Outcomes/ 

impact 

The learning outcomes, repetition and learning objectives of international trade. 
As a change, the number of puzzles has been reduced. And Mr. Voet would like 
to add a debriefing, which was unsuccessful given the time limitations. 

Awards and 
recognition  

The Escape the EU came in 1st place for the VECON peer prize. The VECON is 
an association of teachers in various economic subjects at all levels. The VECON 
peer prize stands for innovation and change within economics education 
(secondary and secondary vocational education). 

Transferability According to Mr. Voet, the escape room is about topicality, which can absolutely 
be applied in different contexts. But especially the blueprint, which itself can be 
integrated into languages or other domains. 

Website  Online information is available only at the VECON website but for that you must 
be a member of the VECON. It can also be emailed on request. 

https://www.vecon.nl/pagina/29602/peerprijs-2020-genomineerde 

Contact info of 
the interviewee 

Bas Voet 
basvoet@hotmail.com 
Phone: 0642160721 
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18. Escapedemic 

Title of the 
case 

Escapedemic 

Case 
Institution 

Making Tomorrow & Locks and Keys 

Case Country  Netherlands 

Author (s) Sultan Göksen 

Target 
audience 

 Participants of formal education (e.g. BA, MA, PhD students)  

 Primary & secondary education 

◻ Participants of non-formal education (e.g. continuing, adult education)  

◻ Participants of private escape room/ gaming providers 

◻ Other  

If applicable - 
Study field 

Citizenship education / social sciences / health 

Team Size  1          2-4     ◻5-7     ◻ 8-10     ◻ Any 

Duration  ◻ 15-25 min. ◻ 30-50 min. ◻ 60 min. 1-2 hours ◻ 1 day ◻ 3-5 days+  

The duration of the game depends on how many participants play in a team. It 
takes longer for single players than for multi-players teams. 

Mode    Digital     ◻ Physical (Room/ Breakout Box/ Other)     ◻Hybrid 

Theme & 
Narrative 

The theme regards pandemics. The narrative is about a new virus that has broken 
out. The players need to find a vaccine for the virus. To do this, the players have 
to find the first infected patient and together with a researcher they will produce 
the vaccine. 

 

Section  

Background After years of teaching, Mr. van Zundert started the business MakingTomorrow. 
In this business, he provides workshops about designing escape rooms and has 
written a teaching note about this matter. In addition, he also provides other 
workshops for the use of modern media in education. 

 

Mr. van Zundert has developed various games and escape rooms for primary 
education. During the development of his games, he had a lot of support from his 
friend Mr Huijbregts, who owns a commercial escape room called Locks & Keys. 

 

With the arrival of the Coronavirus (COVID-19), his friend's income ceased 
because commercial escape rooms were mandated to close by the Dutch 
government. Consequently, Mr. van Zundert and Mr Huijbregts set up an online 
escape room within a week. 
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Mr. van Zundert stated that they developed this escape room in the week of March 
16, and it went online on March 24. The escape room has already been 
downloaded more than 1500 times within a week. The material can be 
downloadable from Mr. van Zundert’s website (https://makingtomorrow.nl/). 
The players can play the game on the website (lockskeys.nl/escapedemic). 

Aims and 
Objectives  

Mr. van Zundert stated that the arrival of Corona has forced him and his colleague 
to offer something online. As a result, instead of a physical escape room, a digital 
escape room was developed. The games were created by Mr. van Zundert and Mr 
Huijbregts, with Mr Huijbregts being responsible for the programming side and 
Mr. van Zundert for the educational side.  

 

The escape room can be used both as pre-teaching (students learn more about 
viruses (biology) / news / current affairs) or for mentoring lessons in the context 
of current affairs and social problems. 

Stakeholders 

The two main stakeholders in this escape room are Mr. van Zundert and Mr 
Huijbregts, Mr. van Zundert was responsible for the educational side of the 
escape room. He also has his own business MakingTomorrow, where the 
necessary material can be bought. Mr. van Zundert also wrote the storyline and 
designed most of the physical puzzles. Mr Huijbregts developed digital puzzles 
and content. 

Input 

Mr. van Zundert and Mr Huijbregts mainly had to invest their time to develop the 
escape room. For example, the games were digital and needed to be programmed. 
To provide the escape room online, additional data space was also required. Mr. 
van Zundert and Mr Huijbregts financed all expenses. Additionally, they asked 
for donations on their website. 

Activities 

No external parties were involved in developing the escape room and the entire 
game can be played digitally. 

Design: 

The design elements of the escape room included collaboration. Since the game 
can also be played as a single-player, the collaboration skills are applicable only 
when the players chose to play the escape room with multiple participants. 
Regarding the competition element, the players compete against time. Also, 
participants in the game receive direct feedback in the form of right / wrong 
solutions to the puzzles. 

Hints: 
Initially, there are no hints in the game yet. The participants could send a message 
via Facebook Messenger to Mr. van Zundert and Mr Huijbregts for tips. 
However, Mr. van Zundert and Mr Huijbregts were looking to add hints to the 
game because answering messages takes too much of their time. They made a 
walkthrough with tips and answers. 
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Evaluation: 
There is no evaluation. The game is digital and accessible to everyone.  

Challenges Mr. van Zundert indicated that the biggest challenge was the digital 
communication, related to home quarantine. The solution for this were digital 
communication tools. Also, the programming of the puzzles was difficult, which 
had as a result that they could not offer all games digitally in the intended way. 
The solution was that they had to look for alternatives and ask friends to play it 
and provide feedback so that the escape room could be tested. 

Supporting 

factors 

The supporting factors, according to Mr. van Zundert and Mr Huijbregts, were 
their knowledge, resources and skills. For example, both had their own website, 
which they could use to offer the escape room. Mr. van Zundert also had 
experience with programming and offering puzzles online. Mr Huijbregts also 
employed staff who he could deploy to test the designed escape room. However, 
they did have to learn to set up and manage a safe online donation system. 

Outputs Mr. van Zundert indicated that a classification system is available on the 
website, where the fastest players are tracked (top ten) to motivate the players to 
play the game in the fastest time possible. 

Also, the players can post their time and share it on Facebook, by using the link 
of the online game. 

Outcomes/ 

impact 

The expected impacts affect the skills of critical thinking, creativity, cooperation, 
and communication. Also, playing the escape room could contribute to a 
changing perception to tackle challenges and better social involvement. 

The escape room also fits in well with current events, because it is about solving 
a social problem (such as COVID19). The puzzles invite one to think critically, 
to communicate with each other and to work together. Working together can also 
help one to get out faster. 

Awards and 
recognition  

The recognition is the donations that people can make online. There is also a top-
five list of the highest donations visible on the site, and there are very positive 
reactions on the site (reflected through high star ratings). 

Transferability The content is difficult to convert because it is in Dutch. However, Mr. van 
Zundert and Mr Huijbregts have translated Escapedemic to English and also 
created the sequel Escapedemic II, which can be found on 
www.makingtomorrow.nl, but also on their new website www.2escape.online. 
Furthermore, the shape is certainly adaptable in European or other contexts. In 
addition, they have been approached by various companies to set it up for them. 

The escape room can also be used for educational purposes. The current situation 
and cooperative activities make it attractive for this purpose. 

Website  www.makingtomorrow.nl  

www.lockskeys.nl/escapedemic 

www.2escape.online  
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Contact info of 
the interviewee 

Pim van Zundert 

pimvanzundert@gmail.com 

https://makingtomorrow.nl/ 
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19. MasterMind   

Title of the 
case 

MasterMind 

Case 
Institution 

Universiteit Utrecht 

Case Country  The Netherlands 

Author (s) Richard Martina 

Target 
audience 

◻ Participants of formal education (e.g. BA, MA, PhD students)  

◻ Primary & secondary education 

 Participants of non-formal education (e.g. continuing, adult education)  

◻ Participants of private escape room/ gaming providers 

◻ Other 

If applicable - 
Study field 

Social sciences (educational sciences) and ICT 

Team Size  1      2-4     5-7      8-10      Any  

Duration   15-25 min.  30-50 min.   60 min.  1-2 hours  1 day  3-5 days+  
The escape room has a duration of 60 minutes and the debriefing is another 60 
minutes. The total experience including breaks is approximately 2.5 hrs. 

Mode   Digital       Physical (Room/ Breakout Box/ Other)     Hybrid 

Theme & 
Narrative 

The theme of the MasterMind escape room is fantasy (science-fiction). The 
narrative is the following: The participants are invited to a presentation of the 
student entrepreneur, Tim Turner. He has developed a new technology (i.e., 4D - 
Virtual Reality) and founded a company named MasterMind. Tim is going to give 
a pitch about the technology but he is late for his pitch due to technical reasons. 
The gamemaster shows a promo video of Tim’s company in which Tim makes 
an emergency call to the players of the escape room because Tim is trapped in 
his own virtual world. By using tools, the players must liberate Tim from the 
virtual world. 

 

Section  

Background The MasterMind escape room project (initially formalized as an innovation 
project for teacher professionalization) has run from April 2017 to May 1, 2019, 
at University of Utrecht (UU). Although the project was finalized, the escape 
room is still in operation. 
The majority of teachers at UU do not yet use blended technologies to improve 
their education. Current users of blended education technologies are among the 
innovators and early adopters and are eager to invest energy in getting to know a 
technology and then deciding whether to deploy it. However, the majority of 
teachers must already be convinced of the value of educational technology before 
they invest energy in it. It turns out to be difficult for teachers to gain experience 
with technologies about which they have limiting beliefs. The MasterMind aims 
to set teachers in motion with an informal, playful approach. Now the escape 
room is still in operation so that teachers can use it. 
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Aims and 
Objectives  

As indicated in the above, the goal of MasterMind is gaining the attention of the 
target audience. Essentially, the escape room is used as a marketing tool to entice 
the target audience to gain experience with digital teaching tools. 
Next to the purpose of MasterMind, a personal goal of the initiator (van Winden) 
was to do something with games and game design. It was a challenge to see if the 
project idea would succeed at all to bring individuals together for the 
development of the escape room and get them enthusiastic about the plan. 

Stakeholders 

Stakeholders of MasterMind are as follows. First, two student trainees have been 
involved in educational development. These students contributed to the design 
and construction of software-based aspects. Currently, student trainees assist with 
running the game as gamemasters (i.e., present during the game and help with 
setup and break down of the game. 
 
Second, the development team consisted also of academics who contributed with 
knowledge about teaching technologies during the design and construction 
phases of the escape room. The academics also provided the theoretical 
framework for the design, created the design itself, provided dramaturgical 
feedback, aided with the implementation evaluation of the escape room. The 
escape room was often tested among teachers. Educational advisers are 
concurrently also involved in running the game and the debriefing after the 
gameplay. 
 
Third, intermediary organizations such as Educate-IT (i.e., a program within the 
university to support teachers and students in the transition towards blended 
learning) were involved (concurrently, the escape room is embedded in the 
Educate-IT). 
 
Fourth, the department ‘Scientific Instrumentation’ was involved in the design 
and building the escape room. In particular, they assisted with technical support 
for developing tools and devices needed (e.g., making sensors). 
 
Finally, two vital tasks were supported by external stakeholders. The soundscape 
(i.e., the acoustic environment of the escape room) and the videos were made by 
external parties. 

Input 

Several resources were used in developing MasterMind. First, human resources 
such as academics, researchers, students and other developers and facilitators. 
These individuals sometimes also used their own time/hours which were not 
funded by the project. 
 
Second, the financial resources were available by an internal fund (i.e., 
Stimulation Fund for Educational Innovation). The grant amounted 88,000 euros. 
 
Third, from the grant, approximately 20,000 euros were used to acquire physical 
resources such as equipment (e.g., physical aids, locks, laptops, tablets) and 
decorations, and to make devices. Besides, this portion of the grant was also 
allocated for promotional material (e.g. posters). 
 
Finally, the MasterMind is a pop-up escape room. It is on average operational 
one week (once a month) at a location at one of the faculties. 

Activities 
Several activities are implemented to run the escape room daily. The 
gamemasters set up and break down the escape room at different locations. These 
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gamemasters are often student assistants (or an educational adviser if there is one 
available for breaking down and setting up). The planning by the student 
assistants starts six months ahead of the game. There are also enrolment lists (i.e., 
an excel spreadsheet) used for recording the availability of the student assistants. 
 
A representative of the team that would like to play the MasterMind (e.g., a team 
captain) registers the team online and also shares the mail addresses of the entire 
team. Subsequently, e-mails are automatically sent to the team members with 
confirmations of the reservation. The game starts a week before the day of the 
play of the escape room. The participants receive an email from Tim Turner to 
inform of the venue where the team is expected.  
                                                                                                                                            
At the day of the gameplay, there is a reception room with coffee and tea for the 
players when they arrive at the venue. The players are welcomed and told that 
Tim is not there yet. There are some tips written on cards and information about 
playing escape rooms placed out through the room. After a while, the 
gamemasters show up and inform the players that they are trying to reach Tim by 
phone. This information is repeated until five minutes after the game should start. 
Subsequently, the gamemasters inform the players that they cannot reach Tim. 
Next, the participants are invited to enter the escape room and see Tim's promo 
video, and then the game starts. 
 
Debriefing is a standard format (done by the educational professional) and the 
players are sent an email asking for an evaluation of the escape room. 
 
Prominent design elements: 
Elements of the pedagogy include a transition space to prepare the players for the 
game. In this transition, the players take on the role of a hero. One should take 
into consideration that the purpose of the MasterMind is to familiarize technology 
laggards with new technology. Therefore, the setup to explore new technology 
cannot be too threatening. A fantasy theme is unrealistic, and the 80s look & feel 
presents an old-fashioned and familiar environment that creates a nostalgic 
feeling. Consequently, the players do not feel threatened by the new technologies. 
The role of the hero creates additional comfort for the players. Additional design 
elements are social interaction, personal experience (e.g., allowing the players to 
make their decisions), and debriefing which functions as a bridge between the 
educational experience and the tools.  
 
Elements of the gameplay include immediate feedback, rewards (i.e., a "Hall of 
Fame" reward system on the Internet), hints, progression levels, and there is a 
puzzle path placed in the room as an emergency exit. 
 
Hints management: 
The hints are provided by the gamemasters who are physically present in the 
room via WhatsApp (there is no observation of the players from another room 
via cameras). A mobile phone is placed in the escape room (i.e., in the backpack 
of Tim Turner) and participants need to find that phone. A difference is made 
between hints and clues. The former is if the gamemaster offers extra help, and 
the latter is solution-integrated into the game. There are no penalties for the 
players when receiving hints. The motive behind this decision is to avoid creating 
negative feelings among the players. The creators of MasterMind try to maintain 
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the positive feeling so that the players are also open during the debriefing. 
Humour helps to cultivate positive emotions. After playing the game, the players 
are shown a video to finalize the game, and they receive a present. 

Challenges There were/are two main challenges with the development and daily operation of 
MasterMind. First, creating an escape room about technology for people who do 
not like technology was a challenge. It was a challenge to align the game 
mechanics with a pedagogical approach and connecting them with the target 
group. 
 
Second, because the team that developed MasterMind has chosen a pop-up 
escape room, additional challenges occur. It takes a lot of work to set up and 
breakdown the physical aspects of the game. Also, the logistical aspects such as 
transporting the equipment (the equipment does not fit in a regular car, so the 
team has to use a small electric van) and organizational aspects (arranging and 
booking rooms around the different campuses) are challenging. The game lasts 
for a whole week and not all rooms are available for the whole week. 

Supporting 
Factors 

Three main supporting factors are identified. First, the team received funding to 
develop MasterMind.  
 
Second, there was goodwill in the organization. Participants including the overly 
qualified staff who worked on sensors put in time without asking anything in 
return, because it was a fun project. 
 
Finally, there was the potential of further integration of the game in existing 
structures. There was an innovation program (Educate-IT) where the MasterMind 
room could be well embedded. 

Outputs Two questionnaires are used to assess the impact of the game on the players.  

Outcomes/ 
Impact 

60% of the players escaped the MasterMind. The larger part of the players does 
experience all educational tools. The final puzzle is extra challenging and has 
nothing to do with the teaching tools. The team of MasterMind noticed a change 
in intentions of the players regarding the use of digital technologies in their 
education, but the team cannot yet demonstrate that attitudes have also changed. 
According to the filled questionnaire, half of the players belong to the target 
group and their experiences about the escape room are positive. They expect to 
use ICT tools sooner.  

Awards and 
recognition  

Due to the success of MasterMind, a second (follow-up) application for the same 
grant instrument has been awarded. Also, the project was presented at the 
academic (pre)conference Online Educa in Berlin, in a panel presentation and a 
workshop. Furthermore, two scientific papers have been submitted but are still 
awaiting feedback. 

Transferability The game is certainly transferable, but for the same target group. Also, the tools 
must be supported within the institution. 

Website  https://mastermind.uu.nl/ 
https://cat-database.sites.uu.nl/knowledge_item/escaping-the-chasm/ 

Contact info of 
the interviewee 

Interviewee: Jasper van Winden 
Email: mastermind@uu.nl/ J.vanWinden@uu.nl 
Telephone number: 06 4108 4800 
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20. Number Systems 

Title of the 
case 

Number Systems 

Case 
Institution 

Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences 

Case Country  Netherlands 

Author (s) Sultan Göksen 

Target 
audience 

 Participants of formal education (e.g. BA, MA, PhD students)  

◻ Primary & secondary education 

◻ Participants of non-formal education (e.g. continuing, adult education)  

◻ Participants of private escape room/ gaming providers 

◻ Other  

If applicable - 
Study field 

History of mathematics 

Team Size ◻1        2-4     ◻ 5-7     ◻ 8-10     ◻ Any  

Duration  ◻ 15-25 min. ◻ 30-50 min.  60 min. ◻1-2 hours ◻ 1 day ◻ 3-5 days+  

Mode  ◻ Digital      Physical (Room/ Breakout Box/ Other)     ◻Hybrid 

Theme & 
Narrative 

The narrative is about a girl who finds a letter regarding a treasure from her 
deceased aunt. After discovering the letter, the girl embarks on a treasure hunt 
using the letter as a guiding post. The narrative is inspired by the character Lara 
Croft from the movie Tomb Raider. 

 

Section  

Background Mrs. van den Bogaart's love for games led her to commercial escape rooms. After 
experiencing commercial escape rooms, she wanted to also use it in her teachings 
for mathematics. Therefore, Mrs. van den Bogaart bought the game "Escape 
Room The Game", modified it to her profession and played it for the first time 
with students in 2017. Mrs. van den Bogaart first started with creating escape 
rooms without storylines and then developed and played this escape room in 2018 
(January/ February). She did not test the escape room first but did ask for 
feedback from a colleague. Afterwards, she immediately played it with students.  

Aims and 
Objectives  

The escape room has been developed for educational activities. Mrs. van den 
Bogaart had already started and after that, she involved the AUAS. She 
successfully applied for a Grassroots grant that was used to cover the 
development of the escape room and some resources. The rest of the material was 
reimbursed by the AUAS. Mrs. van den Bogaart's goal was to teach the students 
of the teacher training new didactics/pedagogies and to introduce them to 
mathematical knowledge using this escape room. 
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Stakeholders 
Two main stakeholders are evident in this escape room. First, the AUAS who 
provided the Grassroots financing and made it possible to play the escape room 
in the classroom. Second, the students who have played the escape room.  

Input 

Mrs. van den Bogaart received all funding for the equipment and materials from 
the internal funding scheme called Grassroots. This scheme provides funding 
(max. 1000 euros) for small, accessible, and ICT-related projects that can be 
readily implemented in an educational setting. Though the funding was small, it 
was possible to realize the escape room because Mrs. van den Bogaart did the 
entire development of the escape room on her own. She has prepared herself by 
attending conferences on game didactics/pedagogies and gaming with 
colleagues. 

Activities 

Preparation:  

The escape rooms are mainly used to repeat course material and to make students 
curious about a subject. The escape room is a formative test. But also, as an 
introduction. The escape room is not integrated into the curriculum and is the 
teacher's initiative.  

Design elements: 

The design elements include collaboration, competition, communication, 
rewards, and immediate feedback. Students can also play the escape room on 
their own, but in terms of the time, it would be difficult. The same applies to the 
communication. The creative use of the subject content is a prominent design 
element that promotes communication and cooperation. Competition is mainly 
against time and not among themselves. The immediate feedback during the 
game is the right code because, without it, the students cannot finalize the game. 

Hints:  

The gamemaster is always present during the gameplay. Personally, the 
supervisor was present in the room during the game. Mrs. van den Bogaart states 
that hints are given at eight intervals in the game. The students then have the 
choice of whether they want to see the hints or not. Those hints are, therefore, 
direct feedback about whether the students are doing well or not. Also, Mrs. van 
den Bogaart moves around the room to give feedback, as well as the eight hints 
in the game. 

Reflection sessions: Mrs. van den Bogaart indicates that there is no formative or 
summative assessment. However, reflections are being made both in terms of 
content (i.e., subject matter, what should be learned better) and on the form (i.e., 
level, advantages and disadvantages of the form). 

Mrs. van den Bogaart stated as well that she mostly looks at the pedagogies, 
content and professional skills, and that she is not yet focusing on general skills. 

Challenges Mrs. van den Bogaart faced a few challenges in developing the escape room. One 
challenge was determining the level of difficulty. It is difficult to determine what 
students can handle. Students need to be challenged and tested. However, the 
puzzles should not be too difficult for them either. It is difficult to find that 
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balance. The solution for this challenge according to Mrs. van den Bogaart is to 
1) give personal hints during play, 2) do frequent testing of the escape room since 
the escape room is played by different groups of different levels, and 3) reflect 
after playing the game and ask students for feedback to adjust the escape room. 

Another challenge faced by Mrs. van de Bogaart is that she has high-quality 
standards for the activities she designs. This ambition made it difficult for her 
because she wanted to make everything very beautiful, which took a lot of time. 
This highlights the importance of making a schedule and budgeting expenses in 
advance. Then one knows what is strenuous in terms of time and finances. One 
can also request external finances. An example is Grassroots.  

Supporting 

factors 

Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences, with the Grassroots project 
(financing), is the major supporting factor for the success of the game. Especially 
the space that is provided to the instructors from the AUAS to develop 
themselves, further develop an understanding of their subjects and delve into 
these new pedagogical initiatives are other supporting factors to be mentioned. 
Additionally, Mrs. van de Bogaart ´s background as a math teacher helped her in 
a lot of areas such as budgeting. 

Outputs The reward is to virtually escape the room. The students hear music, which 
indicates that they have escaped. There is no other reward except for a 
compliment. 

Outcomes/ 

impact 

The results of the escape room were in the areas of creativity and problem solving 
in mathematics. The students were challenged to practice and acquire 
mathematical skills and knowledge, which is very useful for a test. And because 
the students are taught with a traditional teaching method, they could experience 
a new form of activating didactics, namely an educational escape room. 

Awards and 
recognition  

A few recognitions include the replication of the escape room for various subjects 
within the teacher-training course in mathematics. Also, at the National 
Mathematics Days Conference, Mrs. van den Bogaart’s workshop about the 
escape room received the highest scoring feedback. 

Transferability The designed escape room is certainly transferable to the European context and 
higher educational settings, as well as other relevant organizations. Partly 
because an existing game has been used: Escape Room (the game) 

As an example, the games were also shared at the university with colleagues who 
used it for a lesson on diversity in inclusivity. Mrs. van den Bogaart also used 
the games in the subject “History of Mathematics” because it contains many 
cultural aspects. 

The storyline and the puzzles (shape) are also transferable for new contexts. 

Website  There is no online presence of the escape room. 

Contact info of 
the interviewee 

Mrs D.A. van den Bogaart 

Teacher trainer at Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences (AUAS) 

Centre for Applied Research in Education (CARE) 

d.a.van.den.bogaart@hva.nl 
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21. RSM Escape Room 

Title of the 
case 

RSM Escape Room  

Case 
Institution 

Rotterdam School of Management (RSM) of Erasmus University 

Case Country  Netherlands 

Author (s) Richard Martina 

Target 
audience 

 Participants of formal education (e.g. BA, MA, PhD students)  

◻ Primary & secondary education 

◻ Participants of non-formal education (e.g. continuing, adult education)  

◻ Participants of private escape room/ gaming providers 

 Other: The escape room is targeted towards students but is open for everyone 

If applicable - 
Study field 

The study field is not applicable since the escape room focuses on creating 
knowledge and awareness of the Sustainable Development Goal 12.  

Team Size  1      2-4      5-7      8-10      Any  

The escape room is created for teams of (optimal) four participants, but 
exceptions are made for teams of three and five players.  

Duration   15-25 min.  30-50 min.  60 min.  1-2 hours  1 day  3-5 days+  

 

Mode   Digital      Physical (Room/ Breakout Box/ Other)    Hybrid  

Part 1 is physical, but players use a tablet to input the answers to be able to unlock 
the next puzzle. Via the tablet, the operators monitor the game progress and can 
provide hints. Part 2 is an online simulation. 

Theme & 
Narrative 

Theme:  
Circular economy and SDG 12. It focuses particularly on 1) fast fashion (textile), 
2) plastic (plastic), and 3) production waste (cardboard). 
 
Narrative:  
The players start first with solving the plastic puzzles, continue with fast fashion, 
and end with the production waste. All the puzzles have little stories, but these 
stories are not necessarily connected between puzzles. 
 
The theme of the online simulation is that the players play the role of government 
officials. They have to make several decisions in rounds regarding investment 
funding, in particular, in which industries the government should invest. The 
rounds represent one year. After each round of decision, the impact of the SDG 
indicators is shown. 

 

Section  

Background Approximately three years ago, RSM adopted the mission ‘to be a force for 
positive change in the world’ and started the ‘Positive Change Initiative.’ The 
SDGs have been chosen as a framework for what positive change means. The 
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management of Positive Change initiated the RSM escape room. They discussed 
how to involve and mobilize students, alumni, researchers, and a wider 
community in this framework of SDGs. They developed materials such as 
MOOCs and teaching cases. They wanted to also develop something more fun 
because the SDGs involve wicked problems and are associated with unpleasant 
and difficult challenges. They created the RSM escape room as a fun way to 
introduce students to SDGs and create awareness. In late summer 2019, the 
escape room was officially opened. 

Aims and 
Objectives  

The goal was to create a fun activity that was a playful experience of SDGs as 
wicked problems and to create awareness of how oneself can make a difference. 
There were no personal goals in building the escape room, but the Center of 
Education and Learning were approached to offer the escape room as a research 
object.  

 

The escape room was initially proposed to be free, but currently, there is a fee 
that will go into a fund to support student projects. 

 

The escape room is not used inside a formal curriculum. But the plan is to see 
how RSM can link the escape room with educational modules to allow teachers 
to use it as a pedagogy. The latter is still a work-in-process. The initiators of the 
escape room are also working on taking some parts of the escape room to play at 
RSM local alumni chapter gatherings. 

Stakeholders 

Many stakeholders were/are involved in the RSM escape room. Students helped 
to find, information gathering to create the themes/ narrative of the escape room. 
They also aided in providing materials to construct the escape room. At the 
moment, a management trainee is responsible to coordinate everything around 
the escape room to keep it running (e.g., talk with customers, manage student 
assistants, work on improvements such as implementing the online booking and 
payment system, remain in contact with the builder of the escape room in case 
additional information is needed, and work on press materials), and other student 
assistants work as operators during the game. These students operate the escape 
room and provide hints during the gameplay.  
 
Academics helped to find as well and created the narrative, and supported with 
providing materials to construct the escape room 
 
Facility services were needed to find a location where the escape room was to be 
housed. They also helped with constructing the room/ outer shell itself. 
 
As the escape room was used, some improvements were made such as online 
payment. The legal services helped in these processes. 
 
Marketing & communication created the content on the website to promote the 
escape room. All updates of the information on the website are managed by that 
department. 
 
The dean of RSM was responsible for clearing the budget required for the design 
and creation of the escape room, and also to cover the daily operations.  
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The IT department aided in installing the software and online booking and 
payment systems (daily operation). 
 
Alumni helped providing information about SDGs they find interesting (design). 
Finally, third-party were also involved. For example, a vendor of the online 
booking and payment system (daily operation). 

Input 

The input to develop the escape room can be categorized into the following five 
resources. First, human resources were used. Academics, researchers, students 
and alumni function as designers and provided materials for building the escape 
room. The non-educational staff helped in the construction, aided in software 
implementation, and professional escape room builders made the game. 
 
Second, funding was also essential. The escape room is supported by the Dean of 
RSM and the executive board of the Erasmus University. Within RSM, there have 
been funds reserved to cover the costs of designing, building, and the daily 
operation of the escape room. 
 
Third, materials such as textile and plastic were used for the creation of puzzles.  
 
Fourth, software was necessary for running the escape room. An online booking 
and payment system (onlineafspraken.nl) was used. 
 

Finally, an underutilized indoor space on the Erasmus campus was used to house 
the escape room. 

 

The puzzles were created by the escape room professionals. RSM provided the 
narrative and helped in acquiring materials that were necessary to make the 
physical room (e.g., second clothing and plastic). About 80% of materials used 
were collected by the RSM community. That was a conscious choice to fit within 
the mission of the RSM and also keep the cost of the escape room low, and also 
to be an example to the students. 

Activities 

To design the escape room, the initiators asked students on which SDGs they 
should focus. Students were interested in SDG 12 (i.e., responsible consumption 
and production), and in particular, the subthemes 1) fast fashion, 2) plastic and 
3) production waste. Based on the information gathered (facts around the 
themes), the initiators presented the results (i.e., theme, narrative, etc.) to a 
professional escape room designer/ builder (i.e., AmazeEscape) who also created 
the RSM escape room. 

 

Operational activities: 

First, there is preparation. The players make a reservation and pay through the 
online booking and payment systems. 

 

Next, the management trainee contacts the student assistants who will act as 
operators during the activity. The student assistants fill in their availability in the 
booking tool and the booking of the players matches the availability of the 
student assistants. If there is a sick leave of student assistants, cancellation or 
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questions/ special requests, the management trainee does the relevant associated 
tasks.  

 

Subsequently, in the day of the gameplay, one tablet is given to the team, in which 
they have to fill in the answers to unlock the subsequent questions. The operators 
can see which answers are provided.  

The escape room is divided into two parts each using a different room. The first 
part is the physical escape and the second part is an online simulation. If teams 
do not escape part 1, they cannot continue with part 2. Part 1 has a maximum 
duration of 60 minutes. Part 2 regards opportunities to make investments 
decisions in rounds. Each round represents one fiscal year. All teams have at least 
two rounds of investments. If teams escape part 1, the time left in part 1 will be 
added as additional rounds in part 2. 

 

There are cameras in both rooms which the operators can follow the progress and 
provide hints if it is necessary. All technical problems are managed by 
AmazeEscape. If any physical object in the room break, the facility services of 
Erasmus will fix it. 

 

There is an evaluation after the game. The management trainee sends a survey to 
the players to evaluate the game through Qualtrics. The questions focus on not 
only what players like about the game but also if they retained information about 
the SDG 12. They consider that the escape room is yet in the pilot phase as the 
escape room was launched in the summer of 2019. There are no other reflections 
done with the students. The operators also ask questions about how the players 
found the escape room and pass that information to the management trainee. 

 

Prominent design elements: 

According to Eva Rood, the director of Positive change, all escape rooms have 
game design elements such as the background music, time pressure, and that 
requires the players to work together and practice critical thinking. But the main 
goal with the RSM was to create awareness of the SDG 12 and so the game 
focused on providing students with information about SDG 12. 

Challenges The main challenge was creating a (semi-)permanent space on the campus. “It 
was a tough negotiation process with the building management at Erasmus” Eva 
Rood mentioned. The challenge was due to the scarcity of space on campus. After 
searching for a while, they had to tackle issues of fire regulation as the physical 
structure they built had to pass fire safety requirements. The escape room is 
situated in the Mandeville Building at the Campus Woudestein. 

 

Other challenges were about bureaucratic issues since other departments had to 
sign the licenses for the software systems. Also, in the beginning, the initiators 
did not charge for the escape room and players that booked caused problems such 
as not showing up and forgetting to cancel on time. The student assistants were 
sometimes forgotten to be informed that they had to be present for work, and they 
were sometimes absent due to illnesses.  
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The last challenge dealt with setting up the payment system since RSM does not 
have its financial system and the initiators had to find a new way. They solved it 
to create and connect the payments to a fund which serves students with realizing 
sustainable projects. 

Supporting 
factors 

Some critical factors made the RSM escape room possible. Next to having all 
stakeholders work together and support the creation and operation of the escape 
room, the dean of RSM was considerably supportive. The executive board of 
Erasmus University also supported the escape room. This leverage was used in 
working with other departments such as marketing.  

 

What also helped was that the organizing team wanted to complete the escape 
room as a legacy project before the dean would leave RSM (summer 2019). So, 
they worked extra hard and super-fast on the escape room. 

 

Finally, there was funding to build the escape room and also finance the daily 
operations. And the initiators could get in contact with the Center of Education 
and Learning which provides support for building new initiatives. 

Outputs The reward is the escape of the room. There is no extra reward. The initiators 
gathered information about how fast the players escaped and how many hints 
were given, and they planned to make a top 3 list of the best teams.  

 

Another reward is that the quicker one finishes the part 1, the more time one has 
to play part 2. Also, in part 2, if one does not play well, the government will be 
overthrown. If a group is successful, a video will appear in the end congratulating 
the participants. The operators as well as congratulate the players that escape. 

Outcomes/ 
Impact 

The majority of the students (approx. 70%) remembers the information about the 
SDG shared, and the remainder found it difficult to take in the information as 
they were focused on solving the puzzles. 

Awards and 
recognition  

Some colleagues are proud that they work at a business school which supports 
such a project. They share this message on LinkedIn. The team was also invited 
to give a presentation at the Community for Learning and Innovation. These are 
the tiny acknowledgements received. 

Transferability The escape room is in English and can be used in all cultures (e.g., cases are not 
specific to the Netherlands). The initiators have the vision to build 17 escape 
rooms spread across the campus of Erasmus, each one targeting a specific SDG. 

Website  News clipping: https://www.rsm.nl/mba/mba-news/detail/14883-rsm-escape-
room-stimulates-thinking-about-the-
sdgs/?gclid=CjwKCAjwjLD4BRAiEiwAg5NBFmVlRozxwtYG5QJBIb4doHdt
3G6xfPRWkeVklywZ-wocYKDAkgzgAxoCqq0QAvD_BwE  

Contact info of 
the interviewee 

Eva Rood – Business Development manager at RSM 
(https://www.erim.eur.nl/eco-transformation/about/team/eva-rood/) 

Email: erood@rsm.nl  

General Positive Change Initiative Inbox: positivechange@rsm.nl (checked 
frequently) 

General Escape Room inbox: escaperoom@rsm.nl (checked less frequently) 
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Neeltje van Roessel – management trainee at RSM Positive Change 

Email: vanroessel@rsm.nl (until September 2020) 
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PORTUGAL 

22. Escaping from the traditional classroom 

Title of the 
case 

Escaping from the traditional classroom 

Case 
Institution 

School of Education of the Polytechnic of Oporto 

Case Country  Portugal 

Author (s) Mário Rui Domingues Ferreira da Cruz 

Target 
audience 

 Participants of formal education (e.g. BA, MA, PhD students)  

◻ Primary & secondary education 

◻ Participants of non-formal education (e.g. continuing, adult education)  

◻ Participants of private escape room/ gaming providers 

◻ Other 

If applicable - 
Study field 

Spanish as a foreign language  

Team Size  1      2-4     5-7      8-10      Any  

Duration   15-25 min.  30-50 min.  60 min.  1-2 hours  1 day  3-5 days+  

Mode   Digital     Physical (Room/ Breakout Box/ Other)    Hybrid 

Theme & 
Narrative 

Two educational escape rooms were created, based on two Spanish TV series, 
namely ‘Money Heist’ (‘La casa de papel’) and ‘Elite’ (Élite). One derived from 
the other and as such, both have to be presented jointly.  

Within the first escape room (developed by the teacher), students from the 
Spanish B1.2 classroom had to discover who was the thief behind a microwave’s 
robbery, by solving a series of puzzles related to the revision of some topics, 
including vocabulary (clothes, trips, environment, mass media), verb tenses, 
linking words, etc.  

The second escape room was created by the participants in the first escape room, 
the Spanish B1.2 level students, and it was developed for the students in the 
Spanish A2 level classes. These students had to unveil who was the one who 
murdered one of their mate students, by following a couple of leads and solving 
puzzles and tasks related to the “love and friendship” unit, in which students had 
to learn vocabulary related to the topic, verb tenses, etc.  

 

Section  

Background The method was adopted due to the promotor’s participation in conferences 
related to game-like teaching experiences, namely Play2Learn Conference, 
which took place back in 2008. At the same time, since his first PhD thesis, he 
has had the opportunity to develop gamified activities with his students. He has 
been following a holistic methodology based on the experiential communicative 
experience. The Escape Room methodology acted as one of these practices and 
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as a summing up activity to undertake self-assessment of students within the 
Spanish as Foreign Language Classroom. 
 

This case study was divided in two groups of students: one group which was 
attending the Spanish A2 and another attending the Spanish B1.2 classes.  

The majority of students is between 17 and 25 years old (94%) and are female 
(70%). 

Students were able to both participate and create escape rooms by following the 
experiential communicative approach enhanced by hyper pedagogy strategies. 

 
Escape room 1: 
‘El robo de los microondas’ (‘The Microwaves Robbery’): Design of an ‘Escape 
Room’ based on the ‘Money Heist’ TV series by the teacher.  
The first escape room was created by the teacher and implemented within the 
Spanish B1.2 classes. It worked as a revision activity which was undertaken at 
the end of the semester. Focusing on its design, this escape room’s narrative was 
based on ‘Money Heist’, which is one of the TV series that interests students the 
most, but at the same time, the teacher tried to incorporate one of the topics 
related to their college life, to make the experience more attractive and 
memorable. Students had to collect money to buy their own microwaves. 
Therefore, students quite valued the existence of these devices at the college 
premises, due to the fact they had to invest their own money on buying three 
microwaves. 
This immersion of students in the story itself was achieved and lived through the 
creation of the context, in which the introductory video and the aesthetic 
decoration played a very important role, including two mobile phones which 
hung on the wall (as in the TV series) and acted as support for some of the tasks. 
 
In escape room 2): ‘El asesinato de Edgar’ (‘Edgar’s Murder’): design of an 
‘Escape Room’ based on ‘Elite’ TV series by Spanish B1.2 students 
As regards the second escape room, ‘El asesinato de Edgar’ (‘Edgar’s Murder’), 
its design and almost every puzzle were conceived by Spanish B1.2 students 
during three lessons (90 minutes each). In fact, students had the chance to revise 
content while creating the series of puzzles and the narrative. These collaborative 
sessions were moments which students used to discuss the design of the escape 
room and its puzzles, which were presented and discussed by each of the groups 
involved in the creation of this escape room.  
In the end, students conceived a sequential escape room, in which one puzzle 
leads successively to another and invites students to unveil who murdered one of 
their colleagues, by following a couple of leads and solving puzzles related to 
different cultural and grammar topics (vocabulary and expressions related to 
“trips and airport”, “love and friendship”, “world heritage places, etc.” and past 
verb tenses). 

Aims and 
Objectives  

The promotor aims and goals are related to the research questions he wanted to 
answer. 

Research questions: 

1) Which perceptions do students have of escape rooms and their use in 
educational contexts?  
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2) Which skills students have the chance to develop when participating both in 
the implementation and creation of educational escape rooms? 

3) Which sorts of escape room designs and strategies are more appropriate for 
educational purposes, especially in foreign language teaching settings, namely 
the SFL classroom?  

 

By following an ethnographic methodological approach, a case study was 
undertaken in which the following data-collection tools were used:  

a) a pre-questionnaire to figure out students’ opinion and experience on escape 
rooms;  

b) a final questionnaire to get to know their opinion on the influence of escape 
room methodologies onto the development of skills;  

c) field notes, pictures and videos were collected during the application of the 
escape room activities. 

Stakeholders 

One group of students (Spanish B1) has been the main stakeholder of the escape 
room. These students had the chance to participate in an Escape Room created by 
the teacher and afterwards developed their own to be played by another group of 
students (Spanish A2). 

 

The Escape Room activities were undertaken within an average room of the 
School of Education. All resources were created by the teacher for the Spanish 
B1 group. However, within the second Escape Room, students created all of the 
resources.  

 

To sum up: The escape rooms were implemented in the School of Education of 
the Polytechnic of Oporto with two groups of students, who were attending either 
Spanish A2 or Spanish B1.2 classes. All of them are Portuguese citizens and have 
Portuguese as their native language. Four other students also had French and 
German as second languages.  

 

Professors of Spanish as a foreign language were also stakeholders. 

Input 

The Escape Room activities were undertaken within an average room of the 
School of Education. All resources were created by the teacher for the Spanish 
B1 group. However, within the second Escape Room (Spanish A2), students were 
the creators of all resources. For the escape room, no monetary costs occurred. 

 
Focusing on the questionnaires, which were fulfilled before the implementation 
of the escape room, 38 students had the chance to share their perceptions. Most 
students know what an escape room is (72%), having described it as the 
following: “It is a kind of game in which we have to solve several challenges to 
finally find out where the key is that will allow us to leave the escape room and 
win”.  
 
However, none of the students has had the chance to participate in a real escape 
room previously. Most students think that the escape room methodology applies 
to learning settings and feel that this kind of methodology fosters collaborative 
work, allows for the development of critical thinking and communication skills. 
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However, they are not motivated by winning feelings and not all of them see 
themselves designing an escape room. 
 
Bearing in mind students perceptions and views, the teacher conceived an escape 
room and asked the same students who participated in the first one (Spanish B1) 
to conceive and design another escape room for their colleagues who were 
attending Spanish A2 classes. 

Activities 

Escape room for Spanish B1: 
Taking the puzzles into consideration, students were enticed before participating 
in the escape room through WhatsApp messages, according to which they had to 
figure out the number of the classroom the escape room would take place. 
Focusing on the puzzles flow, it was followed by a sequential approach, in which 
students would unveil the mystery by moving from task to task. During the 
experience, students had the chance to encounter diverse objects which they had 
to manipulate to fulfil the goal in the end, i.e., finding out who stole the 
microwaves. The puzzles they encountered were the following: 
1) A message written backwards which could only be unveiled by reflecting it 
on a mirror (https://app.box.com/s/vaulewupuyzl5lyyqor2vv0wlsgh0qv6); 
2) A crossword puzzle which could be found in the trash bin, and once solved a 
perforated cardboard could be used to find out the hidden letters G - L - O - B - 
O; 
3) A globe with a hidden key, which would let them open a trolley bag which 
had 
another task; 
4) A message with some exercises on subjunctive verbs which if properly solved 
would unveil the code to open the safe 
(https://app.box.com/s/zvhd5qctuw472lsxnskvphj3l7k7fiei); 
5) An e-mail message with multiple-choice exercises, in which students had to 
complete a text in order to obtain an alphanumeric code that would unveil the 
country the microwave thief would flee to 
(https://app.box.com/s/j0lpqdhmmj5cseqk2qmg6t6x3iakgd5h); 
6) A final task with a QR code, which students would have to access to watch a 
video about the city the thief would be fleeing to and solve some filling-in gap 
exercises that allow them to unveil the numeric code of the thief’s luggage in a 
deck of cards. 
In the end, students would find inside the luggage some cards with the letters 
from the thief’s name. Once they ordered them, they had to send a WhatsApp 
message with their answer 
(https://app.box.com/s/7v3gh54irnpys1mijp1qvhnnplke1ioo) and would be 
getting a video of the thief, revealing her true identity. 
 
Escape room for (Spanish A2): 
The puzzles they conceived were the following: 
1. students were introduced to the escape room narrative through an audio 
recorded by the School of Education Radio reporter, which can be retrieved here: 
https://app.box.com/s/i3eu4jlptl3tlc2w81r2rgtddw8yl2tc; 
2. an envelope with a map and three questions which deal with the Spanish-
speaking countries and cities, whose location would give students a code to open 
a chest (https://app.box.com/s/d1il4oyf093a5t4q13v6ycm6ykhpyzo2); 
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3. a chest which entails a QR code with a lady throwing a paper into the trash 
bin, leading students to look for something in the trash bin itself 
(https://app.box.com/s/m9layo5zcj3cgkvr8m1vhlx3socst2hn); 
4. a love letter written backwards by the protagonist’s love (Figure 8), which 
could only be unveiled by reflecting it on a mirror and whose signature was 
written in numeric code students had to unveil; 
5. a crossword puzzle which could be found in another envelope with had the 
message “From Nadia to Edgar, with love”, and once solved would allow 
students to discover the word “Literature”, inciting them to search for another 
clue in one of the books present in the room 
(https://app.box.com/s/txva1q7ofph63uxv9a18k5a5sg51fo8v); 
6. a book with a hidden key that would let them open a bag which had another 
task, an exercise on past verb tenses and words collocation, which would allow 
students to unveil a numeric code to open Edgar’s luggage; 
7. within Edgar’s luggage, students would get the chance to develop a reading 
comprehension exercise by having a look at some pages of Edgar’s diary 
(https://app.box.com/s/0kmq0g0pki753pe5u1nuosyx9hyv1ead), through which 
they would figure out that the word “TROFEO” would lead them to discover 
Edgar’s killer by discovering a USB key hidden in the trophy present in the room. 

Challenges The Escape Room methodology is a time-consuming one. This was the main 
challenge encountered. Groups bigger than six members also proved to be too 
large to facilitate collaborative practices. 

Supporting 
factors 

Students shall be involved from scratch in the activity by engaging them since 
the very first moment within the activity. 
 
With regard to the methodologies used to achieve these objectives, it was 
necessary, first, to understand what the teaching of foreign languages and 
cultures should be like in the 21st century, to gather information on pedagogical 
approaches appropriate to this type of teaching and to analyse those with which 
escape rooms are related and help to explain why reasons can be effective. As 
such, a documentary analysis was carried out on articles and books related to the 
escape room methodology, taking into account their characteristics and their 
application in teaching and learning contexts. This analysis contributed to the 
planning of an escape room and its achievement in a context of formal education, 
during which some field notes were taken. 
 

Outputs An example can be found here: https://www.education.com/worksheet-
generator/reading/crossword- puzzle/. 
The questionnaire can be accessed here: 
https://forms.gle/WdPCZY4tLUaNDcXWA. 
The final questionnaire can be analysed here: 
https://forms.gle/wR7oE8fsRqeh7RqE7. 
The video can be found here: 
https://vimeo.com/user66694393/review/342707300/dbca5d9305. 
 
Most students state that they had the chance to learn in an engaging, interactive 
and significant way. A large share of respondents answered the questions of the 
questionnaire with “I agree” and “I totally agree”. It is now clear to the promoters 
that most students considered they developed their collaborative, communication 
and critical thinking skills (only one student disagreed with this). 
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Some students explained in which ways they had the chance to develop these 
skills, as can be seen in the following examples: “Having created the narrative, I 
feel I developed my critical thinking taking into account the purpose of the game 
and my creativity in inventing a plausible plot. The training in audio editing was 
necessary” and “When creating challenges for the escape room, I felt that my 
creativity and problem-solving (when we did not get the expected results) 
developed the most”. 

Outcomes/ 
impact 

When the experts asked students to assess the escape room they participated in, 
taking into account the narrative, types of puzzle, organisation of the room, use 
of technological resources, the role of characters, among other aspects, students 
shared their views regarding 1) Its design: “It was a very educational experience, 
as the puzzles were very well done and steps were connected”;  
2) Its narrative: “The narrative was incredible (…), the room had a very good 
organization and drew attention to the different clues, contained real objects but 
we were able to resort to more technological resources such as mobile phones”;  
3) The learning opportunities it offered: “I think the Escape Room was organized. 
It helped in thinking, creativity and, in a way, teamwork but in the end, we should 
have access to the solutions of the different exercises;  
4) its organisation and implementation: “I think the escape room had an 
appealing and funny narrative, and that the games used were appropriate to 
develop our critical thinking. (...) However, I think the number of people was 
very large and did not allow us to develop any teamwork”. 
Regarding the skills that the students developed within the design of the escape 
room ‘El asesinato de Edgar’ (‘Edgar’s Murder’), the majority of students 
considered creativity, collaboration, communication and critical thinking skills 
like the ones which were fostered while creating the tasks. 
 
Some of the notes made by the escape room designer is as follows:  
 
1) students had the chance to interpret, share their ideas, work together and show 
compromising within the achievement of the team’s goals;  
2) by creating their own escape room, students felt motivated and reflective, 
being able to manage their goals and time;  
3) groups bigger than six members are too large to facilitate collaborative 
practices and narrative immersion;  
4) collaborative, critical thinking and creativity skills were the main skills 
students fostered, above all for the students who designed an “Escape Room”;  
5) all comprehension and expression macro skills were integrated, but a balance 
between grammar and other types of content and its systematisation should have 
existed. 

Awards and 
recognition  

Paper published:  

Mário Rui Domingues Ferreira da Cruz Instituto Politécnico do Porto, 
‘Escapando de la clase tradicional’: the escape rooms methodology within the 
spanish as foreign language classroom, v. 46 n. 46 (2019): REVISTA 
LUSÓFONA DE EDUCAÇÃO 

Transferability Both escape rooms were developed in the scope of an EU project, hence, it is 
highly transferable: 

 The output results are reported in an article which is available in English; 

 It presents challenges considering the Spanish course taught; 
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 The design/development approach can be replicated with other students 
in different educational levels; 

 The involvement of different stakeholders can be used as a transversal 
strategy for project-based approaches in learning activities and 
specifically in the development of educational escape rooms; 

 It presents a case of potential exploration of curriculum-specific content-
related areas (e.g. writing, narrative, and storytelling)  

 It has involved the students in the co-creation of the second escape room. 

Website  https://revistas.ulusofona.pt/index.php/rleducacao/article/view/7067 

Contact info of 
the interviewee 

Mário Cruz, Politécnico do Porto - Escola Superior de Educação · Unidade 
Técnico-Científica de Línguas Estrangeiras · inED - Centre for Research and 
Innovation in Education · CIDTFF - Centro de Investigação em Didática e 
Tecnologia na Formação de Formadores 

mariocruz@ese.ipp.pt 

https://orcid.org/0000-0001-8894-8821 
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23. Escape 2 Educate  

Title of the 
case 

Escape 2 Educate 

Case 
Institution 

Colégio do Sardão/ Escola Superior de Educação do Politécnico do Porto/ inED 
Centro de Investigação e Inovação em Educação 

Case Country  Portugal 

Author (s) João Almeida and Mário Cruz 

Target 
audience 

◻ Participants of formal education (e.g. BA, MA, PhD students)  

 Primary & secondary education 

◻ Participants of non-formal education (e.g. continuing, adult education)  

◻ Participants of private escape room/ gaming providers 

◻ Other 

If applicable - 
Study field 

Languages (English): 

1) A group of pupils learning English in the 2nd/3rd years of the English teaching 
in 1st Cycle of Basic Education and  2) Initially applied in 2018 as a final project 
of Degree in Foreign Languages and Cultures, from Escola Superior de Educação 
of the Polytechnic of Porto 

Team Size  1      2-4     5-7      8-10  X Any  

Duration   15-25 min.  30-50 min.  60 min.  1-2 hours  1 day  3-5 days+  

Mode   Digital      Physical (Room/ Breakout Box/ Other)      Hybrid 

Theme & 
Narrative 

Taking into account the general interest of the students in the “The Amazing 
World of Gumball” cartoons, a narrative was elaborated in which they would be 
responsible for saving Gumball and his family. For that and not to be locked 
inside the room "forever", they would have to win the "Escape Room" that the 
villain had prepared for them. They would have the help of the real creator of the 
challenges, in the role of a spy who pretended to be the villain's sidekick, but who 
was actually gathering evidence to incriminate him. However, the villain would 
have placed cameras throughout the room, so the spy could not help them much, 
so as not to spoil the disguise. 

 

Section  

Background The method was adopted after the course instructor’s (Politécnico do Porto) 
participation in a conference related to game-like teaching experiences, namely 
Play2Learn Conference, which took place back in 2008. At the same time, since 
his PhD thesis, the instructor has had the opportunity to develop gamified 
activities with his students. He had been following a holistic methodology based 
on the experiential communicative experience. The Escape Room methodology 
acted as one of these practices and as a summing up activity to undertake self-
assessment of students. 

At the same time, one MA student of his was also engaged with the Escape Room 
methodology during his degree in Foreign Languages and Cultures and 
undertaking his practice in Primary School Education level. The "Escape Room" 
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was created as part of the "Escape 2 Educate" project that was put into practice 
at a school in the Greater Porto region dedicated to Primary Education. This 
private school has a partnership with the Escola Superior de Educação do 
Politécnico do Porto, regarding research practices and supervisory practices 
based on the Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) methodology. 

"Escape 2 Educate" was conceived in 2018 as a final project of the Licenciatura 
in Foreign Languages and Cultures, from the Escola Superior de Educação, do 
Politécnico do Porto, consisting of exploring the "Escape Room" methodology in 
the context of teaching and learning English in 1st CEB.  

 

The title "Escape 2 Educate" has a two-sided meaning: on the one hand, "Escape 
2 Educate", because the project is about using the "Escape Room" methodology. 
On the other hand, “Escape 2 Educate” refers to the sense of “escaping” 
traditional pedagogical approaches that are not suitable for the 21st century, to 
educate today's society. At the origin of the project are, on the one hand, a strong 
interest in the application of "Escape Rooms" in educational contexts, as well as 
the desire and the opportunity to contribute to its study, particularly in the 1st 
CEB, where the research carried out so far it's sparse. 

Aims and 
Objectives  

This project aimed to make educational "Escape Rooms" known and to motivate 
their use in Portugal, with a greater focus on how they can contribute to the 
teaching and learning of languages. It was also intended to make up for the lack 
of studies on this methodology, namely concerning its application in the 
Portuguese context and in the 1st CEB. 

Stakeholders 

The "Escape Room" created as part of the "Escape 2 Educate" project was put 
into practice at a school in the Greater Porto region dedicated to the kindergarten 
and the first CEB. This educational institution has a partnership with the Escola 
Superior de Educação do Politécnico do Porto, regarding research practices and 
supervisory practices based on the Content and Language Integrated Learning 
(CLIL) methodology. 

Thus, the stakeholders include 1) partners of the consortium of the project of 
Licenciatura in Foreign Languages and Cultures, from Escola Superior de 
Educação of the Polytechnic of Porto, and 2) English language students and 
teachers (e.g. English language teachers) in the first CEB. 

Input 

Human resources were the students and the three teachers who were with their 
respective classes at the time of the activity. As for the material resources used, 
the list is much longer and more diverse: tables; chairs; a trash can with crumpled 
papers inside; two computers; a projector; a cell phone; papers with written 
challenges, letters or numbers; an envelope; three boxes; two books; a map of 
Europe; ottomans; five bottles of water; three packs of tissues; a pair of shorts; a 
suitcase; a padlock; a safe and a key. 

Activities 

Design: 
The challenges were designed taking into account the Goals of the English 
curricula and the contents that the English teacher stated that he had already 
covered in his classes so far. The students were informed a few days before the 
activity, but nothing was revealed to them regarding the history or the challenges 
they would have to overcome.  
 
Implementation: 
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As part of the game, the two classes were divided into two groups, which means 
that the activity was carried out four times on the same day. The 2nd year class 
consisted of 23 students and the third-year class for 20, giving a total of 43 
students, aged between eight and ten. Before each group entered the room, the 
"spy" explained what was there to do and what was going to happen inside. Also 
at that moment, it was expressed how important their role was and the confidence 
that they would be able to win, but always with the care to make sure that they 
wanted to accept the challenge, to which all groups responded affirmatively. 
 
Students started by listening to a recorded message. Then challenges were posed. 
 
1) Here is a picture of Gumball and his family. As you can see, Gumball is 

already identified, but it remains to be said who the other people are. Write 
under each one of them the family relationship they have with Gumball. 
Write in English! 
Clue: the password to access the computer is the first letter of each word that 
they type from left to right. "Gumball" doesn't count. 
 

2) Look at the picture of Gumball and his family. The colour of his brother’s 
face is also the name of a fruit. Look around to find the next challenge… 
(There was a picture of an orange affixed to the wall and behind the picture 
was the next challenge) 

 
3) Colour the big triangle blue and the small square yellow. Then, cut it out and 

give it to João. He will know what to do… (If the shapes were coloured 
correctly, the spy would deliver the next challenge) 

 
4) Find the words. Animals that appear horizontally are in a box. There are 

several boxes, with different images, but only one is the right box, which 
includes the letter that students would need for the next activity. 

 
5) Create a new dish. You can use these words: milk, chocolate, chips, ice 

cream, apples, bananas, burgers, sandwiches and cake. Use this sheet to write 
the ingredients. You have to use at least 3. You also have to give that food a 
name (in English, don't forget!) For that, João and teachers can help you. 
Send me a photo to decide whether or not to accept your invention. 

 
6) Not bad ... I will accept it. Here is a clue to progress in the game: (This would 

be a message sent by the villain to the spy phone, along with an image from 
a book that was somewhere in the room and inside which the next challenge 
was hidden). 

 
7) These are two traditional dishes. From which countries? On the map of 

Europe that is somewhere in this room, each country has a number. If you 
add the two numbers corresponding to those countries, you will get the page 
number of a book. But I'm not going to tell you what book it is… (The images 
were of a pizza and a “francesinha”. On the correct page of the book would 
be the next challenge). 

 
8) On the computer, there is a document that can only be opened with a 

password. The password is the answer to the following question: what are 
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two examples of words about food that are used in Portuguese and English? 
(The Word document contained the following challenge) 

 
9) There is something under an object. That object is not a chair, but you can sit 

on it. (The challenge was under a pouffe) 
 
10) You must have noticed the bottles on a table. They'll need what's in two of 

those bottles. And to find out which bottles are right, you need to know the 
answer to the following question: Which languages can you listen to in the 
song “Échame la culpa”? (Each bottle had a label with a written language on 
it. Only two of them contained two halves of a leaf that formed the message 
"Not everything that looks like garbage is garbage". In the dustbin, there was 
a crumpled paper with a key inside and the next challenge written) 

 
11) There’s a video on the computer 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pj2AmQ6rWsU). Watch it and answer 
these questions: In which season does the video take place? What is Gumball 
wearing in minute 2:16? According to Gumball, which country is the word 
“procratelamaquión” from? Throughout the room, you will find things 
related to your three answers, and in these things will be hidden numbers that 
will serve to ... well, that will have to be you to discover. If they are able ...  

 
The numbers were written out in full and constituted a combination to open a 
lock on a suitcase, which had a safe inside. This safe would be opened with the 
key that the students had previously found in the dustbin. Inside the safe was the 
last letter, of the several that were collected when overcoming the different 
challenges, to form the word that allowed them to leave the room: "Escape". 

Challenges The biggest difficulty found in the elaboration of this "Escape Room" was trying 
to make the activity challenging for the students. This implies making the right 
decisions regarding the degree of difficulty of each challenge and the number of 
challenges for the defined time limit, and that was when there were failures. 
Although there was a concern with showing the activity plan to the English 
teacher and asking him for advice and opinions, too many challenges and some 
too difficult were included. In the first group of students, it was quickly realized 
that they were unable to come up with some answers or that they were taking 
much longer than expected, so there was a need to help them a lot and to 
improvise. 

Supporting 
factors 

Students shall be involved from scratch in the activity by engaging them since 
the very first moment within the activity. At the same time, the Escape Room 
shall not act as a one-time activity. It should be a frequent activity within the 
school. At this moment it is integrated into the school practices. 
 
With regard to the methodologies used to achieve these objectives, it was 
necessary, first, to understand what the teaching of foreign languages and 
cultures should be like in the 21st century, to gather information on pedagogical 
approaches appropriate to this type of teaching, and to analyse those with which 
"Escape Rooms" are related and help to explain why reasons can be effective.  
 
As such, a documentary analysis was carried out on articles and books related to 
the "Escape Rooms" methodology, taking into account their characteristics and 
their application in teaching and learning contexts. This analysis contributed to 
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the planning of an "Escape Room" and its achievement in a context of formal 
education, during which some field notes were taken. 

Outputs Rewards: 
Bearing in mind that the participants in this "Escape Room" were children, a 
trophy was offered to both classes. Everyone managed to escape the room in time 
and the way to get the first group of each class to reveal nothing to the second 
was precisely through the trophy because if they did, the other group would finish 
first. The fact that it was only at the end of the activity that it was revealed to 
each group that they had been competing for a trophy was purposeful, with the 
aim that this was not the reason for their motivation. Even knowing that 
competition and rewards are highly stimulating elements, what was intended was 
for students to be motivated by history, by what was at stake and by the power 
they had: the power to help someone and to contribute a criminal to be punished 
for his crimes. 
 
Research results:  
During the "Escape Room", it was interesting to see the different ways in which 
students collaborated with each other to overcome challenges, thinking together, 
distributing tasks or sharing search sites among themselves to find a clue or 
challenge more quickly Following. The enthusiasm with which they became 
involved was also evident and the feedback obtained was very positive. The 
experts implementing the escape room were able to verify the different aspects: 
1) collaborative work 
“I want to get back to solving problems with my friends” 
"I couldn't solve it alone ..." 
2) development of critical thinking 
"It was necessary to connect things I never thought of to solve the puzzles" 
"I had to think hard to get it resolved" 
3) communication 
“I liked the parts that had English with other languages” 
"I no longer remembered some names in English" 
 
Academic research output:  
Scientific article: João Almeida and Mário Cruz (2019). 'Escape 2 Educate': a 
metodologia "Escape Room" no ensino de inglês no 1º CEB. Sensos-e | Vol.VI - 
n.2 | 2019 | DOI 10.34630/sensos-e.v6i2.3466 

Outcomes/ 
impact 

As can be seen, there was a concern to work mainly on intercultural competence 
and to integrate the CLIL approach, given the relevance attributed to it in the 
context of carrying out the activity. Throughout the course, the students were 
motivated to work in a team and it was also sought that there was a great 
interaction between them and the villain, through the use of technologies, since 
(supposedly) the villain sent clues and messages to the cell phone of the spy. In 
reality, these clues and messages were already stored on the cell phone and were 
simply shown to students, making them believe that they had been sent at the 
time. 

Transferability This escape room was developed in the scope of an EU project, hence, it is highly 
transferable: 

 It is provided in English 

 It presents challenges considering the English course taught 
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 The design/development approach can be replicated with other students 
in different educational levels 

 The involvement of different stakeholders can be used as a transversal 
strategy for project-based approaches in learning activities and 
specifically in the development of educational escape rooms 

 It presents a case of potential exploration of curriculum-specific content-
related areas (e.g. writing, narrative, and storytelling) by means of 
involving the students in the co-creation of the escape room. 

Website  https://parc.ipp.pt/index.php/sensos/article/view/3466 

https://blogs.ua.pt/cidtff/?p=25134 

Contact info of 
the interviewee 

João Almeida, Politécnico do Porto - Escola Superior de Educação · inED - 
Centre for Research and Innovation in Education 

Mário Cruz, Politécnico do Porto - Escola Superior de Educação · Unidade 
Técnico-Científica de Línguas Estrangeiras · inED - Centre for Research and 
Innovation in Education · CIDTFF - Centro de Investigação em Didática e 
Tecnologia na Formação de Formadores 
mariocruz@ese.ipp.pt; joaomiguelalmeida@live.com.pt 
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24. Fernando Pessoa 

Title of the 
case 

Fernando Pessoa 

Case 
Institution 

Secondary School Carlos Amarante / Braga / Portugal 

Case Country  Portugal 

Author (s) Isabel Gomes, Advancis 

Target 
audience 

◻ Participants of formal education (e.g. BA, MA, PhD students)  

◻ Primary & secondary education 

◻ Participants of non-formal education (e.g. continuing, adult education)  

◻ Participants of private escape room/ gaming providers 

 Other: 11th-grade VET students  

If applicable - 
Study field 

Portuguese Language and technical areas (IT) 

Team Size  1      2-4     5-7      8-10      Any  

Duration   15-25 min.  30-50 min.  60 min.   1-2 hours   1 day   3-5 days+  

Mode   Digital     Physical (Room)    Hybrid 

Theme & 
Narrative 

Fernando Pessoa’s poetry and biography 

 

Section  

Background Based on four pillars of educational design (education, design, technology and 
communication), this teacher has been developing different pedagogical projects 
to foster learning and create learning environments that motivate students.  

Literature and especially poetry, are difficult contents to work with, particularly 
with students in VET courses, where literature teaching can face resistance. 
Therefore, it is necessary to find alternative, engaging, and dynamic strategies to 
involve them in this study, helping them understand its relevance in the 
development of reading, writing, orality and critical and reflective thinking. 

This activity took place in the school year 2018 and it was a unique experience, 
which was reported in the minutes of the class councils and the curricular plan of 
this subject, in the year of reference. The teacher reported having shared the ER 
activities with her colleagues; however, she is not certain that the other teachers 
used it. 

Aims and 
Objectives  

The general aim of this educational Escape Room was to attain the curricular 
goals of the eleventh grade of the syllabus of Portuguese Language, specifically 
related to Fernando Pessoa’s poetry, and also to “develop some of the key-
competences mentioned in the document “Student’s profile when leaving 
compulsory school: “Languages and texts, information and communication,  
reasoning and problem solving, critical thinking and creative thinking, 
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interpersonal relationship, autonomy and personal development” (Moura, 2018, 
p. 120)2. 

This project addressed the aims and objectives that involved not only the students 
but also the teachers. 

Concerning teachers, the main objective was to promote ICT as a means to 
enhance the teaching practice in a digital era, by integrating ICT in the curriculum 
through the development of: 

 The ability to formulate and specify practices mediated by 
technologies and implement them in class 

 Software, hardware, and specific applications (apps) management 

 Using digital technologies to design resources and implement 
practical activities 

 Being acquainted with varied web resources to complement different 
subject contents 

 Capacity to motivate students to use digital technologies inside and 
out of the classroom 

 Being acquainted and able to implement active and collaborative 
educational methodologies in the digital era. 

 

Regarding the students, the main goals were: 

 enhancing motivation for action 

 promoting learning by doing 

 facilitating the immersion in the learning process 

 developing creativity 

 developing problem-solving skills 

 normalizing the use of technology and enhancing digital literacy 

 centring the learning process in the student 

 assessing intermediate and final achievements. 

 

Stakeholders 

In the development of this ER, both teacher and students of this subject were 
involved. No other stakeholders were reported. However, the school management 
(governance bodies) was informed about this project and the initiative was 
“public”, in the sense that it was shared among the participants in the class 
councils and other colleague teachers. In addition, the facilities (specifically, the 
classroom where the subject classes took place) were available for the project. 

Input 

The teacher elaborated a video explaining what is an educational Escape Room, 
which became the starting point for the development of the ER with the students, 
and, as she reported, was a highly motivating motto. The formal curricular 
content concerning Fernando Pessoa’s biography and poetry was the “raw 
material” for developing the challenges that would later be integrated into the 

 
2 Moura, A. (2018). Escape Room Educativo: os alunos como produtores criativos. [Educational Escape Room: 
students as creative producers]. In Afonso, Maria Elisete Conde P., Ramos, António Luís, Livro de Atas - 2018, 
III Encontro de Boas Práticas Educativas, CFAE Bragança Norte, pp-117-123.  
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ER. The formal curricular contents concerning the technical area of the course 
(IT) were also used to materialize the ER. 
 

Activities 

Planning: 

Sixteen male eleventh-grade VET students participated in four 90-minute classes 
to develop the challenges and in three 90-minutes classes to solve the challenges. 

Before starting the exploration of Fernando Pessoa’s poetry, students discussed 
the concept of educational Escape Rooms, to understand the framework with 
which they would be working, by means of the “promotional video” elaborated 
by the teacher.  

Before initiating the creative process, to design the challenges for the ER, by the 
students, the teacher exemplified different enigmas, jigsaw puzzles and tools that 
could be used.  

 

Design: 

The reaction of the students to this proposal was very positive and they 
manifested their will to develop the challenges for the educational escape room 
themselves. With a high level of motivation, students engaged in group work to 
proceed with this project-based activity. 

After deciding they would be responsible for the development of the educational 
Escape Room, the students were divided into six different groups and composed 
the challenges, while exploring the poetry and biography of Fernando Pessoa, 
therefore acquiring curricular content-specific knowledge. 

The design process included research, creative processes, problem-solving 
activities and syntheses, for the presentation of each group’s proposal. For this 
purpose, a computer room was made available to the students, so they could 
develop their ICT competencies in the development of the challenges. All of the 
final proposals of the students can be explored on a specific website.  
To design the challenges, the students used ICT-based tools to: 

 Research relevant information about the author’s biography and his 
literary patrimony 

 Translate numerical information into binary codes and the reverse 
 Create and use QR codes for different purposes and activities 

All the materials were produced in paper format and students would be able to 
use their mobiles to answer the challenges. 

 

Implementation: 

After the completion of the challenges for each educational escape room, three 
classes were assigned for their implementation. Each group was responsible for 
tutoring their colleagues while implementing their own educational escape room, 
supervising and supporting their peers.  
The activities developed in this ER were the following: 
1) A direct question about biographical data of the writer and convert into a 

binary number 
2) Word game using a part of a writer’s text 
3) Using a QR code to participate in a quiz 
4) Using ASCII language to decipher a message 
5) Solving a letter soup 
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6) Using morse code to decipher one stanza of the writer’s poems 
7) Solving a puzzle. 
 
After the implementation of the ER, the Portuguese Language teacher organized 
all the materials, as well as a photograph report, in a specific website, for 
dissemination purposes. 
 

Challenges Taking into account that most of the students were not acquainted with the ER 
concept, and/or had never experienced being involved in one, the inclusion of 
examples and the exploration of different materials for the design of the 
challenges in the initial phase of the process was very important. 
During the design phase, the persistence and guidance of the teacher were crucial, 
as some students reported lack of inspiration and a highly demanding challenge, 
which caused some feelings of frustration and withdrawal from the design 
process. This phase is especially demanding for the students and the teachers, as 
there is the first contact with the content-specific information (in this case, the 
biography and literature of Fernando Pessoa), which hampers the selection of 
relevant material to include in the challenges. It is therefore important to find 
strategies that keep students motivated and grant them structured supervision and 
guidance to design the scripts for the ER. 
One very important challenge in the process is the time spent preparing the 
narrative for the ER, finding enigmas and evidence for the completion of the 
enigmas that relate to curricular contents.   
 

Supporting 
factors 

The teacher’s previous and continued experience in gamified approaches to 
learning and willing to innovate with particularly resistant groups of students was 
one core factor for the success of this experience. 
One of the students in this class was previously acquainted with the Escape Room 
concept and thus, he motivated the other students to engage in the project. 
The students were highly motivated by the presentation video due to its 
attractiveness and the fact that they were co-creators of the Escape Room 
(opposed to following a pre-determined script), was a motivating factor, allowing 
them to feel more engaged in the whole process.  
The fact that the students had computers available in the design phase was very 
important. Some of the digital tools used by the students at this stage (e.g. 
quizzes, letter soup) were regularly and previously used by the teacher in other 
subjects, which aroused curiosity among the students on how to use them in the 
design of the ER. 
 

Outputs Several outputs of the ER can be considered: 
 The presentation video 
 Seven different scripts for educational Escape Rooms on the specific 

curricular content (Fernando Pessoa’s biography and poetry) 
 A website containing all the materials and information about the ER, 

as a repository of all the proposals from the students, as well as a 
graphic report of the experience 

  
Outcomes/ 
impact 

The teacher asked students to complete a survey to assess the impact of this 
learning experience. Students reported a very positive opinion about this activity 
(87.5% liked creating the educational Escape Room with their colleagues), 
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because: it allowed them to interact with their colleagues; it allowed them to put 
their knowledge about Fernando Pessoa into practice; all the students were able 
to contribute to the final product; Escape Rooms are an interesting way to learn 
specific contents.  
 
According to these students, the most positive aspects of this experience was 
“teamwork, cooperation, group dynamics, experience, learning and organization” 
(Moura, 2018, p. 121). Most of them agreed that experiencing the actual 
participation in educational Escape Rooms surmounted the process of co-
creation.  
 
This experience also created the opportunity for them to work under pressure, 
one of the soft skills that are highly valorised in the labour market. In this 
particular experience, the students were leading the activities, learning through 
trial-and-error, making decisions and learning. This intense involvement makes 
it possible for students to consolidate their knowledge (as the teacher reported, 
the following year they were studying another Fernando Pessoa’s work and they 
still recalled the previous knowledge acquired through this experience).  
Finally, these experiences are impregnated with very positive emotions, which 
makes the learning process more attractive and pleasant, thus reinforcing the will 
to continue learning. 
 

Awards and 
recognition  

This experience was presented in different national scientific events: 

https://www.slideshare.net/linade/o-professor-criador-de-experincias-
educativas-para-captar-a-ateno-dos-alunos-digitais-116645416  (slides 18-22) 

https://www.slideshare.net/linade/educar-para-a-digitalizao-na-sala-de-aula 
(slides 10-11) 

https://www.slideshare.net/linade/ensinar-e-aprender-na-era-digital-
competncias-globais (slides 12-13) 

https://www.slideshare.net/linade/o-jogo-como-ferramenta-de-aprendizagem 
(slides 5-6) 

 

Transferability This case study illustrates one educational Escape Room dealing with curricular 
content-specific issues, but it is highly transferable, because: 

 It presents a unique approach in which students themselves are co-
creators of the educative Escape Rooms, which generates by-products 
that add to the potential impact of this learning experience 

 While developing the educational Escape Rooms, the students can, 
virtually, explore any content and acquire specific content 

 Workgroup, leadership competence and other soft skills are reinforced by 
means of the continuity between the development, implementation and 
participation of/in the educational Escape Room 

 Taking on the roles of supervisors/tutors in the implementation of the 
educational escape room enhances peer learning and strengthens 
cooperation 

 The difficulty level/attractiveness of the challenges in this experience are 
adjusted to the “proximal zone” of the students, as they develop them 
taking into account their current level of knowledge and competencies 
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 This experience might be the starting point for the subsequent exploration 
of more complex contents, building upon the knowledge acquired by 
means of the development, implementation and participation in this 
learning activity 

 

Resources  Video explaining the concept of Educational Escape Room: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1E206SVcclQ 

Final proposals of the groups of students and repository of evidences: 
https://sites.google.com/view/escapepessoa 

Article published in a Proceedings book (in PT): 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/332797685_Escape_Room_Educativo
_os_alunos_como_produtores_criativos  

 

Contact info of 
the interviewee 

Adelina Moura, Portuguese Language and French Language Teacher at 
Secondary School Carlos Amarante / Braga / Portugal (Colaboradora do Plano 
Nacional de Leitura 2027, Collaborator of the National Reading Plan 2027): 
adelinamariamoura@aecarlosamarante.pt  

 

 

 

 

Image 11:  Pictures of the challenges produced by the working groups 
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25. Letras Galegas 2019 

Title of the 
case 

Letras Galegas 2019 

Case 
Institution 

eTwinner / Secondary School Carlos Amarante / Braga / Portugal & EU-funded 
partnership (eTwinning) 

Case Country  Portugal / eTwinner 

Author (s) Isabel Gomes, Advancis 

Target 
audience 

◻ Participants of formal education (e.g. BA, MA, PhD students)  

◻ Primary & secondary education 

◻ Participants of non-formal education (e.g. continuing, adult education)  

◻ Participants of private escape room/ gaming providers 

 Other 

If applicable - 
Study field 

Literature (Galician writer) 

Team Size  1      2-4     5-7      8-10      Any  

Duration   15-25 min.  30-50 min.  60 min.  1-2 hours  1 day  3-5 days+  

Mode   Digital (Online)    Physical (Room/ Breakout Box/ Other)      Hybrid 

Theme & 
Narrative 

Antón Fraguas (Galician writer) first escape room; Antón Fraguas’ biography; 
dimensions of his literature patrimony; recovering his heritage. 

 

Section  

Background In 2019, the Portuguese Language students from a VET course (11th grade) 
participated, with Adelina (the teacher and mentor of the project), in the 
development of a digital/online escape room in the context of an eTwinning 
project (the consortium included the Spanish region of Galicia, Portugal, Italy 
and Poland). The focus was the yearly Galician tribute paid to a local writer 
(Letras Galegas), Antón Fraguas that year. The students involved had already had 
previous experience in participating in an escape room about one Portuguese 
writer. 

Aims and 
Objectives  

The goal was to get acquainted and study the biography and literary patrimony 
of the Galician writer, and subsequently in Portuguese Language classes, finding 
and studying contemporary national literature of Antón Fraguas.  

Stakeholders 

The stakeholders of the project were the following: 

 Partners of the EU-funded project consortium (from Portugal, Spain, Italy 
and Poland) 

 Portuguese language students 

 Other teachers of the course (e.g. English language teacher) 

 The European Commission as the funding agency for this project 

Input 
Since the students had previously been involved in an escape room with the same 
teacher, the teacher challenged them to be co-developers of this escape room 
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within the partnership. This engaged the students in developing competencies in 
narrative construction, writing and storytelling (Portuguese language curriculum-
specific contents).  
 

Activities 

Planning: 
This phase involved two teachers (Portuguese Language and English Language), 
and 19 students. During this phase, most of the resources used by the students 
were ICT and digital-based, such as computers, smartphones, tablets and various 
apps. The regular classroom and the computer room were available for the whole 
project. The planning phase took two weeks and the implementation phase lasted 
one week. However, the content-specific material (research about the author) was 
carried out between the beginning of the school year (September) and May of the 
following year. 
 
Design: 
After the research phase about the writer, the working groups presented different 
narratives and created different challenges for the educational escape room. A 
total of nine narratives were designed by the groups of students in Portuguese 
language classes. Students then voted for the narrative they preferred. The winner 
narrative was entitled “The mystical sword of Anton Fraguas”. 
After choosing the narrative for the ER, the class produced a video for the 
dissemination of the educational escape room, and the text was translated into 
English with the help of the English Language teacher.  
Some of the puzzles and clues were suggested by the students, being adapted to 
the author’s information. The website was created by using the tool Google Sites 
and the challenges and answers were designed using a questionnaire in Google 
Forms. The dissemination video was created by using Animoto. The digital 
locker was created using Google Forms, supported by a tutorial developed by the 
Portuguese Language teacher. 
Articulation between the partners was made using e-mail and the eTwinning 
platform, as in the other activities of the project. This ER was one of the curricular 
activities among many others during the school year.  
 
Implementation: 
After the completion of the digital ER, it was made available to the project’s 
partners and, in the week of the commemoration of Letras Galegas, the European 
partners were challenged to participate, according to their availability. There was 
a high level of participation from the different countries: a total of 30 teams 
participated in the ER throughout the project.  
 
The activities involved the following challenges: 

1) Finding fields of knowledge addressed in the literary work of the writer – 
through resolving a labyrinth 

2) Identifying the most recent author and title of the biography of the writer 
through deciphering symbols 

3) Finding the title of one of the writer’s text about one specific subject by 
answering a specific question 

4) Discovering one of the writer’s work title using hieroglyphics to decipher 
a message 

5) Researching about the contest Letras Galegas 2019, using the Internet to 
discover the number of votes on the winner of Letras Galegas 2019 
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Assessment: 
The teacher reported using observation of participation of the students as an 
element for formative assessment of the subject, which included a diverse range 
of assessment strategies (e.g. tests, self-evaluation, hetero evaluation, etc.). 
However, there was no specific assessment for this particular activity, and the ER 
approach was not thought of as an assessment strategy. 
 

Challenges According to the Portuguese Language teacher, the main challenge is to design 
the idea of what is intended with the ER. In this case, all the necessary resources 
were available and there was enough time for the different phases of the project. 

Supporting 
factors 

The previous experience and mastery of the teacher concerning technicalities and 
technology, gamification applied to education and educational escape rooms, the 
previous experience of the teacher and students in developing and participating, 
respectively, in educational escape room activities, the multidisciplinary 
cooperation (e.g. with the English language teacher), the funding for the project. 
In addition, students were highly motivated to co-create an ER for an European 
consortium. 

Outputs Several materials were developed in the scope of this project, including: 
 A video for dissemination of the escape room 
 A digital locker to simulate the escaping of the room, supported by a 

tutorial on how to create this tool 
 Different enigmas/challenges (which were developed in articulation 

with the curricular content and the narrative created for the ER) were 
designed for the educational escape room until the final five were 
selected 

 Digital/online freely accessible educational escape room about the 
author 

Outcomes/ 
impact 

The main outcomes and impact of this project, according to the Portuguese 
Language teacher, were the following: 

 Development of the competence for critical search for information 
 Understanding and relating concepts 
 Developing group work competences 
 Enhancing assertiveness 
 Acquiring and applying digital competence 
 Feeling involved in a project in which everyone is contributing to the 

final product (feeling of belonging and high level of engagement of 
the students) 

 Recognising the importance of being involved in the different 
curricular activities in the final assessment of the discipline 

Awards and 
recognition  

This project was awarded a European Quality Label 2019. The European Quality 
Label is a second mark of success and indicates that the project has reached a 
certain European standard. 

It is awarded by the Central Support Service (CSS) to teachers in a project which: 

 has been proposed for the European Quality Label by at least one 
National Support Service, after a screening process. Every National 
Support Service puts forward the top third of awarded National 
Quality Labels based on their quality score 
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 includes at least two partners that have received the National Quality 
Label. The European Quality Label is awarded only once a year and 
is featured on the eTwinning Portal3 

Transferability This educational escape room was developed in the scope of a European 
partnership and EU-funded project. Hhence, it is highly transferable: 

 It is provided in English 

 It presents a writer of a specific European area, which might provide a 
starting point for the exploration of other writers, from other regions. In 
this case, it sets the starting point for exploring contemporary Portuguese 
writers 

 The design/development approach can be replicated with other students 
in different educational levels 

 The involvement of different stakeholders (teachers from different areas, 
European partners, different groups of students) can be used as a 
transversal strategy for project-based approaches in learning activities 
and specifically in the development of educational escape rooms 

 It presents a case of potential exploration of curriculum-specific content-
related areas (e.g. writing, narrative, storytelling) by means of involving 
the students in the co-creation of the escape room. 

Resources  Website of the ER: https://sites.google.com/view/escapadela/home?authuser=0  

Website containing all narratives produced by the students:  
https://padlet.com/geramovel/narrativas 

Results of the voting process for the best narrative:  
https://www.tricider.com/admin/3IEu9woICIl/EqmZVGBtgjx 

Video for the dissemination of the ER: https://youtu.be/LWZ10_FC1T4 

Tutorial for creating a digital locker: https://youtu.be/Qcx2VI5gpxM 

 

Contact info of 
the interviewee 

Adelina Moura, Portuguese Language and French Language Teacher at 
Secondary School Carlos Amarante / Braga / Portugal (Colaboradora do Plano 
Nacional de Leitura 2027, Collaborator of the National Reading Plan 2027): 
adelinamariamoura@aecarlosamarante.pt  

 

 

 
3 Information retrieved from https://www.etwinning.net/en/pub/benefits/recognition/etwinning-european-quality-
lab.htm. 
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Image 12: The digital ER – snapshot 1 

 

The different challenges of the ER 

  

  

   

Image 13: The digital ER – snapshot 2  
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26. MatPorBib Escape Room 

Title of the 
case 

MatPorBib Escape Room 

Case 
Institution 

Two primary and secondary schools in the north of Portugal, in the 2018/2019 
school year 

Case Country  Portugal 

Author (s) Adelina Moura and Idalina Lourido Santos 

Target 
audience 

◻ Participants of formal education (e.g. BA, MA, PhD students)  

Primary & secondary education 

◻ Participants of non-formal education (e.g. continuing, adult education)  

◻ Participants of private escape room/ gaming providers 

◻ Other 

If applicable - 
Study field 

Mathematics and Portuguese (Languages) 

Team Size  1      2-4     5-7      8-10      Any  

Duration   15-25 min.  30-50 min.  60 min.  1-2 hours  1 day  3-5 days+  

Mode   Digital      Physical (Room/ Breakout Box/ Other)      Hybrid 

Theme & 
Narrative 

Starting by introducing an initial challenge to all the students, consisting of 
creating different narratives.  The motto was found after a selection of the most 
original narrative. It was based on the scenario of the abduction of the maths 
teacher, in which the students were asked to help in the release of the victim. The 
MatPorBib Escape Room integrated mathematics and Portuguese subjects in the 
curriculum of the 7th school year and was included in the school library´s activity 
plan. The puzzles related to the subject of Algebra (within the scope of 
Mathematics) and to the literary work of Sophia de Mello Breyner, in particular 
the novel “O Cavaleiro da Dinamarca” (within the Portuguese subject). 

 

Section  

Background The escape room experiment was created and implemented in February 2019, 
coinciding with the 2nd period of the 2018/19 school year. Promoters already 
usually integrated gamification activities and the use of smartphones in classes. 
However, it was the first time they adopted this strategy in class. It was applied, 
separately, in two 7th grade classes. After participating in an ER (non 
educational), reading some articles about ERE, the Promoters understood that the 
time had come to put this strategy into practice. It was explained to the students 
what it consisted of (some had already participated in a ER) and whether they 
accepted the challenge. The enthusiasm was enormous. Students were telling 
their parents and class directors that this experience will be carried out, and later 
it was included in the plan of activities of the classes. As the students were so 
enthusiastic about the activity, one of the class directors asked to be part of this 
activity. 
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Aims and 
Objectives  

 A paradigm shift, from the traditional classroom approach; 

 To foster greater student involvement. It is crucial to create not only a 
“good story” but also puzzles that are appropriate and thought-provoking 
challenges that can engage students. 

Stakeholders 
The participants were 60 students from two 7th school year classes. The majority 
(54. 5%) of students were female with an age between 12 years (64.9%) and 13 
years (35.1%). 

Input 

According to Wiemker, Elumir and Clare (2015) Portuguese Literature and Mat-
PorBib Escape Rooms contain puzzles that are categorized as a mental approach 
because they are based on the use of reasoning and logical thinking of the 
students. These are guided by an approach that is fundamentally multilinear since 
they consist of several puzzles that can be performed in a parallel, albeit 
sequential manner. 
The Promoters presented a video about ER and asked students to propose the 
narrative. There were many proposals and regarding their interest it was decided 
to make a compilation of several parts of the narratives. After this selection, they 
began to create the challenges. It took about 3 weeks in total to prepare the ERE. 
Regarding the space, since the theme was transversal, it would be opportune to 
use the school library, and because an exhibition about Sophia de Mello Breyner 
was taking place there. At that moment, another element joined the group, 
namely the teacher responsible for the library. The script was written in paper 
and digital formats. The expenses for printing, cardboard and envelopes were 
subsidized by the school. The tablets used were from the school library. Each 
team also had a smartphone from a student. The locks, the allotments and the 
boxes were bought by the promoters. The total expense was not very significant. 
Six groups of five students were created and distributed in the different spaces 
of the library.  

Activities 

In each of the classes, six teams with respectively five students were created 
naming them according to their suggestions.  
Following the review of the scenario and the rules, the activity began with the 
distribution of two packets and a guideline to each team. Each packet contained 
different puzzles. 
Each group was able to use a tablet provided by the School Library and a student 
smartphone to help solve the puzzles, resulting from diversified activities such 
as deciphering codes and alphabets, access to websites, QR codes, crosswords, 
gap-filling, etc. Each group had two hints, one provided by one of the teachers 
and another by an element from another group. 
 
Challenges: 
The puzzles related to the subject of Algebra and to the novel “O Cavaleiro da 
Dinamarca”. 
 
A guideline was drawn up, with four challenges, divided into 15 puzzles and 
distributed to each team in packets, sequentially.  As they solved the challenges, 
they were given a new one. The exception occurred at the beginning of the escape 
room with the distribution of the challenge numbers one and two, consisting of 
9 puzzles. 
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After the completion of these two challenges, they were given a third, with four 
puzzles. Finally, the last challenge, with the final enigma “Exit Door” that led to 
the key that means “liberation”. Setting at this stage meant that the team had 
managed to solve all the puzzles in the time frame and consequently had won the 
escape room.  
The activity lasted 90 minutes. 

Challenges The challenges can be divided into three phases: the preparation of the ERE, the 
realisation of the ERE and the "post ERE". 
Phase 1:  
One of the biggest challenges was the time of elaboration of the narrative 
(compilation), the time dedicated to work together (of the teachers) in the 
creation of the activities in order to be interconnected (mathematics and 
Portuguese), the time of preparation of the physical space, the time of creation 
of the keys (symbol of escape, created by the students of the autism unit inserted 
in the school and which have a very proper rhythm of work) and the time of 
elaboration and creation of the scripts and envelopes with the different enigmas.  
 
Phase 2:  
A great challenge was the students working in a collaborative and cooperative 
way, the missing team spirit in some groups led them to disagreement, the 
knowledge and respect of the opinion of the other members of the group, the 
organization in solving puzzles. 
 
Phase 3: 
The core abilities that were developed and reflected in the subsequent work. The 
students' motivation and involvement in carrying out other group activities and 
their perception and interest in mathematics. Awareness of the school library 
space. 

Supporting 
factors 

Mathematics, Portuguese and Writing Workshop’s interdisciplinary, with the 
support of the School Library and the Autism Unit (integrated in the school 
context). 
The curricular programs of Mathematics and Portuguese courses.  
Simultaneously to the escape room activities, an exhibition allusive to the author 
Sophia de Mello Breyner was held at the School Library. 
One of the factors that most contributes to this type of activities is the narrative. 
It had to be very carefully created, with a story that was appropriated to the age 
group, involving, and motivating them to the discovery of the enigmas` answers. 
Involvement, concentration, and a healthy competitiveness were central.  
The joint work of the teachers and the interdisciplinarity between the promoters.  
The space where the ERE took place influenced the activity positively.  
The Internet signal was not always the best and this caused students to be 
impatient at certain moments. 

Outputs After completing the Escape Room, students filled an online survey using 
Google Docs. Almost all the answers (95%) were obtained. All students enjoyed 
solving the Escape Room together with their colleagues. From the answers 
presented, the advantage of teamwork was obvious: “We develop teamwork and 
make it easier to respond.”; “Thanks to teamwork, it was easier to solve the 
puzzles.”; “I enjoyed solving the Escape Room with my colleagues because I 
think it is very important, and besides, it promotes group work and cooperation.”. 
Regarding the degree of difficulty of MatPorBib Escape Room, 8.8% of the 
students considered it as advanced; 15, 8% of the students considered it as easy, 
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while the majority (75.4%) of the students considered it with a degree of 
intermediate difficulty. 
The greatest advantages are related to learning to work in a team, to 
interdisciplinarity and also about learning and applying the knowledge acquired 
in a different and more entertaining way: “The change in school routine for 
something more fun. It helps us to work better as a team.”; “We learn to listen to 
each other while we learn.”; “The fact that it comprises several subjects, which 
led us not only to think of mathematics but also of Portuguese”; “Tested our 
knowledge and trained our abilities.”; “It’s a fun way to learn.” 
Although some students considered that there was not a less positive factor, there 
were others that highlighted the technological problems (Internet access was very 
slow), lack of organization and collaboration by some elements of their team and 
the place where the Escape Room took place: “The Internet is very slow which 
has delayed the whole process.”; “The time we had to wait to load the pages.”; 
“It was a disadvantage that at the beginning we sometimes could not get 
organized in our team.”; “The class is all together in the same space.”; Almost 
all participants (98.2%) in this study would like to repeat the experience, 
considering: “A different way to learn. It is also a way to get along more as a 
group and to work with new classmates.”; “Interesting and original.”; “Very 
interesting, appealing and exciting. I think all the students would like to repeat 
the experience, because it was a moment of joy in the Escape Room.”; “Having 
fun and helping us in our concentration and learning.”; “It was a fun experience, 
we all worked together and learned to work in a team.” 

Outcomes/ 
impact 

The students enjoyed this activity and unanimously suggested it to other teachers 
from other subjects. They highlighted history (51%), physical-chemistry (30%), 
English (23%), geography (21%), natural sciences (19%), French (18%), 
physical education and visual education, both with 9%, Arts and ICT Workshop, 
both with 2%. 18% of the students recommend this activity for all subjects. 
Promoters consider the activities performed as very positive and that there were 
moments of meaningful learning. The students actively participated in solving 
the different puzzles. Besides that the students felt this activity served to evaluate 
the knowledge acquired in the subjects involved and other skills were developed. 
Moreover, there were teamwork, effective communication and discussion of 
ideas, as well as analytical and critical thinking. 
The number of students that already had participated in a similar experiment were 
residual and almost all expressed a wish to repeat it. 
Promoters conclude that an escape room has enormous potential to be used in 
teaching and learning contexts. 

Awards and 
recognition  

The results are published in a book chapter available in English: 

Chapter 12 - Escape Room in Education: Gamify Learning to Engage Students 
and Learn Maths and Languages in Silva, B. D., Lencastre, J. A., Bento, M., & 
Osório, A. J. (eds.) (2019). Experiences and perceptions of pedagogical practices 
with game-based learning & gamification. Braga: Centro de Investigação em 
Educação. Instituto de Educação da Universidade do Minho. ISBN: 978-989-
8525-66-6  

Transferability  The design/development approach can be replicated with other students 
in different educational levels and/or other courses at the same 
educational level 

 The involvement of different stakeholders within the school community 
(e.g. teachers, librarians, etc.) can be used as a transversal strategy for 
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project-based approaches in learning activities and specifically in the 
development of educational escape rooms 

 It presents a case of potential exploration of curriculum-specific content-
related areas (e.g. writing and math problem solving) 

Website  http://repositorium.sdum.uminho.pt/handle/1822/62047  

Contact info of 
the interviewee 

Adelina Moura 

GILT - Games Interaction Learning Technologies, | ISEP - Institute of Superior 
Engeneering of Porto 
LabTE - University of Coimbra | UC · Faculty of Psychology and Education 
Sciences 
E-mail: adelinamariamoura@aecarlosamarante.pt 

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Adelina_Moura  

 

Idalina Lourido Santos 
LabTE - University of Coimbra | UC · Faculty of Psychology and Education 
Sciences 
Collaborating Member of ELO, Open University | Porto 
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Idalina_Santos    
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27. Portuguese Literature Escape Room 

Title of the 
case 

Portuguese Literature Escape Room 

Case 
Institution 

Two secondary schools in the north of Portugal, in the 2018/2019 school year 

Case Country  Portugal 

Author (s) Adelina Moura and Idalina Lourido Santos 

Target 
audience 

◻  Participants of formal education (e.g. BA, MA, PhD students)  

 Primary & secondary education 

◻ Participants of non-formal education (e.g. continuing, adult education)  

◻ Participants of private escape room/ gaming providers 

◻ Other 

If applicable - 
Study field 

Portuguese Literature 

Team Size  1      2-4     5-7      8-10      Any  

Duration   15-25 min.  30-50 min.  60 min.  1-2 hours  1 day  3-5 days+  

Mode   Digital      Physical (Room/ Breakout Box/ Other)      Hybrid 

Theme & 
Narrative 

For the introduction to the study of Module 5, the students watched the film 
“Amor de Perdição” by António Lopes Ribeiro, released in 1943, to reinforce the 
understanding of the work to be studied. As it is based on a literary work of the 
19th century, we believe that the Escape Room strategy could be the right choice 
to motivate students to love reading the biography of the author, his literary work 
and its study. 

Students take on a detective role because they would have to find the stolen 
literary work.  

 

Section  

Background This ER was created after the Promoters already implemented this methodology 
in 2018 with other students about another author of Portuguese literature. Given 
the success among students, in the following year this ER was prepared and 
applied twice during the study of the novel “Amor de Perdição” by Camilo 
Castelo Branco, a required reading of the Portuguese Language 11th Year 
syllabus. 
This ER was one of the strategies, among others, applied with the students and 
was mentioned in documents of the meetings of the class councils of each class, 
in the planning and activity plans of the course. 

Aims and 
Objectives  

The aims and objectives were: 

 A paradigm shift, from the traditional classroom approach 

 To foster greater student involvement. It is crucial to create not only a 
“good story” but also puzzles that are appropriate and thought-provoking 
challenges that can engage students 
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 Promote in students the motivation for action, to facilitate immersion in 
learning and to help learn how to think 

Stakeholders 

A total of 44 students participated in the Portuguese Literature Escape Room. The 
majority (75%) of students were male with ages between 16 (46.5%) and 18 (3%). 
The remainder (44.2%) were 17 years old. These students belong to two classes 
of Professional Education courses: Computer Programming and Sports. 

Input 

The resources used in the planning and implementation were digital (word, pdf, 
apps, codes, etc.) and material (cutting of letters, locks and safes). The time spent 
was about 2 weeks for planning, creating the puzzles and tests and 90 minutes for 
implementation in each class, plus 10 minutes for students to answer the opinion 
questionnaire. 
People involved (1 teacher and 44 students).  
Financial resources were minimal: purchase of the 2 safes and 2 locks (less than 
10€), 4 envelopes and photocopies of the scripts (given by the school).  
The technological resources used: the teacher's computer to create the script and 
the crossword puzzles, soup of letters, etc. The students used their smartphones, 
the computer and projector in the classroom to project the video and decrypt the 
pdf of the stolen work. To create the survey on Google Forms was used and to 
create the video Promoters used Animoto.  
The facilities where the game took place - classroom. Teacher's house - creation 
of the ER. 

Activities 

According to Wiemker, Elumir and Clare (2015) Portuguese Literature Escape 
Rooms contain puzzles that are categorized as a mental approach because they 
are based on the use of reasoning and logical thinking of the students. These are 
guided by an approach that is fundamentally multilinear since they consist of 
several puzzles that can be performed in a parallel, albeit sequential manner. 
An introductory video was presented to introduce students to the escape room 
concept and prepared them for the learning and understanding aims. The 
classroom was prepared with group tables and some objects such as locks, 
wooden safes and envelopes. The students were divided into groups of four and 
a paper script was given to each student. During the class time of 90 minutes, the 
students in the respective groups were solving the puzzles and the tests. The 
teacher only watched the students and helped the teams when called for support.  
 
The class atmosphere improved because students became so involved in the tasks 
carried out. 
 
The intended educational goals were mapped and created a script, with the 
quizzes and riddles, for the students to decide which was to be distributed on 
paper.   
 
The students worked in teams of four and the classroom was prepared in advance. 
A narrative was created to engage the students in the game serving as a guideline 
during its development. The students took on a detective role because they would 
have to find the stolen literary work. 
 
Challenges: 
The challenges presented were intended to motivate students and keep them 
involved in an ongoing process of learning, with different activities and levels of 
difficulty (beginners, medium and advanced), requiring a cognitive complexity.  
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Each challenge had a new feature. Promotors used different materials such as 
highlight different codes (Morse, binary, ASCII), Egyptian hieroglyphs, QR 
codes, puzzles, crosswords, etc. They also used two digital padlocks and two 
wooden safes to simulate a real escape room and make the activity more 
challenging. 
 
The guideline was divided in two parts. The first one with ten puzzles and the 
second one with five, with a higher degree of difficulty. There was still a final 
plot with two tasks. The time allowed to solve the puzzles was 90 minutes. 
Thereby the students had to reorganize themselves for collaborative task-solving. 
The space used was the classroom and the outcome to close the narrative was to 
find the code to decrypt the pdf document with the stolen literary work.  
Students could use their smartphones to solve puzzles and find the key to the full 
completion of the game. 

Challenges The main challenges are the time it takes to think about the narrative, to find the 
enigmas and the tests that relate to the curricular contents. It is not something that 
can be done in a short time. Having good access to the Internet on students' 
mobile devices is fundamental and maintaining the group cohesion is also a defy. 

Supporting 
factors 

The educational practice was programmed, taking into account the curricular 
content addressed, namely Camilo Castelo Branco’s biography and the 
introduction to the novel “Amor de Perdição”. The main factors for the success 
of the method are a well thought out script adapted to the target audience and 
adapted to the curricular content being worked on. Creating a challenging and 
engaging narrative is also essential. The teacher's expertise in setting up the ER, 
preparing the environment where it will take place and monitoring the 
development of the game are also elements of success. 

Outputs Students responded to an anonymous online survey, created with Google Forms. 
All students answered the questionnaire. Almost all of them (97.7%) enjoyed 
solving the Escape Room. Regarding the degree of difficulty, 84% of the students 
consider it an intermediately difficult game, 9% advanced and 7% an escape 
room of beginner level. 
Through the open answers, the students pointed out some aspects that completed 
the answers obtained in the closed questions. As benefits of this pedagogical 
approach students emphasized teamwork and interaction: “I like teamwork 
because it is more interactive and interesting.”; “Because I have been able to 
interact with my colleagues so I can solve the questions asked.”; “It was very 
interactive and fun and good to learn, a way to get out of the rut”; “Because it 
was good for socialising with my classmates.”; “Because it prepares us to work 
as a team that will be our future if we follow the area.”. 
The totality of the students said they would like to repeat this experience, because 
they enjoyed it, not only for the novelty, but also for promoting the curricular 
learning: “Because it was a fun and different class.”; “It was a very educational 
and different experience.”; “The students are very committed to solving the 
Escape Room and memo- 
rize the subjects better.”; “Because as I said, it’s a good way to learn.”; “Because 
I’ve never done it and found it to be a very good experience.”; “It helps us to 
develop the mind better, and we have grasped the subjects to study better.”. 
Other students emphasized the feeling of team, the group cohesion, and the 
competition that the game generates in the different elements of the teams, 
because they all work together and compete for the victory: “I loved the fun that 
some challenges generate.”; “It was entertaining and everyone was in the game.”; 
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“We were all attentive to be the first to respond.”; “This activity was very 
competitive.”. 

Outcomes/ 
impact 

This activity can improve students’ motivation for contents and increase the 
learning of different curricular subjects. Students mentioned that this 
methodology can be applied in different curricular subjects: “Yes, for example in 
mathematics, I think it made sense, solving puzzles with mathematical 
problems.”; “It can be used by other teachers to motivate students.”; “It is a good 
activity to learn any subject.”; “It can be done in different ways and with various 
materials.” 
As for less positive aspects of the methodology, while most of the students 
reported having nothing negative to point out, some responses draw attention to 
things like improving the slow Internet connection, lack of time to respond, and 
some enigmas being more challenging than others. After these classes, promoters 
believe that with this methodology we are also helping students with developing 
values such as perseverance, ability to work as a team or promote proactivity. 

Awards and 
recognition  

Book Chapter Published: Chapter 12 - Escape Room in Education: Gamify 
Learning to Engage Students and Learn Maths and Languages in Silva, B. D., 
Lencastre, J. A., Bento, M., & Osório, A. J. (eds.) (2019). Experiences and 
perceptions of pedagogical practices with game-based learning & gamification. 
Braga: Centro de Investigação em Educação. Instituto de Educação da 
Universidade do Minho. ISBN: 978-989-8525-66-6  

Transferability  The output results are reported in a book chapter available in English 

 The design/development approach can be replicated with other students 
in different educational levels and/or other courses at the same 
educational level 

 It presents a case of potential exploration of curriculum-specific content-
related areas (e.g. writing and literature reading) 

Website  http://repositorium.sdum.uminho.pt/handle/1822/62047  

Contact info of 
the interviewee 

Adelina Moura 

GILT - Games Interaction Learning Technologies, | ISEP - Institute of Superior 
Engineering of Porto 
LabTE - University of Coimbra | UC · Faculty of Psychology and Education 
Sciences 
E-mail: adelinamariamoura@aecarlosamarante.pt 

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Adelina_Moura 

 

Idalina Lourido Santos 
LabTE - University of Coimbra | UC · Faculty of Psychology and Education 
Sciences 
Collaborating Member of ELO, Open University | Porto 
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Idalina_Santos     
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SPAIN  

28. The Florence Nightingale Code – Nursing  

Title of the 
case 

The Florence Nightingale Code - Nursing 

Case 
Institution 

University of Granada 

Case Country  Spain 

Author (s) Irene Rivera Trigueros, María Dolores Olvera Lobo 

Target 
audience 

✓ participants of formal education (e.g. BA, MA, PhD students)  

 participants of non-formal education (e.g. continuing, adult education)  

 participants of private escape room/ gaming providers 

 Other  

If applicable - 
Study field 

Nursing 

Team Size  1      2-4    ✓  5-7      8-10      Any  

Duration   15-25 min. ✓ 30-50 min.  60 min.  1-2 hours  1 day  3-5 days+  

Mode   Digital     ✓  Physical (Room/ Breakout Box/ Other)      Hybrid 

Theme & 
Narrative 

The Escape Room is called “The Florence Nightingale Code”. The players must 
save the nursing profession by locating a falsified document that claimed that 
Florence Nightingale and Virginia Henderson were not nurses.  

The trailer of the nursing Escape Room is available on YouTube by clicking on 
the next link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qmgZx1f1hPg  

 

Section  

Background The Escape Room was carried out during the 2016-2017 summer semester. The 
course instructor Gomez-Urquiza had already implemented another Escape 
Room the previous year. 

The Escape Room game for nursing students was developed to be used in the 
same classroom where the theoretical-practical classes are taught and for the 
course ‘Adult Nursing 1’. This subject is included in the first half of the second 
year of the Nursing degree, and it is developed during 16 weeks, including theory 
and theoretical-practical 

classes.  

Aims and 
Objectives  

The Escape Room was implemented in order to take into account the benefits of 
game-based learning to motivate students. Gómez-Urquiza initial goal was to 
motivate students, but then he realized that he could use Escape Rooms to assess 
cross-curricular competences such as leadership, communication, and 
observation skills. He considers that Escapes Rooms allow him to go beyond 
traditional exams and offer huge range of resources regarding the assessment of 
cross-curricular competences. In addition, in his paper, he reports the lack of 
research concerning Escapes Rooms in HEI 
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He designed the Escape Room as an evaluative activity. Students had to 
demonstrate the knowledge acquired during practical seminars such as 
techniques related to cardiopulmonary resuscitation, taking and reading an 
electrocardiogram, donning sterile surgical attire, blood sample collection, and 
insertion and removal of sutures with staples 

Stakeholders 

Students: 105 out of the 115 students enrolled in the “Adult Nursing I” subject 
voluntarily took part in the Escape Room. All the students were in second year 
of the Nursing degree. Students were organised in groups of five and given 30 
min to solve the puzzles presented in the room, find the exit key, and escape. 

In addition, two groups of senior students were invited to participate to pilot the 
Escape Room and to confirm that all the stages of the process would correctly 
take place. This process allowed the teacher to identify some issues with the 
puzzles and modify them before setting up the final Escape Room. 

 

Academics: the subject teacher, Gómez-Urquiza, was present to assess students’ 
performance during the Escape Room and to ensure that the techniques required 
were being correctly carried out. The teacher did not give any assistance, but only 
spoke to provide the two clues and, if necessary, to indicate that a technique was 
not being correctly performed and should be repeated before further progress 
could be made. The teacher was the same for all the groups as he deeply knew 
the different processes and the objects' location. 

 

No other stakeholders are reported to have participate in the Escape Room. 
Gomez Uruquiza estates his Department was not involved in the design or 
implementation of the Escape Room, however, the Department supported his 
proposal and gave him complete freedom to carry out the Escape Room. 

Input 

Gómez-Urquiza planned the Escape Room on his own. Before the definitive 
study with the second-year students was carried out, two groups of senior students 
were invited to participate to pilot the premises and to confirm that all the stages 
of the process would correctly take place.  

 

The research did not receive any specific grant from funding agencies in the 
public, commercial, or not-for-profit sectors. The space utilised was the Nursing 
classroom and the materials used were already available as they were used 
practical classes, so it only required some padlocks and lockable boxes. 

Activities 

Before the game, Gómez-Urquiza generated expectations or hype by creating a 
narrative about the Escape Room, a trailer, and a fake press release. This served 
to engage students and motivate them. He reports that students organized 
themselves in groups to study and prepare the Escape Room before playing it.  

To participate in the game, students were organised in groups of five and given 
30 min to solve the puzzles presented in the room, find the exit key, and escape. 
Each group was given two clues related to the development of the game; one after 
20 min, and the other one after 25 min. Approximately, the Escape Rooms 
consisted in 10 different riddles and puzzles.  

Among the subject knowledge and techniques that students were required to 
demonstrate in the game in order to solve the riddles and puzzles, unlock 
padlocks and find certain objects, we could find cardiopulmonary resuscitation, 
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taking and reading an electrocardiogram, donning sterile surgical attire, blood 
sample collection, and insertion and removal of sutures with staples. For 
example, one of the tests to unlock a padlock with three digits indicated the clue 
‘heart rate’. In a computer located in the classroom, there was an 
electrocardiogram, with which the heart rate could be calculated, thus obtaining 
the three digits required to open the padlock. 

After the theoretical planning of the game, and once all the necessary elements 
had been placed in the classroom, the groups of students were called to enter, one 
by one, every 45 min (30 min to play the game and 15 min to relocate all the 
elements in their original positions). 

During the course of the game, while each group was in the classroom, the subject 
teacher was also present to assess their performance and to ensure that the 
techniques required were being correctly carried out. As stated above, this teacher 
did not give any assistance, but only spoke to provide the two clues and, if 
necessary, to indicate that a technique was not being correctly performed and 
should be repeated before further progress could be made. The teacher was the 
same for all the groups as he deeply knew the different processes and the objects' 
location 

To motivate students and to prevent them from telling the puzzles solutions to the 
other students the fastest group to scape was awarded 5 questions out of the 100-
test questions of the final exam, the second team was awarded 4 question and the 
third team 3 questions. In addition, Gómez Urquiza used rubrics (Likert-scales) 
to assess cross-curricular competencies.  

Once the Escape Room was finished, students completed a Google Form 
questionnaire to assess the activity. 

Challenges One of the challenges that Gómez-Urquiza reported was the fact that students 
were too excited when they finished and they were too noisy, therefore, some 
teachers from the offices nearby were disturbed and he had to ask students to 
contain their excitement.  
In addition, he states that the planning and preparation of the Escape Room 
requires a considerable amount of time (several months) to devise and 
interconnect the tests involved. Its application also entails extra time for the 
teacher when compared to the delivery of lectures in a ‘master class’ format since 
each group is composed of just five students who have 30 min to solve the game, 
after which 15 more minutes are needed to prepare everything for the next group. 
He spent two full days to carry out the Escape Rooms, with entails a lot of extra 
hours, which are not officially recognized by the institution.  

Supporting 
factors 

Gómez-Urquiza states the low cost of the Escape Room as a positive aspect, an 
inversion between 50-100€ was made to purchase some materials needed for the 
Escape Room (padlocks, etc.). The Escape Room was developed in the Nursing 
classroom and the other materials used were available as the HEI provides them 
for practical classes. However, the Escape Room did not receive any specific 
grant from funding agencies in the public, commercial, or not-for-profit sectors. 

Outputs A total of 21 groups (n=105 students) took part in this activity, and 66.5% percent 
of the groups were able to escape from the nursing Escape Room. The mean time 
to 
escape from the room was 27 min and 24 s, and the fastest group escaped in 23 
min and 18 s. The reward was, as stated above, 5 questions out of the 100-test 
question of the final exam for the fastest group to scape, 4 question for the second 
group and 3 question for the third group. Gómez-Urquiza was very satisfied with 
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this output as students showed that they had been studying and training for the 
Escape Room.  

Outcomes/ 
impact 

According to the students consulted by the researcher (a questionnaire ad-hoc 
was provided after the experience), this pioneering educational game is really 
enjoyable and useful, helps them recall and apply knowledge, and promotes 
teamwork. Moreover, it motivates them to study despite the fact that no exam is 
imminent, considering that it is enjoyable and promotes teamwork. In their 
opinion, there should be more initiatives of this kind in nursing teaching.  
In addition, Gómez-Urquiza stated that this experience allowed them to discover 
that some students who were not particularly brilliant in class or in the exams 
performed excellently during the Escape Room. He says that he realized that, if 
there are different types of learners, there should also be different ways of 
assessing the learning process. 
According to the authors of the study, the Escape Room is dynamic and realistic; 
the entire classroom is available, the students have complete freedom of 
movement and must work against the clock. Together with the need to work as a 
team, the time limit adds a further positive element to the game, requiring 
participants to appropriately react under pressure, being both of these 
competences highly important for nursing professionals 

Awards and 
recognition  

Several reports and interviews in local and institutional media 

https://canal.ugr.es/noticia/escape-room-mejora-aprendizaje/ 

https://canal.ugr.es/noticia/use-of-escape-rooms-universities/ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kYEFSvtVn34 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yh6CwEVZ7QA 

https://www.ideal.es/culturas/aprender-salvar-vida-escape-room-
20190214110532-nt.html 

Transferability It can be transferable to Nursing-related courses given the focus of the Escape 
Rooms. However, the general mechanics such as group organization, time and 
role of the teacher can be applied to numerous courses from different fields.  

Gómez-Urquiza have implemented numerous Escape Rooms in multiple fields 
such as teacher training courses or international conferences 

Website  Gómez-Urquiza’s Blog: https://docenciaenfermeria.home.blog/ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qmgZx1f1hPg 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_iLebqShoYI&feature=youtu.be 

Link to the paper: 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0260691718309146 

Contact info of 
the interviewee 

Facultad de Ciencias de la Salud. Universidad de Granada 
José L. Gómez-Urquiza jlgurquiza@ugr.es Facultad de Ciencias de la Salud. 
Universidad de Granada Avenida de la Ilustración S/N, Postal Code: 18016 
Granada, Spain 

 

 

29. Al rescate de Mendeléyev – Chemistry 

Title of the 
case  

Al rescate de Mendeléyev - Chemistry  
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Case 
Institution  

Technical University of Madrid  

Case Country   Spain  

Author (s)  Pablo Rosales-Peláez, Freddys R. Beltrán, Marta Ruiz-Santaquiteria, Victor 
M. Díaz-Lorente, María M. Conde, Jorge Ramírez.  

Target 
audience  

✓ participants of formal education (e.g. BA, MA, PhD students)   
◻ participants of non-formal education (e.g. continuing, adult education)   
◻ participants of private escape room/ gaming providers  
◻ Other -  please explain ____________  

If applicable - 
Study field  

Chemistry  

Team Size  ◻ 1     ◻ 2-4    ✓ 5-7     ◻ 8-10     ◻ Any  

Duration   ◻ 15-25 min. ◻ 30-50 min. ✓ 60 min. ◻ 1-2 hours ◻ 1 day ◻ 3-5 days+   
Mode   ◻ Digital     ✓Physical (Room/ Breakout Box/ Other)     ◻ Hybrid  
Theme & 
Narrative  

The Escape Room is called “Al rescate de Mendeléyev”. The players have 
to travel back in time in order to save Mendeléyev’s life, who has been 
poisoned. To find the antidote, they will have to solve different puzzles 
related to basic Chemistry.  
The presentation of the Escape Room is available on YouTube1.   

  

Section    

Background  The idea emerged in order to commemorate the International Year of the 
Periodic Table of the Elements (2019). The development of the project 
began on 1 February 2019 and it was carried out by professors from three 
different departments. After the launch of a preliminary implementation at 
the university level (where a total amount of 22 people participated and 16 
of which were students [8 from university degrees, 2 from secondary and 
6 from high school], 4 were high school teachers and 2 were former 
graduates), the results were published on 9 October 2019.  
Then, according to the data of their website2, the game remained active 
until November 15 2019.  

Aims and 
Objectives   

The game has been designed in order to help students acquire specific 
competencies in the area of Chemistry as well as general competencies 
like group work or creativity. At the same time, the student will learn to 
value the work associated to scientific discovery.   
In that regard, the main objective is to motivate the students to go deeper 
into the fundamentals of the periodic table, and to improve the interest of 
the students towards the subjects of chemistry.  

Stakeholders  

The project was carried out by one teacher from the Chemistry-Physics 
department, four teachers from the Industrial Chemical Engineering and 
Environment department, and one teacher from the Mechanical 
Engineering, Chemical and Industrial Design department. All of them 
belongs to the Technical University of Madrid.  
 
At the preliminary implementation, a total amount of 22 people 
participate, 16 of which were students from the UPM degrees, 12 were 
students and teachers from high schools and 2 were former graduates. 
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Input  

The game was designed by a large team of teachers, researchers and 
students from ETSII (Escuela Técnica Superior de Ingeniería Industrial) 
and ETSIDI (Escuela Técnica Superior de Ingeniería y Diseño Industrial). 
In addition, an external collaborator, (from the Universidad Complutense 
de Madrid) participate as an expert due to his wide experience as a 
participant (more than 30 escape experiences) and as organizer (4 designed 
escape experiences).  
  
The project was financed by the Real Academia Española 
de Química (RSEQ), "obra social la caixa" and the university's own aid 
for educational innovation.  
  
Regarding the physical resources invested, the game was set at first in the 
office of a university professor. After the implementation phase, the scape 
room was moved to the Chemistry lab of the ETSII (UPM).  
  

Activities  

The authors state that the game is aimed at first year students of scientific 
degrees, as well as at students of secondary and high school. To participate 
in the game, the players are organised in groups of four, five or six. They 
have 60 min to solve the puzzles presented in the room.   
 
The first two puzzles are related to the search for the antidote. First, they 
will have to solve a color code using color changing techniques by 
changing the pH of different solutions. Then, they will have to solve a 
four-number code by ordering test tubes with solutions of different 
densities. The material used is real, like the one normally used in the lab.  
 
The following puzzles are related to the discovery of the periodic table. 
The third game is to find the atomic weights of different chemical 
elements, and the fourth is to sort out elements of different atomic 
volumes.   
 
At the end of the game, as an optional activity, participants are given a 
document with detailed information on the tests carried out and their 
theoretical basis to deepen their understanding of what they've learned.  
Although in the preliminary implementation the game has been conceived 
as a one time activity, it is intended to improve it so that it constitutes an 
integrated set in the subject of General Chemistry in the Degree in 
Chemical Engineering, the Degree in Industrial Technologies Engineering 
and the Degree in Industrial Design and Product Development 
Engineering.  
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Challenges  An addition to the search for funding and publicizing the idea, the 
implementation of the escape room was complex because the design of the 
activity has gone through a process planned in 3 ￼￼phases coordinated 
by the university.  
  
In the first phase, the plot of the game was designed. A competition was 
held for this purpose, which ended in April 2019. In the second phase the 
winning escape room was assembled, and pilot tests of the activity were 
carried out. In the third phase the tests were carried out and the data was 
analysed to produce the results, which were published on 9 October 2019.
To control the demand for the activity, a website2 was developed where 
each session could be booked. At first it was advertised for first year 
university student but soon the game became popular and the reserve was 
opened for students in lower and upper grades.  
  

Supporting  
factors  

The project was financed by the Real Academia Española de Química 
(RSEQ), "obra social la caixa" and the university's own aid for educational 
innovation.  
The experience was advertised on posters placed in different parts of the 
University and through a web page. In addition, the project coordinator 
gave a talk about the subject. The different student associations were also 
contacted for further dissemination.  

Outputs  According to the data on the website, from the launch to November 15 
2019 (date on which data ends) 33 groups have participated, of which 22 
managed to escape. The mean time to escape from the room was 53 min 
and 40 s, and the fastest group escaped in 43 min and 27 s.  
  
To evaluate the results of the preliminary implementation a questionnaire 
was provided to each group after the experience. The answers followed 
the Likert scale, where 1 means totally disagree and 6 totally agree.   
Regarding the question of whether the experience helps to go deeper on 
the knowledge about the periodic table, the teachers agreed quite a bit and 
the students strongly agreed. Regarding the question of whether the 
activity is useful in order to learn, all people strongly agreed. In the end, 
all the people agreed that the activity was very fun.  
  

Outcomes/  
impact  

According to the results, this game is really enjoyable and useful to apply 
scientific knowledge. In summary, the results (although preliminary 
because of the population to which we have had access so far), are very 
positive in terms of student involvement in the activity.   
From the realization of the game, participants have assimilated chemical 
concepts that from a traditional approach would have meant a greater 
effort.  
Similarly, it is also worth noting that it was necessary to cooperate in order 
to solve each enigma, thus showing that they have been able to solve a 
challenge through teamwork (competence of cooperative learning, which 
is important in science).  
  
For the time being, the activity is not linked to the evaluation of the subject 
in question.  
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Awards and 
recognition   

Several reports in local and institutional media  
https://www.quimicaysociedad.org/escape-room-mendeleiev-este-ano-
internacional-de-la-tabla-periodica/   
https://blogs.upm.es/escaperoom/2020/01/23/charla-en-cinaic-2019/   

Transferability  The game has been tested by the participants of the preliminary 
implementation and by secondary and high school students.  
The authors intend to conduct game sessions with groups of students 
selected from among the new entrants to the Chemical Engineering 
Degree, Engineering Degree in Industrial and Engineering Design Degree 
Technologies Industrial and Product Development, as they all have a 
General Chemistry subject.  
Its use could be extended to other scientific degrees such as Physics, 
Biology or Geology.  

Website   1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-
E2P3gROZgA&list=UUNW9djX3St9Wtb-oAsSEtkQ&index=48    
2 https://blogs.upm.es/escaperoom/  

Contact info of 
the interviewee  

Pablo Rosales-Peláez (pabros01@ucm.es). Departamento de Química 
Física. Facultad de Ciencias Químicas. Universidad Complutense de 
Madrid. Madrid, España.  
Freddys R. Beltrán (f.beltran@upm.es),  Victor M. Díaz-Lorente 
(victormanuel.diaz@upm.es), María M. Conde (maria.mconde@upm.es), 
Jorge Ramírez (jorge.ramirez@upm.es). Departamento de Ingeniería 
Química Industrial y medioambiente. Escuela técnica superior de 
Ingeniería industrial. Universidad Politécnica de Madrid. Madrid, España.  
Marta Ruiz-Santaquiteria (m.ruizsantaquiteria@upm.es). Departamento 
de Ingeniería Mecánica, Química y Diseño Industrial. Escuela Técnica 
Superior de Ingeniería y Diseño Industrial. Univeridad Politécnica de 
Madrid. Madrid, España.  
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30. The use of Escape Rooms to teach and learn English at Universities 

Title of the case  The Use of Escape Rooms to Teach and Learn English at 
University  

Case Institution  University of Valencia  

Case Country   Valencia/Spain  

Author (s)  Ángela Gómez López  

Target audience  X participants of formal education (e.g. BA, MA, PhD 
students)   
◻ participants of non-formal education (e.g. continuing, adult 
education)   
◻ participants of private escape room/ gaming providers  
 Other – free online access  

If applicable - Study field  English language   

Team Size    ◻ 1     ◻ 2-4    X 5-7     ◻ 8-10      ◻ Any   

Duration   ◻ 15-25 min. ◻ 30-50 min. ◻ 60 min. X 1-2 hours (90 
min) ◻ 1 day ◻ 3-5 days+   

Mode   X Digital (Online)    X Physical (Room/ Breakout Box/ 
Other)     ◻ Hybrid  

Theme & Narrative  Find out through the clues who is the killer of a doctor. The 
story dealt with a doctor who had discovered a medical 
treatment which can remedy cancer. The doctor’s employees 
knew the secret and made a plot to steal it ad sell it. One of these 
characters betrayed the rest and murdered the doctor. Then, the 
story has ten characters: the housekeeper, the gardener, the 
cook, the horse keeper, the driver, the steward, the doctor’s 
sister, the doctor’s assistant, the doctor’s spirit and the police 
officers.   

  

Section    

Background  It began to develop at the beginning of the 2018 course as a 
result of the teacher's participation in a Harry Potter-themed 
escape room and then he saw a potential to teach any type of 
subject, skill and especially in a subject like his that students 
have to develop various language skills. So at the beginning of 
the course, she launched a project for the students to develop 
during the semester to motivate and engage them to use the 
language inside and outside the classroom.In her interview she 
told us:  
"It was an intuition and I decided to carry it out and if they say 
no, then I will propose another project and if they say yes, then 
I am going to start working (...) I had to start reading quickly. 
To the surprise that I had a Actor within the group and well, it 
was also a bit that motivated the rest of the group and well, in 
the end we decided to do it”.  
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Aims and Objectives   

Developing oral and written skills.  
Autonomy in the organization of tasks  
Team work  
The escape room is all oral, they have to speak and respond,  
The main objective is that they understand the English language 
in a real context.  
  

Stakeholders  

Professor and students.  
First year of teaching in the subject of foreign language 
(English) for teachers.  
This subject also has a percentage of didactics, but basically 
80% of the subject is linguistic.  
This experience helped a little to combine that double path that 
the subject has. In groups and through Google, the students 
began to work and elaborate the keys to solve the escape room.  

Input  

Rather than have students play an escape game, it can be more 
engaging if they have to create the game. Students can create an 
escape room about course content, and then watch as their 
classmates work through the challenges they have designed. 
Thus, there is a combination of game creation with the 
discipline of understanding course content deeply enough to 
create challenges about it. In that way, both productive 
(speaking and writing) and receptive language skills (listening 
and reading) could be worked at the same time.   
As participants in this experiment were pre-service teachers, 
creating an escape room about the content that should be taught 
and learnt was twofold. On the one hand, it provides them with 
the opportunity of learning English concepts deeply 
(linguistic dimen- sion) and on their own (self-regulation); and 
on the other hand, they also create material and resources in 
order to teach English (educational dimension) through 
challenges (mo- tivation).  

Activities  

In this case we can talk about that we have two groups, control 
group and experimental group.  
Group 1 (control group) was in charge of preparing the escape 
room. That involves designing all the clues and carrying them 
out on the day the game is played. In addition, they prepared all 
the scenery, even disguised to be part of the scenery of 
the clues they had prepared. These characters were played by 
students in each scene where a clue was placed. They would 
help participants solve out the challenges. This group was in 
charge of designing the game as it was the one with the best 
level of English of the two.  
Group 2, considered the experimental group, was the one who 
played the game designed by their peers in group 1. Through 
which they improved their language skills.  
   
Eight clues designed worked on several language skills at the 
same time (speaking, listening, writing and reading) and were 
integrated in the context of the story. They were organized in 
such a way that students could play the game solving out the 
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clues in a circular way. Therefore, it was not necessary to start 
the game in clue number 1. The aim was to find out who had 
murdered the doctor by solving out the clues in any order. It was 
thought that way to help classroom management of Group 2 
since all the students would be engaged in solving one of the 
clues at the same time and they would not have to wait for a 
group to finish. Clues included activities such as solving out a 
puzzle, following instructions in a map, filling the gaps to find 
a magic word, recipes for cooking, correcting mistakes in 
sentences, reading comprehension, etc.   
The escape room was made up of the following activities:  
 Solving out a puzzle  
 Following instructions in a map  
 Filling the gaps to find a magic word  
 Recipes for cooking  
 Correcting mistakes in sentences  
 Reading comprehension  
 …  

Challenges  The most common drawbacks are that the activity was very time 
consuming.  
One of the points that the student points out in the surveys is 
what we call classroom management. They are of course first-
year students, with little knowledge of didactics and 
organization of class groups and students. Then they were 
involved in that they had to manage a classroom, that it had been 
divided into different groups, that each group was on a 
different track and that all of that had to go well. Those previous 
organizing sessions were a bit focused on that. Even so, they 
were at some point somewhat overcome. But hey, everyone was 
waiting, the group of organizers, which were five or six 
students, who made sure that everyone received the help they 
needed and in the end everything went well.  
In the interview he told us: "I myself was also overwhelmed, 
why the escape room begins with a meeting in the central hall 
where it is explained what they are going to do, how they are 
going to do it, who will accompany them, 95 students sitting 
there in the Teaching hall, well imagine, at the beginning I also 
said this is not going to turn out well, it is impossible. moment"  
  

Supporting  
factors  

They have not had support of any kind to carry out this escape 
room  

Outputs  Both groups of participants were highly motivated during the 
activity. Group 1 felt that they had contributed to the learning 
process of their partners and Group 2 liked the experience of 
learning English in a different way. The students in the sample 
valued their experience very positively and thought it was a 
good tool to develop their teaching skills.  
The students indicated that they would use the escape room in 
the future as a possible teaching tool.  
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Outcomes/  
impact  

The key to the success of this type of project is the interaction 
between equals, the reduction of anxiety levels when having to 
speak English.  
The help that is offered among the students, those who have a 
lower level of English, see their future projected in others, they 
think I can get there, so they get motivated. Those who design 
the escape room, say I am able to manage groups, I am able to 
design tests for others to solve, so the teaching part also covers 
it.  

Transferability  It is a methodology with a lot of potential., in fact there are 
people who have done things in other disciplines and more 
today with the technology we have. Especially the companies 
that are dedicated to organizing escape rooms you have to 
virtual also in fact in this period of confinement I have passed 
some link where you can go solving keys.  

Website   They don´t have a website  

Contact info of the 
interviewee  

Ángela Gómez   
Email: angela.gomez@uv.es  
Knowledge area: Didactics of Language and Literature  
Department: Didactics of Language and Literature  
University of Valencia  
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31. Deactivating the bomb 

Title of the 
case  

Deactivating the bomb – Computer science  

Case 
Institution  

Technical University of Madrid  

Case Country   Spain  

Author (s)  Sonsoles López-Pernas, Aldo Gordillo, Enrique Barra, Juan Quemada.  

Target audience  ✓ participants of formal education (e.g. BA, MA, PhD students)   
◻ participants of non-formal education (e.g. continuing, adult education)   
◻ participants of private escape room/ gaming providers  
◻ Other - please explain ____________  

If applicable 
Study field  

Computer science  

Team Size  ◻ 1     ✓ 2-4     ◻ 5-7     ◻ 8-10     ◻ Any  

Duration   ◻ 15-25 min. ◻ 30-50 min. ◻ 60 min. ✓ 1-2 hours ◻ 1 day ◻ 3-5 days+   
Mode   ◻ Digital    ◻ Physical (Room/ Breakout Box/ Other)   ✓ Hybrid  
Theme & 
Narrative  

The game consists of defusing an explosive device that has been placed in the 
university. In order to do so, they will have to complete a deactivation software 
applying techniques they have seen in class and decrypting some clues left by 
a kidnapped professor.  

  

Section    

Background  The course in which the educational escape room was conducted is part of 
the Bachelor's Degree in Telecommunications Engineering from UPM 
(Universidad Politécnica de Madrid), and it is a fourth-year elective taken 
by students majoring in Telematics that accounts for 6 ECTS (European 
Credit Transfer System) credits, equivalent to 150-180 hours of student 
work.  
This pilot experience was conducted in December 2018, a few days prior to 
the final exam.  
The results were published on February 25, 2019.  

Aims and 
Objectives   

The aim of the conducted educational escape room was to reinforce the most 
important concepts covered in the programming course through a fun 
activity. It was necessary in order to increase the low pass rate (56%) that 
this block of the subject had in the previous year.   

Stakeholders  

Of the 136 students enrolled in the course, a total of 124 attended the 
educational escape room. This figure represents around 91% of the students 
enrolled in the course and nearly 98% of the students who took the final 
exam of this block of the course.  
On the other hand, A total of three course teachers were present during the 
activity in order to supervise it and to give hints to the students.  

Input  

The process followed by the course staff to create the educational escape 
room was composed of eight steps. First, the approach for incorporating the 
activity into the course, as well as its requirements and general design, were 
broadly discussed and defined. In the second step, the main learning 
objectives of the front-end development course block were identified. After 
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that, a discussion was carried out in order to decide which kind of puzzle 
would be more appropriate to address each learning objective identified in 
the previous step, and how many puzzles the educational escape room 
should have considering its duration. Afterwards, a narrative for the 
experience was proposed based on this discussion, and its storyline was 
concocted. Then, the puzzles, clues and the rest of the resources needed to 
conduct the escape room experience (e.g. the introductory video) were 
elaborated. In this regard, it is worth pointing out that the puzzles needed to 
line up with the narrative, integrate the appropriate course materials to 
address their corresponding learning objective, and entail a reasonable 
difficulty so as to achieve a suitable trade-off between boredom and 
frustration. Then, the whole educational escape room was tested through a 
simulation with one faculty member (knowledgeable of the course 
materials) who volunteered to participate. Finally, some minor refinements 
were made to the escape room based on the lessons learned from the 
simulation and the participant’s feedback.  
  

Activities  

The puzzles of the escape room were arranged in a sequence in such a way 
that each puzzle unlocked the next one. What each activity consists of is 
specified below.  
Activity 1: Use GitHub for downloading a code repository  
Activity 2: Understand the “package.json” file of a React application and 
star that application  
Activity 3: Debug a React application using the web browser console  
Activity 4: Invoke JavaScript functions  
Activity 5: Render lists in React using the map function  
Activity 6: Know the React lifecycle methods  
Activity 7a: Understand the Flexbox layout mode  
Activity 7b: Know the Redux architecture  
Activity 7c: Review HTML, CSS and JavaScript basics  
Activity 7d: Perform an asynchronous request to a REST API.  

Challenges    
The educational escape room was designed in such a way that it enabled the 
participation of all students in the course at the same time. In order to 
accomplish this, the activity was hosted at a large computer laboratory.  
  
Apart from that, a couple of students complained about not knowing if a 
certain error in the provided software application was intentionally 
introduced as a part of the escape room or was accidental, which added 
difficulty to the whole experience. This matter evidences that using software 
applications in educational escape rooms for programming courses poses 
additional challenges which are specific to this field. Using software 
applications as part of an educational escape room experience requires 
teachers to test them very carefully as well as to think thoroughly how to 
prepare them (e.g. by introducing errors or leaving incomplete parts) so as 
to be of high educational value for students.  
  

Supporting  
Factors  

As stated above, the activity was hosted at a large computer laboratory and 
all puzzles were designed to be replicated in an easy and inexpensive way.  
The activity did not receive any specific grant from funding agencies in the 
public, commercial, or not-for-profit sectors.  
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Outputs  It was not mandatory for students to participate, but it counted around 5% 
toward the final grade of the front-end development block. The activity was 
graded on a scale of 0 to 10. Students who attended the escape room earned 
7 points just for participating in it and, in addition, those who were capable 
of successfully solving all the puzzles in time were given the 3 remaining 
points.  
Students’ opinions on the performed educational escape room were 
collected through an online survey that was conducted immediately after the 
end of the activity. This survey included some initial demographic 
questions, a set of opinion questions, and a list of statements with which 
students needed to agree or disagree using a 5-point Likert scale.  
The evaluation survey was completed by a total of 84 students, who 
volunteered to do so at the end of the activity. This sample represents 67.7% 
of the 124 students who attended the educational escape room. Of the 84 
students of the sample, 61 were male (72.6%) and 23 were female (27.4%).  
The results show that students had a very positive overall opinion on the 
educational escape room (M = 4.3, SD = 0.8) and thought it was a fun 
experience (M = 4.2, SD = 1.1).   
Nevertheless, only 5 teams (8% of students) were capable of solving all the 
puzzles in the given timeframe, which might be an indicator of excessive 
difficulty.  
  

Outcomes/  
Impact  

An indicator of the impact of the conducted educational escape room on the 
students’ learning is the difference between the pass rate of the front-end 
development block exam of the students who attended the escape room (N 
= 118, Pass rate = 79%) and that of those students who took the course the 
preceding year and hence did not have the opportunity to participate in said 
escape room (N = 101, Pass rate = 56%).  
 
Based on the results obtained from this educational escape room experience, 
the authors recommend combining computer-based and physical puzzles 
when designing an activity of this kind in a programming course. On the 
one hand, digital puzzles allow presenting students with effective 
challenges that test and improve their programming skills. In this regard, 
they found especially useful using software applications with intended 
errors and/or incomplete parts carefully designed to be of educational value. 
Nonetheless, they say it should be noted that the development of these 
applications requires careful pedagogical design and thorough testing. On 
the other hand, physical puzzles have proven to have very positive impacts 
on student engagement and are very helpful for enhancing the immersion 
of the experience. The main reason for this is that these puzzles allow for 
the incorporation of mechanics into the activity that are not possible to 
provide through digital challenges, such as assembling and manipulating 
physical objects.  
In addition, the results of this paper show that it is possible to successfully 
conduct educational escape rooms for teaching programming capable of 
allowing the simultaneous participation of many students.  
  

Awards and 
recognition   

The students rated the game with a 4.3/5.  
According to Google Scholar the article of the results has been cited 16 
times.  
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Transferability  Although the authors do not specify the transferability of the activity, they 
include in the questionnaire the following questions: "Would you 
recommend other students to participate in the escape room even if it was 
not for a grade?" (to which 90.5% of the students answer “yes”), and 
"Would you like other courses to include activities like this even if it was 
not for a grade?  " (to which 95.2% of the students answer “yes”).  
The evaluation survey was completed by a total of 84 students.   

Website   All the information is based on the article available on the following 
link: https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/8658086  
  

Contact info of 
the interviewee  

Sonsoles López-Pernas (slopez@dit.upm.es). Departamento 
de ingeniería telemática. ETSI Telecomunicación, 
Universidad politécnica de Madrid, 28040 Madrid Spain.  
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32. CSI 1.0 

Title of the 
case  

CSI 1.0 - Chemistry  

Case 
Institution  

University of Cádiz  

Case Country   Spain  

Author (s)  Marta Ferreiro-Gonzalez, Antonio Amores-Arrocha, Estrella Espada-
Bellido, María José Aliaño-Gonzalez, Mercedes Vazquez-Espinosa, Ana 
V. Gonzalez-de-Peredo, Pau Sancho-Galan, José Ángel Álvarez-Saura, 
Gerardo F. Barbero and Cristina Cejudo-Bastante.  

Target 
audience  

✓ participants of formal education (e.g. BA, MA, PhD students)   
◻ participants of non-formal education (e.g. continuing, adult education)   
◻ participants of private escape room/ gaming providers  
◻ Other - please explain ____________  

If applicable - 
Study field  

Chemistry  

Team Size  ◻ 1     ◻ 2-4     ◻ 5-7     ✓ 8-10     ◻ Any   

Duration   ◻ 15-25 min. ◻ 30-50 min. ◻ 60 min. ✓ 1-2 hours ◻ 1 day ◻ 3-5 
days+   

Mode   ◻ Digital     ✓  Physical (Room/ Breakout Box/ Other)     ◻ Hybrid  
Theme & 
Narrative  

The Escape Room is called “CSI 1.0”. Participants play the role of forensic 
scientists to solve a crime by following the scientific method and applying 
the different steps of the analytical process while working in a team.  

  

Section    

Background  Escape ClassRoom “CSI 1.0” was premiered at the European 
Researchers’ Night 2017 in Cadiz (Andalusia, Spain). This open science 
event brings science and the work of researchers closer to the general 
audience all over Europe.  
The objective was to collect data in order to implement the activity in the 
analytical chemistry subject of the university degree in chemistry offered 
by the university of Cádiz.  

Aims and 
Objectives  

Escape ClassRoom “CSI 1.0” was inspired by the CSI TV show. As far as 
the authors know, their study illustrates for the first time an educational 
escape room that can be implemented as an interactive learning exercise 
in analytical chemistry. It is known that the application of the analytical 
process leads to the reinforcement of concepts previously learned 
theoretically but not always implemented in the laboratory, such as 
sampling, formulation and hypotheses testing, or formulation of 
conclusions. By using this innovative educational environment, on the 
basis of escape room activities, the students have the opportunity to apply 
the whole analytical process from the selection of the appropriate samples 
or evidence at in the crime scene to the interpretation of the results in the 
forensic laboratory. This activity allows the students to work in a more 
realistic situation and to correlate and apply concepts previously studied 
in different subjects, thus using their scientific knowledge from a global 
perspective. The application of live action learning activities like the 
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escape room described here can help students to assimilate concepts, in a 
different academic environment. By using this learning exercise, the 
students do not have any procedure to follow in order to solve the problems 
so they have a higher autonomy, which improves their analytical skills 
such as creativity, decision-making, data analyses, teamwork, and critical 
thinking.  

Stakeholders  

Although he first implementation of the activity took place during a 
disclosure day, (where a total of 43 students, including undergraduate, 
graduate, and postgraduate students were involved in the experience), the 
intention of the authors is to improve the activity with the aim of 
incorporating it into the practices of the subject of analytical chemistry in 
the degree in chemistry offered by the university of Cádiz.  

Input  
A total of 10 professors participated in the design and implementation of 
the activity.  They are professors from the department of analytical 
chemistry, chemical engineering and physical chemistry.  

Activities  

Before entering the escape room premises, each team was given a cassette 
tape with all the instructions required to start the game and a stopwatch 
with a 60 min countdown (the given time to escape). The students were 
then invited to enter the first scenario.  
Scenario 1: The Scientific Police Station, Adaptation Zone. The objective 
of this first space was 2-fold: on one hand, to gradually introduce the 
players to the game’s plot and, on the other hand, to collect all the 
necessary laboratory material to carry out the forensic investigation.  
Scenario 2: The Crime Scene, Sampling Zone. In the crime scene, the 
students were encouraged to do the fieldwork. The main objective in this 
zone was to apply the sampling procedure: identifying the samples that 
were important as evidence, sampling, and packing them in an appropriate 
way to keep them safe prior to analysis.  
Scenario 3: The Forensic Laboratory, Experimental Analysis, Data 
Treatment, and Interpretation of the Results. The aim of this stage was to 
analyse all of the collected samples by selecting the applicable method and 
the appropriate analytical technique to extract relevant data to verify the 
initial hypothesis (solving the problem) that “a murder has been 
committed”.  

Challenges  The authors comment there are some limitations that should be resolved 
before the implementation of the activity in a scientific degree. It has to be 
considered that the development of this “escape room” as a practical lesson 
has some drawbacks: i.e., the fact that the number of members per group 
should be reduced, the level of scientific knowledge of the participants 
should be similar, or a fair distribution of work between members should 
be sought. All of these problems could be solved by tailoring the plot, the 
space, and the allowed time for the game. Moreover, a more appropriate 
manner of evaluation of the students should be included before the 
implementation. For a single evaluation of each of the participants, one 
proposal in this respect is that an individual final quiz could be introduced 
where the student would have to correlate the stages and activities carried 
out during the escape room with the different steps of the analytical 
process.  

Supporting  
Factors  

The Escape Room did not receive any specific grant from funding agencies 
in the public, commercial, or not-for-profit sectors.  
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Outputs  A total of 43 students, including undergraduate, graduate, and 
postgraduate students,  
with different scientific backgrounds, were involved in the experience. 
They were randomly grouped into six teams. Four of the teams were 
formed by 6 members, one of 9 and one of 10. Only 50% of the teams 
were able to escape in time. The fastest team finished in 55 minutes and 
the slowest in 73 mins. All of the experience was supervised by the authors 
specified above.  

Outcomes/  
impact  

In order to evaluate the activity and improve the experience to be 
implemented as an analytical chemistry practical in the degree course, a 
brief satisfaction survey was filled out by all of the teams after finishing 
the exercise. The survey consisted of four short questions with a yes/no 
answer or a rating from 0 to 10, where 0 is the lowest and 10 the maximum 
score.  
Regarding the difficulty of the activity, over 67% of the participants 
considered the activity difficult/very difficult. To the question of "Do you 
think a greater knowledge of the different steps of the scientific method 
would help you to solve the crime?", 100% of the participants answered 
affirmatively to this question, which shows the importance of applying the 
scientific method to solve problems. The survey also showed that 100% 
of the students considered this kind of activity to be a suitable way of 
learning. Finally, 100% of the participants showed great interest in 
repeating this kind of physical adventure game experience in the future.  
The positive and successful results confirmed that the activity 
Escape ClassRoom “CSI 1.0” could be implemented as an educational 
innovative environment in degrees with scientific backgrounds by 
changing the scenarios, changing the initial problem, and being adjusted 
to the needs of each subject. In addition, this exercise can be applied in 
combination with other innovative tools, such as Information and 
Communication Technologies (ICTs), Design Thinking, or other 
gamification activities.  

Awards and 
recognition  

Several reports in local and institutional media  
https://www.diariodecadiz.es/cadiz/Noche-Investigadores-2019-
Programa-completo-Cadiz_0_1395160789.html   

Transferability  Although the first implementation of the project was during an informative 
day, the objective is to implement it in the practice sessions of the 
analytical chemistry subject in the chemistry degree. In the same way, it 
could be implemented in any science career that has the subject of general 
chemistry.   

Website  The project has no website.  

Contact info of 
the interviewee  

Gerardo F. Barbero (gerardo.fernandez@uca.es). Department of 
Analytical Chemistry, Faculty of Sciences, University of 
Cadiz, Agrifood Campus of International Excellence (ceiA3), IVAGRO, 
P.O. Box 40, 11510 Puerto Real, Cadiz, Spain.  
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33. A virus infected your laptop 

Title of the 
case  

A virus infected your laptop - Mathematics  

Case 
Institution  

University of Salamanca  

Case 
Country   

Spain  

Author (s)  Araceli Queiruga-Dios, María Jesús Santos Sánchez, 
Marián Queiruga Dios, Víctor Gayoso Martínez, Ascensión Hernández 
Encinas.   

Target 
audience  

✓ participants of formal education (e.g. BA, MA, PhD students)   
◻ participants of non-formal education (e.g. continuing, adult education)   
◻ participants of private escape room/ gaming providers  
◻ Other - please explain ____________  

If applicable - 
Study field  

Mathematics  

Team Size  ◻ 1     ◻ 2-4    ✓ 5-7     ◻ 8-10     ◻ Any   

Duration   ◻ 15-25 min. ◻ 30-50 min. ◻ 60 min. ✓ 1-2 hours ◻ 1 day ◻ 3-5 days+   
Mode  ◻ Digital     ✓ Physical (Room/ Breakout Box/ Other)     ◻ Hybrid  
Theme & 
Narrative  

The Escape Room is called “A virus infected your laptop”. During a 
meeting on a European project, a ransomware virus 
called Wannacry infects the laptops of the partners. Students will have to 
work together to defeat the hackers solving math related puzzles.   
The introductory trailer of the Escape Room is available on YouTube by 
clicking on the next 
link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AxI0KC6fbew  

  

Section    

Background  The escape game was designed for first-year undergraduate engineering 
students attending a Calculus course, and it started to work in January 
2019.  
Then this game was played by a group of 16 mathematics teachers that 
collaborate in the Rules_Math project (Erasmus+ project, co-financed by 
the European Union), and a group of 24 Linear Algebra teachers during a 
workshop.  
The results were published on 29 January 2020.   

Aims and 
Objectives  

The authors have proposed and conducted a breakout game with 
engineering students to make them solve systems of linear equations, 
calculate the fundamental vibration mode, obtain the area of a surface 
(using integrals), or use Newton’s law of cooling. Instead of solving those 
problems using a “classical” way, players learned it by using games.   
It is one of the few documented cases of application of game 
based learning techniques in the area of university mathematics in Spain.  

Stakeholders  

The authors experimented their proposal with master degree students 
attending the master for secondary education and high school teaching 
(with specialization in mathematics); with undergraduate students 
attending a Cryptography course (optional subject from the Computer 
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Science Engineering Degree), both at the University of Salamanca. This 
game has also been played by a group of 16 mathematics teachers that 
collaborate in the Rules_Math project (Erasmus+ project, co-financed by 
the European Union), and a group of 24 Linear Algebra teachers during a 
workshop.  

Input   The authors indicated above contributed equally to this work.   

Activities  

After the introductory video finishes, the game starts. Groups will be 
formed by individuals with the same colors. Each player is identified by 
a color, a geometric figure and its number of sides. Then, the dynamics of 
the game is divided into several consecutive steps.  
1st step: Solving the riddle from an Id card and finding a malware name. 
Each riddle can consist, for example, of solving a system of equations, or 
in solving a numerical enigma.  
2nd step: Each group have to find their playing cards with the name of that 
malware, and solve the riddle included in those malware cards. Results 
from green, yellow and blue teams are numbers. Red team will use these 
numbers and the “green man” riddle to find the order of black Matrix 
figures to get the name of the next malware.   
3rd step: Each group will take their playing cards with the corresponding 
malware’s name and solve the final riddle using hp reveal.  
Final step: Unlock the laptop.  

Challenges  When the authors discussed the results of the game with university 
teachers, all of them understood the huge amount of time that preparing 
this type of activities requires (approximately 35–40 h). That is the main 
reason why many teachers are not planning to propose this activity to their 
students.  
   
Another difficulty has been the design of a plot so complex. In the first 
step, teams must play against other teams; however, in the second step, 
after solving a little puzzle, all teams must work together.  

Supporting  
Factors  

The Escape Room did not receive any specific grant from funding agencies 
in the public, commercial, or not-for-profit sectors.  

Outputs  No statistical data on the level of achievement of the activity.  
Outcomes/  
Impact  

Gamers’ opinions and suggestions on the educational escape game were 
collected through onsite discussion and with an online survey (with 
Yes/No questions and some open questions) that was conducted 
immediately after the end of the activity.  
The evaluation survey was completed by a total of 86 players: 46 students 
(19 from the first course of Calculus in the Industrial Engineering Degree, 
10 from the third course of the Computer Science Degree, and 17 from the 
Master Degree), and 40 mathematics teachers (separated into two groups 
of 16 and 24). In our case 57% of players have never heard about these 
games, only 10% had previously participated in escape room games, 93% 
agreed that this game could be very useful in mathematics classes, and a 
similar percentage of individuals (92%) think that this could also be used 
in other subjects.  

Awards and 
recognition   

As of June 30, 2020, as indicated by the data on the page where the article 
is published (https://www.mdpi.com/2227-7390/8/2/166), it has been read 
795 times and has been cited by 1 independent work.  
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Transferability  The game can be exported to any other grade that requires training in basic 
mathematics such as physics, chemistry and other engineering grades.  

Website  https://diarium.usal.es/smjesus/blog/   

Contact info of 
the interviewee  

Araceli Queiruga-Dios, Ascensión Hernández Encinas. Department of 
Applied Mathematics, Universidad de Salamanca, E37008 Salamanca, 
Spain; queirugadios@usal.es, ascen@usal.es.   
María Jesús Santos Sánchez, Department of Applied Physics, Universidad 
de Salamanca, E37008 Salamanca, Spain; smjesus@usal.es.   
Marián Queiruga Dios, UFV Accompaniment Institute, Universidad 
Francisco Vitoria, 28223 Madrid, Spain; marian.queiruga@ufv.es.    
Víctor Gayoso Martínez, Institute of Physical and Information 
Technologies (ITEFI), Spanish National Research Council,  
28006 Madrid, Spain; victor.gayoso@iec.csic.es.   
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NON-PROJECT PARTNER REGIONS 

34. Intercultural Management Escape Room Games (France) 

Title of the case Intercultural Management Escape Room Games 

Case Institution Montpellier Business School (MBS) 

Case Country  France 

Author (s) Hacer Tercanli 

Target audience  Participants of formal education (e.g. BA, MA, PhD students)  

◻ Primary & secondary education 

◻ Participants of non-formal education (e.g. continuing, adult education)  

◻ Participants of private escape room/ gaming providers 

◻ Other 

If applicable - 
Study field 

Management (Intercultural Management) 

Team Size  1      2-4     5-7      8-10      Any  

Duration   15-25 min. 30-50 min.  60 min.  1-2 hours  1 day  3-5 days+  

Mode   Digital      Physical (Room/ Breakout Box/ Other)      Hybrid 

Theme & 
Narrative 

The game starts with a video to introduce the students to the scenario of the 
game. The goal is to save the Louvre Museum, with the narrative linked to the 
cultural and political matters relevant to the country context. In this case study 
example, the game includes references to e.g. the yellow vest movement.  

 

Section  

Background Escape rooms were initiated by MBS as a reaction to the age of connectivity as 
well as changing patterns of the attention spans of younger generations. One 
example is the Escape Room used in the Master of Science integration week 
(Intercultural Management theme) by Professor Beverly Leligois. 

Aims and 
Objectives  

The main goal of this escape room initiative is to assimilate teaching concepts 
and skills to a changing environment. Furthermore, the escape room technique 
is used to test and promote students´ behavioural skills, decision-making skills, 
teamwork capacity, as well as their empathy and intercultural skills. The escape 
room is implemented as a tool for learning and evaluating the level of student´s 
skills. 

escape room games help to break the ice among students at the start of the 
semester and encourage student team members to get to know each other by 
sharing cultural values that matter to them.  

Stakeholders 
The course instructor, Prof. Beverly Leligois designs and implements the games 
by herself. The stakeholders of the game involve students and administrative 
staff of MBS who willingly take part in the adventure.  

Input 
The first game designed by the course instructor took three weeks to prepare. 
With experience and practice, this time has reduced considerably to around 
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three days. The financial investment for all the needed materials was quite low 
and financed by the program, whereas the instructor herself purchased the 
prizes (all teams were rewarded in different ways).  

Activities 

Design and development:  
The course instructor introduced the three categories of the Lewis Model 
(Richard Lewis: When Cultures Collide, 1996) in an effort to help teams 
understand each other’s reactions/behaviour better in a time-pressured and 
challenging environment (the time to complete the game was limited). She 
carefully described all three categories with a reference to the countries they 
most likely were linked to: The 1) Linear-Active (mostly the English-speaking 
world – North America, Britain, Australia and New Zealand, and Northern 
Europe, including Scandinavia and Germanic countries), the 2) Multi-Active 
(mostly Southern European, Mediterranean countries, South America, sub-
Saharan Africa, Arabic and other cultures in the Middle East, India and Pakistan 
and most of the Slavs) and the 3) Reactive (all major countries in Asia, except 
the Indian sub-continent) as a way to introduce certain cultural patterns of 
behaviour that would show up in the game.  With reference to this model and 
experience, the course instructor makes sure she assigns students to culturally 
diverse teams, for better intercultural experience and mutual learning. When 
there is lack of cultural diversity among students, the course instructor sets up 
the teams according to their personality types, as reported by the students 
themselves after taking the Myers - Briggs indicator (MBTI) test.  
 
When time allows, the students are also involved in the development of new 
escape room games that are in line with the topics of the course. In that case, 
the game plans/ ideas are pitched by the student teams, and the winning games 
are put in practice by the course instructor.  
 
Implementation:  
The game starts with a different question pertinent to French cultural heritage 
given to each team of students. Once the teams answer, they activate a buzzer 
to receive a page of images from the course instructor which will guide them to 
their escape room game scenario. Once the scenario is found, the students move 
on to discover the locked box where the next steps of the game are hidden. The 
students move through various challenges to find the code to open the box 
(thinking the game will be over) and instead find a locked object with a code to 
scan. The new scan message eventually leads the teams to find the key, which 
is rather difficult.    
 
In this particular game, the course instructor involves many departments of the 
Business School in planning and implementation. The scan message actually 
tells each team to go to a different service department in their school. The staff 
in the offices waits for teams to ask them a question explained in the scan 
message and if the teams are able to provide the correct answer, they are given 
an object that they have to bring back to the classroom. They also have to take 
a picture with the administrative staff and send it to their professor. The desired 
key is hidden in the object (which is symbolically linked to the scenario of the 
game) but remains difficult to find. In the updated version of the game, each 
team was given a different object in which the key is hidden.  
In another version of the game, the course instructor hid objects in the school 
building, as part of the scenario she created. The students were expected to 
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communicate any challenges with the instructor via WhatsApp messaging. The 
instructor would direct the students with her only response “hot” or “cold”.  
 
The administrative staff in the service units who take part in the escape room 
game are very satisfied with the experience, as they feel themselves more 
involved in the educational process at the school and got to introduce 
themselves to students in person (which is something that some of them never 
got to do before). 
 
After the game:  
A feedback session takes place. The teams reflect on their experience, and what 
they did or did not like as well as on their teamwork dynamics. The course 
instructor also evaluates the students and provides feedback on their learning 
and teamwork styles. The students then are asked to paint a cultural footprint of 
their experience, which works as a wrap up and allows those students who are 
artistically oriented to be able to also express themselves (a totally different 
approach than the game). The course instructor additionally rewards the 
students for their performance, with small gifts, and presents the best gift to the 
team which finishes last. This is due to one of the course objectives of team 
members getting to know each other in the best possible way. The  teams which 
finish quickly, are often those who focus more on the task and less on their 
relationships. 
 
According to the Prof. Leligois, teachers need to decide why they want to use 
an escape room as a teaching methodology. Is it in order to break the ice? Do 
they want to use the ER as a diagnostic management tool, or for assessment 
purposes? She likes to use it for motivational purposes rather than assessment. 
In order to succeed the escape room experience, the teacher has to be analytical, 
willing to take risks and be open to criticism.  

Challenges The course instructor mentioned the challenges of designing games for 
international groups, due to cultural differences in perceptions towards games, 
teamwork, and paths to task completion. She mentioned she has had to change 
or even expand her cultural approach at times when selecting elements as part 
of hints and puzzles. For example, her decision on the selection of certain 
images slowed down some groups, since the content of the images was not 
perceived as they were intended. The vocabulary used in the scenario has to be 
carefully considered as it is culture specific. To ensure cultural sensitivity of 
the game, it is important to get feedback or pilot test the game with multicultural 
teams (MBS staff was very helpful with this) prior to implementation with 
students.  

Supporting 
Factors 

The support from the Montpellier Business School (MBS) top management 
team, program directors, administrative staff as well as recognition and support 
among colleagues are among the most prominent supporting factors. The 
enthusiasm and interest of the students along with the instructor herself is 
another supporting factor for the success of the games.  

Outputs, 
Outcomes/ 
Impact 

According to the course instructor, the escape room succeeds in circumventing 
student’s mental resistance (i.e. short attention span), challenges their 
adaptability, decision-making skills and critical thinking approach. Regarding 
the performance in the escape room game, the most successful teams were those 
who applied a strategy to escape the room as a group. A good distribution of 
roles and tasks helped to face evolving challenges and conflicts. 
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Awards and 
recognition  

The Escape Room concept was presented by Rocio Ovilla Bueno (also from 
MBS) in front of 80 other professors ready to adopt this tool at UNAM 
University (Mexico). This indicates these escape games can be applied in other 
academic institutions and fields of study. 

Transferability The game is transferable to many other educational contexts. 

Website  https://www.montpellier-bs.com/international/news/the-escape-game/  

Contact info of 
the interviewee 

Beverly LELIGOIS 

Associate Professor 

Montpellier Business School, Department of Sustainable Development 
Management: Economy, Human Resources, Information Systems and Diversity 

Educational Advisor (International Students) 
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35. “Business Policy and Strategy Course” Escape Box (Australia) 

Title of the 
case 

Educational Escape Rooms – Business Policy and Strategy  

Case 
Institution 

The University of Queensland, School of Business 

Case Country  Australia 

Author (s) Alexandra Zinovyeva  

Target 
audience 

 Participants of formal education (e.g. BA, MA, PhD students)  
◻ Primary & secondary education 
◻ Participants of non-formal education (e.g. continuing, adult education)  
◻ Participants of private escape room/ gaming providers 
◻ Other 

If applicable - 
Study field 

Business Policy and Strategy  

Team Size  1      2-4     5-7      8-10      Any  

Duration   15-25 min.  30-50 min.  60 min.  1-2 hours  1 day  3-5 days+  
Mode   Digital     Physical (Room/ Breakout Box/ Other)      Hybrid 
Theme & 
Narrative 

The game narrative revolved around freeing the student voices and reactivating 
the radio station after being kidnapped and locked. The problem was set in the 
following manner, already identifying the three steps that need to be taken (and 
expectation of three respective puzzles). 

 

Section  

Background 

Recognising the need for changes in the higher education training landscape, The 
University of Queensland, School of Business is on a path to empower active 
learning, blended learning and innovation in educational technologies.  
One of the agents of educational transformation at the School of Business is our 
interviewee Ms. Shakira Moss, the Learning Designer. Shakira plans and 
implements various learning interventions to support educational innovation and 
specifically support the educators in bringing those innovations to the classrooms.  
Ms. Moss and her colleagues at the School of Business have undertaken five 
educational escape room games in the past two years for the audiences ranging 
from the students of the third year of the management course, students of human 
resource major focusing on tourism, high schools students around basics of 
marketing. Additionally, Mrs. Moss and the team introduced educational escape 
room methodology providing hands-on experience to the university educators 
themselves at the Teaching and Learning week for academics.  
While it is quite costly to build a professional “escape room” at the university site 
and its potential transferability might be limited, Ms. Moss and her colleagues 
introduced a more cost-effective format – Escape Box. One examples of a 
successful educational Escape Box was introduced in Business Policy and 
Strategy course for third-year undergraduate students.  

Aims and 
Objectives  

Apart from a broader goal to encourage more interactive learning at the School 
of Business as well as increasing the students’ motivation and interest in the 
respective subject areas, the Escape Box for Business Policy and Strategy course 
aimed to strengthen the performance of the students on the areas that have been 
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identified as weak in the previous semester and reinforce the course learning. 
Those included: 
How to identify opportunities and threats in a firm’s external environment, 
How to identify the threat level of factors in a firm’s industry environment, 
How to bundle internal resources into capabilities.  
 
The key learning outcomes were associated with different puzzles completion 
and encompassed:  
 

 General environment analysis  
Identify opportunities and threads in the environment 
 

 Industry environment analysis 
Bargaining power of suppliers 
Thread of substitute products 
Competitive rivalry  
Thread of new entrants 
Bargaining power of byers   
 

 VRIN Analysis  
Tangible resources 
Intangible resources  
Bundle up  

Stakeholders 

The main organisers of the Escape Box are the employees of the School of 
Business – Learning Designer and the course academic. Narrative and the 
learning outcomes were designed by the academic, while game mechanics 
(puzzle making, script, materials) were developed by the learning designer.  
 
The main audience for the Escape Box is third-year undergraduate students from 
various majors within the School of Business.  

Input 

 
Ms. Moss has professional experience in commercial game design having worked 
as an animator before joining the School of Business. She indicates that this 
experience has significantly eased the process of devising the game mechanics 
for the Escape Boxes. This should be taken into account when estimating the 
input if the academic performs the activity without professional support.  
 
Ms. Moss estimates approximately 28 hours to be dedicated on the creation of 
one Escape Box: 8 hours for academic preparation, 10 hours for the ideation and 
development of the escape boxes, and 10 hours for the actual design of the props 
and prototyping. This estimation also includes the production of a short 
introductory video.  
 
As for the props cost estimation within Australian context, Ms. Moss identifies 
locks and boxes as the most expensive items to be purchased, though they can be 
reused (around 300 Australian dollars in total). Printing, stationary are non-
reusable items and are calculated as 50 Australian dollars per game.  
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Fig.1: Input estimation by Shakira Moss  
 
The preparation for the activity includes prior ideation and some effort to 
encourage the staff members and academics to be on board, which might take 
additional time. Certainly, while practically preparing the game, the following 
questions should be answered:  
 
Who will be playing your escape box? 
What learning do you want to reinforce? 
How long will the game last? 
What is the overall theme of the escape box? 
What quest are your players trying to solve to win? 
What happens if they do not succeed?  
 
What is important to know about the group before? Students with autism, shy 
students, and international students might have difficulties with the high 
teamwork intensity and urgency of the situation in the Escape Box scenario. 
Similarly, having 5 “leaders” in one teams might cause a clash of interest. 
Potential solutions are the personality test-based pre-selection of the teams.  
 

Activities 
Creating a blueprint with the game overview is highly effective. Below is the 
example of the blueprint of the Escape Box game for Business Policy and 
Strategy Course, developed by Ms. Moss and her colleagues.  
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The structure of the game was the following:  
Terse Beginning Fragment – intro and setting the problem, 
Three consecutive folders of puzzles step-by-step leading to solving the problem,  
 
The game narrative revolved around freeing the student voices and reactivating 
the radio station after being kidnapped and locked. The problem was set in the 
following manner, already identifying the three steps that need to be taken (and 
expectation of three respective puzzles). The Terse Beginning Fragment (the 
intro) was the following  
 
“It’s 4:30 am and you’re on radio station 4ZZZ playing REM’s Orange Crush, 
when the studio door bursts open, and in come five burly police officers. They 
shut down your production, put you and your on-air team in handcuffs, and throw 
you into the back of their paddy van. As your face hits the floor, you hear the 
clinking sound of metal and chains behind you. They have locked up the studio! 
Now you have to escape the paddy van, get back into the radio station, and put 
radio 4ZZZ back on air, or the voice of the students will be silenced forever. Can 
you do it in 45 minutes?” 
 
There were three respective sets of puzzles:  

 Folder 1 of puzzles: Identify opportunities and threats to radio station 
4ZZZ in their external environment 

 Folder 2 of puzzles: Identify the threat level of the five forces in radio 
station 4ZZZ’s industry environment 

Figure 2: Blueprint of the Escape Box game for Business Policy and Strategy 
Course by Shakira Moss 
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 Folder 3 of puzzles: Identify resources and bundle them into capabilities 
in radio station 4ZZZ’s internal environment 

Challenges According to Ms. Moss, the major challenges in creating and implementing the 
educational escape rooms (or, rather Escape Box) methodology are connected 
with complexity, skills of the organisers, time to organize the pre-test and 
potential sustainability of the game.  
 
Understanding the level of complexity:  
without sufficient prior experience, it might be difficult to identify the level of 
complexity of the puzzles. It is important to have a back-up set in case the 
students cannot effectively solve the puzzle. It is also important to be flexible and 
have an extensive set of clues prepared. Flexibility is important. Academics need 
to take a risk and should have the mechanisms, offering the hints.  
 
Skills of the organisers: 
Lack of storytelling skills might negatively influence not only the narrative 
design but also the game dynamics.  
 
Time to pre-test:  
With the lack of time dedicated for the preparation of the activity, the organisers 
might run a risk of falling short in technical aspects of the game. Therefore, it is 
important to organize a beta-test to make sure the locks open, the QR codes work, 
the props are readable, etc. 
 
Not lack of educators’ motivation, but student motivation: 
In Ms. Moss’s experience, more often the students do not exhibit high level of 
motivation before the game, imagining a sterile and “fun-free” process.  
 
Sustainability and transferability potential:  
Escape Box is a one-time activity, focused on specific course-related learning 
outcomes and little possibility for study areas intersection.  It is not possible to 
repeat the same narrative or the same set of puzzles with the same set of students. 
It is possible, however, to use the same game with another set of students, though 
still in the same course. Therefore, it is important to think about this commitment 
to one game beforehand for the academic, and ensure the ways to utilise the game 
in the following year (s) or create the mechanics of the game that can be 
transformed easily from one theme to another.  
  

Supporting 
factors 

Institutional support:  
The University of Queensland, and School of Business are committed to driving 
innovation in their educational practices, which is also evidenced by the 
dedicated personnel (Learning Designers) at the departments. Additionally, the 
activity is integrated into the curriculum.  
 
Game design experience:  
Ms. Moss has an extensive experience in (commercial) games design and 
storytelling.  
 
Building suspense:  
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Building the suspense about the activity and advertising, Ms. Moss thought the 
course helps to raise the adrenaline levels of the students and increase the 
motivation.  
 
Using tech:  
using QR codes, bringing some interactive online elements (designing some 
elements through Google Forms)  
 
Community of puzzle makers and game-based learning:  
There are a number of communities of puzzle makers with open resources. One 
can learn the mechanics of the puzzles and utilise those in the game – the puzzles 
are transferable and can be applied in any context. Breakout.edu is a useful source 
of inspiration and practical learning.  

Outputs Meeting the learning outcomes of the game 
Professional development of educators  

Outcomes/ 
impact 

Video with the testimonials from the students is available on the UQ Business 
School YouTube Channel.1 

 
Intangible outcomes are students’ soft skills development, which include:  
Teamwork, communication skills,  
Entrepreneurial thinking and acting,  
Leadership skills and risk taking. 

Transferability It is possible to transfer the Escape Box methodology itself to different context 
and have a generic set of puzzles. However, replicating the whole game is a 
complicated task for the lack of novelty for the students, who have already 
participated in one cycle.     

Website  Video testimonials from the students, participating in the escape room activity:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WNFgZi0Hqd4&feature=youtu.be  

Contact info of 
the interviewee 

Shakira Moss, Learning Designer 
The University of Queensland, School of Business 
shakira.moss@uq.edu.au  
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36. “Pharmacy” Escape Room (USA) 

Title of the 
case 

Educational Escape Rooms – Pharmacy 

Case 
Institution 

The University of North Texas, UNT System College of Pharmacy 

Case Country  The USA 

Author (s) Alexandra Zinovyeva  

Target 
audience 

 Participants of formal education (e.g. BA, MA, PhD students)  

◻ Primary & secondary education 

◻ Participants of non-formal education (e.g. continuing, adult education)  

◻ Participants of private escape room/ gaming providers 

◻ Other 

If applicable - 
Study field 

Pharmacy (Transitions of care of patients with diabetes)  

Team Size  1      2-4     5-7      8-10      Any  

Duration   15-25 min.  30-50 min.  60 min.  1-2 hours  1 day  3-5 days+  

Mode   Digital     Physical (Room/ Breakout Box/ Other)      Hybrid 

Theme & 
Narrative 

The game narrative revolved around the real-life scenarios in the health care 
provision institutions. One game involved two rooms that were a hospital room 
and an outpatient clinical room. To escape, students worked in teams to solve 
puzzles related to the management of a patient with diabetes. 

 

Section  

Background 
Escape room methodology can help expose the students to challenging scenarios, 
bring them closer to realistic yet unknown situations that their curricular courses 
do not fully address. This is the case for the 4th year Pharmacy students that enter 
the rotation and find difficulty understanding the mechanisms of the transition of 
care of patients. To help prepare the students for their rotations in advance and 
imitate the challenges that new pharmacist might encounter in the transition of 
the patients from the hospital to the clinic, Brittany Palasik (PharmD, Assistant 
Professor at The University of North Texas, UNT System College of Pharmacy) 
and her colleagues have devised an interactive Escape Room for the second-year 
students at UNT Health Science Center.  

Started by Dr. Palasik and her colleague, the activity has already been practiced 
for two consecutive years.  The Escape room on “Transitions of care of patients 
with diabetes” is integrated in a longitudinal course at the school “Integrated 
Pharmacy Therapeutic Recitation”. This two-hour weekly course is application 
based and aims to capture what was learned during the week by the students. 
Within the course, the colleagues wanted to showcase the continuum of the 
patient treatment with diabetes, but nowhere in the curriculum did they teach the 
transition of care until the students get to the practical rotations in the 4th year. 
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Literature on the transition of care of the patients with diabetes is mostly based 
on the data from the students in the rotation. The colleagues saw a definite gap to 
be filled with an interactive, realistic and (as hectic as in the hospital) Escape 
Room exercise.   

 

Aims and 
Objectives  

 The purpose of introducing the exercise is two-fold:  

 To strengthen students’ knowledge about diabetes, and 

 To help students understand the complexity and continuum of patient 
treatment with diabetes. After the hospital (in-patient), the patients will 
appear in the clinic (out-patient) with potentially other diseases or 
challenges. There should be a holistic approach to the patient care which 
the student do not experience before their practice in year 4.  

 

Learning outcomes:  

 Understanding of in-patient management (patients with diabetes), 

 Understanding of out-patient management ((patients with diabetes), 

 Understanding the transition between the in-patient to out-patient 
diabetes treatment  

 

Stakeholders 

The driving force of the activity included:  

 Dr. Palasik herself and her colleague (another assistant professor), who 
were the representatives of the faculties,   

 Course coordinator,   

 5-6 volunteers from senior students, who have already experienced 
rotation and are Dr. Palasik’s students. The volunteers helped with 
organisation, timing, directions, and overall logistics,    

 One staff member to assist the post-exam.  

The main target audience of the activity are the second-year undergraduate 
students in the course “Integrated Pharmacy Therapeutic Recitation” (around 100 
students attending the course each semester). 

Input 

The initial preparation of the Escape Room took approximately one week of 
work-full time from the organisers. The preparation included an ideation process 
by both facilitators on the learning outcomes and the process, creation of the 
puzzles (60) and preparation of the volunteers’ support (such as creating running 
sheets, preparatory meetings, etc.), development of pre- and post- activity 
assessment surveys.  
 
Material input included the props, such as locks, lock boxes, had lunch boxes for 
the “patients”, printouts. In the first round of the implementation (year 1), the 
materials were not of adequate quality and therefore some puzzles were not 
effective. In the second year, however, Dr. Palasik and her colleague re-evaluated 
the need for more quality materials to ensure their longevity and multiuse. 
Luckily, in the second year the team were able to receive additional funding by 
the faculty.   
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For a more realistic feel, the settings of this specific escape room needed to be 
close to the hospital/clinic interior. The faculty premises already feature a lab 
with 2 hospital beds, equipment and an adjunct room that could serve as a 
“clinic”.  
 

Activities 

Prior the activity: the students received list of pre-reading and asked to complete 
the pre-assessment test.   
 
During the activity:  
Even though one Escape Room activity, it was organised in two acts and required 
two rooms to escape from:  

 Hospital (in-patient) with 3 puzzles and a patient, and  
 Clinic (out-patient) with 3 puzzles and a patient.  

 
Dr. Palasik facilitated the in-patient “Hospital Room” while the other assistant 
professor oversaw the outpatient “Clinic Room”. Each room had a virtual patient, 
a resident (re-enacted by the facilitators as well) and 3 puzzles each, with which 
the students had to interact with the patient to learn more details. The puzzles 
varied in difficulty, even though the students had the possibility to request the 
hints. Notably, in the first year of the activity, using hints was penalised by 
withdrawing points (out of 30 points maximum). Yet, Dr. Palasik noticed that 
this discouraged interactivity and asking questions, and slowed the process for 
the students. Therefore, in the second year the students were entitled to 5 hints in 
each room, which significantly increased their interest in interaction, alleviated 
stress and opened them up for experimentation.  
 
After the completion of the activity (20 mins in each room), the students were 
redirected to take the post-assessment test.  
 
Assessment:  
Important to mention, the activity was graded (30 points). However, the grade 
relied not only on the completion of the activity, but also the pre- and post-
assessment tests, which constituted 1/3 of the grade.  
 
The pre and post assessment tests were practice oriented and scenario-based. The 
test were also peer-reviewed by the colleagues. The students took the perception 
survey as well.  
 

Challenges Major challenges identified by Dr. Palasik are connected with the level of 
complexity, right timing for the activity and students’ experience with escape 
rooms.  
 
Level of complexity: in the first year of the activity, the puzzles were quite 
difficult for the students to solve, while the hints cost them points. Therefore, the 
students refrained from suing the hints, while being stuck in challenging puzzles. 
For the second year, Dr. Palasik revised the puzzles and the hints distribution, 
eliminating the penalty for the latter. This change helped to improve the success 
rate of the students.  
 
Timing for the activity: Dr. Palasik indicated, that in the first year, the Escape 
Room exercise was a day before the exam in another course and therefore the 
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students were distracted before and during the activity. Lack of focus and failure 
to do the pre-reading reflected on the students’ performance and how much they 
have learned from the activity. In the second year, the timing for the activity was 
more relaxed, and Dr. Palasik noticed much higher acquisition of the learning 
outcomes in comparison with year 1.  
 
Additionally, the activity takes place at the time of the class (which is typically 
2 hours), thus extending the activity to 2 weeks to accommodate 100 students. It 
might be uncomfortable for the students and the facilitators.  
 
Lack of experience with escape rooms: While Dr. Palasik and her colleague had 
been familiar with commercial escape rooms before they planned the activity, 
some of their students had not been. The fact that some students did not know 
what is expected from them and what they are supposed to do negatively 
influenced their performance and satisfaction. The second year, Dr. Palasik 
introduced a 10 minutes video to showcase what escape room methodology 
entails.  
 
 

Supporting 
factors 

Institutional support:  
The college is generally supportive of such innovative endeavours in education. 
The course coordinator, who was involved in the second year of the activity, 
helped to acquire additional funding for the materials.  
 
Support from experienced peers:  
Dr. Palasik and her colleague asked for support from more experienced 
colleagues, who had undertaken close in nature and focus activity and published 
an article about it. Eukel et al. “Educational Gaming for Pharmacy Students – 
Design and Evaluation of a Diabetes-themed Escape Room”. The authors of 
above-mentioned article helped with the design of the escape rooms, while Dr. 
Palasik and her colleagues helped them to validate the perception survey with 
new data.  
 
Familiarity with Escape Rooms: 
Dr. Palasik and her colleague had visited commercial escape rooms a number of 
times before and were quite familiar with the principles of escape room building 
scenarios. Notably, they have had a faculty retreat in the escape room as a team-
building activity.  This knowledge also helped to imagine themselves in the shoes 
of the students better.  
 
Opportunity for a research output: 
Having noticed that there was a gap in research and practice on the transition of 
patients with diabetes and it was not properly addressed with educational 
methods, Dr. Palasik and her colleague were also inspired to undertake the 
practical project to contribute to the literature and undertake practical research.  
  

Outputs As indicated by Dr. Palasik, in the first year the students did not fully achieve the 
learning outcomes due to a number of challenges with the escape room 
methodology and the preparation of the students. However, in the second year 
most of the students made it through both rooms, and the scores in the post-test 
were significantly higher than in the pre-test.  
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Outcomes/ 
impact 

Video trailer of the activity is available at the official UNT health Science Center 
YouTube channel.1  
 
While the students’ feedback is not yet available, the immediate feedback from 
the volunteers is highly positive.    
 
Intangible outcomes are the students’ soft skills development, including:  

 Teamwork, communication skills,  
 Leadership skills 
 Active listening skills  

 
Awards and 
recognition  

Winners of the Innovative Assessment Award (The University of North Texas) 

Transferability The game is easily transferred between the student generations and can be 
applicable year after year. However, it might be difficult to apply the 
methodology to another field considering a very narrow focus of the learning 
outcomes.  

Website  UNT health Science Center YouTube channel, video trailer of the escape room 
activity 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=3&v=gU1IWpCVdaw&featur
e=emb_logo  

Contact info of 
the interviewee 

Brittany N. Palasik, PharmD, 

Assistant Professor of Pharmacotherapy 

Brittany.Palasik@unthsc.edu  

 

Cheng Yuet, PharmD, 

Assistant Professor - Pharmacotherapy  

Cheng.Yuet@unthsc.edu 
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37. The EscapED Programme (UK) 

Title of the 
case 

EscapED Programme   

Case 
Institution 

Coventry University, Disruptive Media Learning Lab 

Case Country  The UK 

Author (s) Alexandra Zinovyeva  

Target 
audience 

 Participants of formal education (e.g. BA, MA, PhD students)  

◻ Primary & secondary education 

 Participants of non-formal education (e.g. continuing, adult education)  

◻ Participants of private escape room/ gaming providers 

◻ Other 

Team Size  1      2-4     5-7      8-10      Any  

Duration   15-25 min.   30-50 min.  60 min.  1-2 hours  1 day  3-5 days+  

Mode   Digital     Physical (Room/ Breakout Box/ Other)      Hybrid 

Theme & 
Narrative 

The theme of the game revolved around preventing the explosion of the bomb, 
which was only possible by releasing an engineer hostage. Players solved puzzles 
to find the key code that would release the hostage’s locks. 

 

Section  

Background Developed by Dr. Samantha Clarke (Researcher and Serious Games Designer) 
and her colleagues from Disruptive Media Learning Lab, Coventry University, 
EscapED programme is a project withing the Game Changers initiative 
(gamify.org.uk) that aims to “conceptualize interactive experiences and aid other 
educational facilitators in creating their own, live-action games for the purposes 
of education and positive behavior change in higher/further education settings”. 
EscapED programme is based on the principals of commercial (entertainment) 
escape rooms, however masterfully incorporating educational themes, tangible 
learning objectives and behavior change metrics.  

EscapED programme pilot at the University staff training event run in 2016, after 
which the framework has been employed in different context at Coventry 
University and beyond.     

Aims and 
Objectives  

The focus of the EscapEd framework is to navigate the design of the escape room 
with educational components, integrated into the narrative, theme and puzzles. 
The pilot, however, focused on the soft skills development:  

 Effective communication,  
 Leadership and guidance,  
 Teamwork.  

One of the objectives of the pilot to be tested among university staff and educators 
was to introduce the framework to the end user and encourage the uptake of the 
framework among Coventry University educators and academics.  
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Stakeholders 

Disruptive Media Learning Lab staff as developers of EscapED and organising 
the pilot,  

A first-year drama student to play the hostage,  

University staff as participants at the event. 

Input 

The preparation of the EscaED programme pilot was grounded in the extensive 
background research undertaken by Dr. Clarke and the team of Disruptive Media 
Learning Lab. Therefore, it is quite difficult to estimate tangible and intangible 
resources as an input for the activity. It is noted, that the preparation of the puzzles 
and the materials took approximately 2-3 days and included the development of 
the narrative, running sheets for the support staff, prep video, locks, clues, print 
outs and preparation of the rooms (props, laptops for communication).  
 
Important to mention that the prior expertise in game-based learning and game 
design were the key input needed for the activity. Dr. Clarke is a game enthusiast 
herself professionally and in private, and her experience in playing educational 
and non-educational games helped to develop the narrative and game mechanics. 
Samantha has prior experience in designing games commercially.  

Activities 

 
Figure 3: The EscapED Framework, Clarke et al. “escapED: A Framework for 
Creating Educational Escape Rooms and Interactive Games For Higher/Further 
Education” (2017). 
 
The EscapED Framework (Fig.1) was used to design the pilot test game 
experience for the university staff training event. The Framework presents step-
by-step process of to organise the activity. Specific description of each element 
of the framework can be found in Clarke et al. “escapED: A Framework for 
Creating Educational Escape Rooms and Interactive Games For Higher/Further 
Education” (2017) or in the YouTube video series  
 
Pilot test activity 
The theme of the game revolved around preventing the explosion of the bomb, 
which was only possible by releasing an engineer hostage. Players solved puzzles 
to find the key code that would release the hostage’s locks. Three teams (13 
players) participated in the activity. The premise of the game was to have two 
separate rooms:  

 The room with the bomb, 
 The room with the engineer hostage.  

Puzzles and clues were split between the two rooms and it was only possible to 
resolve the “problem” by communication between the remote teams. However, 
the teams were not allowed to physically interact and could only rely on the two 
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laptops with Skype in each room respectively. Players needed to employ their 
communication skills to share the clues and riddles with the other room teams.  
 
A first-year drama student, playing a part of the hostage, was the main facilitator 
and moderator of the activity. The Disruptive media Lab staff observed the game 
through Skype connection to the laptops.  
 
None of the teams successfully completed the escape rooms, but the team that 
came the closest to the completion received a prize.  
 
Assessment: 
After the activity, the participants filled in the feedback and evaluation sheets, 
that focused on the assessment of the activity for the educational purposes and 
the intention to use the activity in the participants’ own classes. All the survey 
respondents indicated that they saw educational value in the activity and all 
would consider to implement the activity for their classes as content-heavy as 
well as introductory activity, but they were curious on how it would work with 
larger number of people.  
 
Example of the EscapED framework in use in the classroom with the students 
Clarke et al. “escapED: A Framework for Creating Educational Escape Rooms 
and Interactive Games For Higher/Further Education” features an account of an 
educator (Professional Specialist in Learning Design) from the University of 
Southampton who adopted the escapED Framework in order to create an 
educational escape game prototype for teaching the subject of research methods 
to Southampton 
University first year undergraduate students. The theme was based on a fictional 
story “The Island of Dr. Moreau” that surrounds the controversial theme of 
animal testing, an area in which research methods would fit well thematically. 
The educator followed the framework steps and described the experience and 
challenges in details in the article. Important to mention, the activity was 
transformed into an Escape Box with the game build into a vintage portable box. 
For the full account of the educator, the game description, challenges and 
opportunities of the experience, please refer to p.9-11of the publication by Clarke 
et al.1 

Challenges  Clarity of narrative and storytelling skills of the facilitator  
 

 Time constraints  
 

 Complexity of the puzzles  
Supporting 
factors 

Institutional support: 
Coventry University is committed to bringing innovation in teaching and learning 
and one of the agent of this change is Disruptive Media Learning Lab. Academics 
and educators are supported in their endeavours to innovate their classes with 
various tools and methods that the lab develops and pilot-tests.  
 
Educators interest: 
While there might be not enough time for the academics and educators to embark 
on a very complex journey of gamification in their classes, there is a keen interest 
from the academic staff in the work of Disruptive Media Learning Lab.   
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Prior experience: 
Dr. Clarke has an extensive experience with serious games design with over 10 
years career in the field. Dr. Clarke is a keen serious gamer herself, which 
significantly helps her with the design of the games.  
 
Society of serious games: 
A notable support mechanism is the availability of free resources and support for 
the educators and academics, interested in serious gaming in the UK.  

Outputs One of the outputs of the pilot-test of the EscapED programme was keen interest 
of the participating academics to implement the framework in their classes. This 
motivation, according to Dr. Clarke, is one of the main goals of the interactive 
educational activities.  
 
The project has also resulted in the video series about how to create escape room 
fir the educators with 8 chapters following each step in the framework. The video 
series is available in full on the official EscapED YouTube Channel.2 

 
Outcomes/ 
impact 

Video about the activity is available at the official Disruptive Learning Lab 
YouTube Channel.3 
 
Intangible outcomes:  

 The participants demonstrated high level of engagement with the activity,  
 The participants advanced their work delegation skills,  
 Teambuilding  

 
Transferability The framework is applicable to various contexts. The framework can be used in 

university educational settings as well as in life-long learning and staff 
development programmes.  

 

Benefits Staff: 

 An engaging and active teaching tool 
 Can be run within groups 
 Can be repurposed for specific disciplines 
 Can help identify which students may need further support 

 

Students: 

 Develops team-work and communication skills 
 Engaging way to learn 
 Provides the tools for reflection on team dynamics 
 Encourages teamwork and active participation 

 

Employers: 

 Develops soft skills (team work, communication, etc.) 
 Helps to understand team dynamics and power relationships 
 Encourages teamwork and active participation 

Website/ 
resources 

1. Clarke, Samantha & Peel, Daryl & Arnab, Sylvester & Morini, Luca & 
Keegan, Helen & Wood, Oliver. (2017). EscapED: A Framework for 
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Creating Educational Escape Rooms and Interactive Games to For 
Higher/Further Education.. International Journal of Serious Games. 4. 
10.17083/ijsg.v4i3.180. [retrieved from Research Gate on May 25, link: 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/320105108_EscapED_A_Fra
mework_for_Creating_Educational_Escape_Rooms_and_Interactive_G
ames_to_For_HigherFurther_Education  

2. EscapED YouTube Channel 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLfoac6TfOZIk2brqmQizJvE6D
racHdYnB  

3. Disruptive Learning Lab YouTube Channel 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=77&v=rKAchVcNsQE
&feature=emb_logo 

4. Gamify Portfolio – EscapED https://gamify.org.uk/portfolio/escaped/ 
Contact info of 
the interviewee 

Dr. Samantha Clarke,  

Researcher and Serious Games Designer at the Disruptive Media Learning Lab 

Samantha.Clarke@coventry.ac.uk  

  

 


